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Ever since the farm boy, Milo of Crotone, lifted a growing bullock every day, to become
the strongest man in the world, and six-time champion of the ancient Olympic Games,
we have known about the principle of progression of exercise training. Probably earlier,
but certainly by the early 1950′s, Matti Karvonen in Finland [1] taught us that there was a
minimal intensity of exercise training necessary to provoke a training response. Thus, we
learned that prescription of training was based on an evaluation of the potential exerciser,
in order to pick an appropriate relative training intensity [2]. Evaluative procedures
that are highly individually specific are critical. By the mid 1970’s, several investigators
demonstrated that various combinations of training frequency, intensity, type and training
time (FITT) could produce predictable results in exercise capacity. This extensive body
of knowledge is codified in documents like ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and
Prescription, now in its’ 10th edition [3].

Although training intensity and duration were originally based on the relative percent
concept of Karvonen, more contemporary approaches have emphasized threshold-based
prescription [4], and on simple psychophysiological approaches like rating of perceived
exertion [5] and the Talk Test [6]. These latter approaches are somewhat evaluation inde-
pendent in terms of prescribing the training load, but evaluation is still important in terms
of assessing the outcomes of training.

Sometime in the intervening years, we learned about the concept of a “therapeutic
window”, the dynamic space between the good effects and bad side-effects, such as
myocardial infarction, that come from exercise training programs. We also learned about the
interplay between the fitness that increases with training and the fatigue (often a precursor
to injury) that comes with the same training program. This interplay is the nucleus of the
training impulse (TRIMP) concept of Banister [7], which essentially underpins monitoring
training programs. Within this space lies the business of exercise prescription. In athletes,
operating outside the therapeutic window is likely to cause injuries that interfere with the
goals of the training program. If they cause an athlete to miss important competitions,
they can be quite meaningful, but are rarely permanent or life threatening. However,
given the social and financial importance of contemporary high-level sport, missing such
competitions simply because athletes ignored common sense advice is unreasonable. In
the ever-increasing population of older exercisers, or of patients where exercise is part of
a rehabilitation program, side effects can be more severe, often life threatening, although
predictable and manageable [8]. Thus, understanding the parameters of the therapeutic
window is critical to successful prescription of training programs.

This volume presents several papers, written from the perspective of optimizing
training programs by better understanding the purpose and process of evaluating exercise
capacity either in order to better prescribe exercise training or to better understand the
outcome of exercise training programs. A total of 14 papers were published, including
nine original articles, two viewpoints, two brief reports, and a review, focusing on healthy
and sport population (soccer, off-road running, archery, dance, and pilot cadets) and
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diseases (type II diabetes, overweight, obese, breast cancer survivors, multiple sclerosis,
and COVID-19 patients).

In order to carefully adjust training intensity and duration prescription, Foster et al. [9]
suggested the utility of “translating” exercise test responses into the workload during
exercise training. In particular, in sedentary individuals beginning an exercise program
or in patients during rehabilitation, this approach may yield useful estimates of exercise
intensity and contribute to both the safety and efficacy of exercise therapy. Accordingly,
to implement physical interventions effectively, it is essential to provide an appropriate
exercise and training prescription terminology. Therefore, Gronwald et al. [10] provided a
new and clearer definition of the terms dose and response in the context of exercise and
training prescription, suggesting that the dose of physical exercise and/or physical training
should be operationalized by specific markers of internal load and modifying the exercise
prescription by carefully adjusting the external load.

Individualized and supervised training FITT prescription are particularly important
for specific clinical populations and in particular situations such as the health-related con-
sequences of COVID-19. In fact, Pippi et al. [11] with the C.U.R.I.A.Mo. Centre Experience
showed the effectiveness and the importance of a supervised Nordic walk program to
improve body weight control, body composition parameters, muscular flexibility and max-
imal oxygen uptake levels in obese adults with and without type 2 diabetes. Furthermore,
Campa et al. [12] showed that a supervised high frequency resistance training program
resulted in greater benefits for weight loss, cardiometabolic risk factors and handgrip
strength than a training program with a session once a week in overweight and obese
women. Additionally, the lack of significant associations between activity pacing and
fatigue or physical activity found by Abonie et al. [13] suggests that people with multiple
sclerosis which may benefit from targeted interventions to manage fatigue and optimize
engagement in physical activity. Mascherini et al. [14] demonstrated that an exercise
prescription program produces mid-term improvements in body composition, physical
fitness and health-related quality of life of breast cancer survivors while adjuvant therapy
slows down the effectiveness of an exercise program in the loss of fat mass. Individualiza-
tion and personalization are also the key terms of the review proposed by Maugeri and
Musumeci [15]. Accordingly, they provided a detailed review of the literature aiming to
summarize updated evidence on the beneficial effects of adapted physical activity, based
on personalized and tailor-made exercise, in preventing, treating, and counteracting the
consequences of COVID-19.

The dose–response relationship proposed by Gronwald et al. [10] depends on a mul-
titude of factors, such as internal and external load, and influencing factors. Within the
influencing factors, nutrition, hydration, anthropometrics, environment, sport specific cir-
cumstances and ability have been highlighted. Results from Magee et al. [16] demonstrated
a continued need for sport nutrition education interventions to be part of regular team
activities, recommended to help athletes understand their advanced dietary requirements,
provide strategies to meet dietary recommendations and avoid low energy availability. In-
vestigating the effect of dehydration on archery performance, subjective feelings and heart
rate response, the study from Savvides et al. [17] reported that, despite the induced psycho-
logical and physiological strain, archery performance over 72 arrows was not affected by
dehydration. Specific bioelectrical impedance vector analysis references for the start of the
season period, through which the physical condition achieved after the preparation micro-
cycle in soccer can be assessed, have been provided by Bongiovanni et al. [18]. Thanks to
findings from Petri et al. [19], national and international federations will be able to perform
regular body composition assessments using skinfold measurements in soccer referees.
Rojas-Valverde et al. [20] showed that data related to impacts could better explain the cumu-
lative mechanical kidney trauma during mountain running, suggesting technology to better
understand how the number and magnitude of the g-forces involved in off-road running
could potentially affect kidney function. Video observation and motor imagery training did
not improve reaction time when compared to controls, but Sirico et al. [21] suggested it as a
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useful training strategy in individuals who need to simultaneously develop a fast response
to different types of stimuli like pilot cadets. Finally, dance participation and experience
proved to not influence balance and motor control in the sixth ballet position although
resulting in better balance outcomes while standing in the first ballet position, suggesting
identifying specific training adaptations and injury risk in varying foot positions [22].

Given the great success of the present Special Issue, we already launched a second
edition, and we do hope to receive contributions focusing on the use of either laboratory or
field evaluations to generate training advice in patients, healthy people, and athletes.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Although there is evidence supporting the benefit of regular exercise, and recommendations
about exercise and physical activity, the process of individually prescribing exercise following exercise
testing is more difficult. Guidelines like % heart rate (HR) reserve (HRR) require an anchoring
maximal test and do not always provide a homogenous training experience. When prescribing HR
on the basis of % HRR, rating of perceived exertion or Talk Test, cardiovascular/perceptual drift
during sustained exercise makes prescription of the actual workload difficult. To overcome this issue,
we have demonstrated a strategy for “translating” exercise test responses to steady state exercise
training on the basis of % HRR or the Talk Test that appeared adequate for individuals ranging from
cardiac patients to athletes. However, these methods depended on the nature of the exercise test
details. In this viewpoint, we combine these data with workload expressed as Metabolic Equivalent
Task (METs). We demonstrate that there is a regular stepdown between the METs during training
to achieve the same degree of homeostatic disturbance during testing. The relationship was linear,
was highly-correlated (r = 0.89), and averaged 71.8% (Training METs/Test METs). We conclude that it
appears possible to generate a generalized approach to correctly translate exercise test responses to
exercise training.

Keywords: exercise prescription; target heart rate; RPE; Talk Test
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1. Introduction

Exercise is a very positive health behavior. As far back as Hippocrates in the 4th century Before
Common Era (BCE) and Galen in the 3rd century BCE, the concept of mens sana in corpore sano “a healthy
mind in a healthy body” has been one of the cornerstones of medical practice. Exercise is particularly
beneficial considering that in most of the developed world, heart disease is the leading attributable
cause of death (45–50% of deaths), and cancer the 2nd (30–35% of deaths), although their incidence
is meaningfully reduced in people who follow out genetic heritage and perform a large volume
of exercise [1]. Despite the development of significant diagnostic and therapeutic medical options,
the incidence of both diseases rose steadily through the first 70 years of the 20th century and began to
decline after the 1962 publication of the United States Surgeon General’s recommendations against
smoking [2] and Cooper’s Aerobics in 1968 [3], which essentially launched the “jogging” movement.
The evidence supporting the positive health benefit of regular exercise is based on an abundant
data base of epidemiological studies [4–8]. More recent population studies have demonstrated a
dose–response effect of exercise on the risk of mortality, with an apparent saturation of benefit at ~20
Metabolic Equivalent Task (MET) hours per week [9–14]. There is, paradoxically, a slight excess in
mortality above ~75 MET hours per week [9–11]. This is paralleled by a progressive reduction in the
probability of cardiovascular events with increases in the number of steps accumulated per day [12–14].

Table 1. Negative outcomes during exercise training.

Congenital Abnormalities

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
Arrhythmogenic RV dysplasia
Coronary artery anomalies

Undiagnosed Coronary Artery Disease

Pre-exercise screening identifies >50%
First presentation of cardiovascular disease is often fatal

33% males, 12% females

Drug Use

Anabolic steroids
Stimulants
Erythropoietin
Recreational drugs

Trauma

Commotio cordis

With any health/medical therapy, particularly with drugs and surgery, there are usually iatrogenic
(negative) side effects that need to be accounted for, which influences the dose of exercise recommended.
In the 19th century, exercise (particularly athletics) was often viewed with some suspicion [15–17].
A series of reports, based on data collected after the beginning of the “jogging revolution” following
the 1968 publication of Cooper’s Aerobics, suggested that middle-aged joggers were at somewhat of an
increased risk during exercise [17]. This risk was largely seen to be based on a changed flow–demand
relationship in the coronary circulation and the risk of rupturing of existing atherosclerotic plaque.
Negative outcomes during exercise training appear to be based on a variety of factors (Table 1) [18].
In adults, early studies suggested that bad outcomes during exercise were most often seen in persons
with underling coronary artery disease [17], and that the presentation of myocardial infarction vs.
sudden cardiac death seemed to be related to the presence/absence of prior myocardial infarction
(e.g., prior myocardial scarring) [17]. In the 1990s, a series of studies focused on the “triggering” of
myocardial infarction, noted that when exercise was involved, it was usually “unaccustomed heavy
(>6 METs) exercise” in previously sedentary individuals” [17]. Across time, the risk of untoward
events during exercise training, whether in healthy individuals or patients with known cardiovascular
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disease, has generally decreased [15], perhaps largely because we have become better at recognizing
when not to begin an exercise program, and by recognizing the importance of controlling intensity
during the early days/weeks of an exercise program [15].

2. Exercise Testing

Graded exercise testing is a fundamental technique within medical diagnostics, fitness assessment,
performance diagnostics, and exercise prescription [18–20]. There are a variety of reasons for exercise
testing (Table 2) [18]. Exercise testing, which at the minimum usually involves progressively harder
exercise, with electrocardiogram (ECG) and hemodynamic monitoring, can be augmented in a variety
of ways including measurement of respiratory gas exchange, and methods designed to measure
myocardial perfusion or ventricular function [19]. Exercise capacity derived from graded exercise
tests has been shown to be very useful in terms of defining prognosis [21,22]. In middle-aged
individuals, including patients with known cardiovascular disease, peak exercise capacities of >8 METs
are associated with 5-year survival of ~95%, which gives physicians the latitude to try less invasive
therapies. From the standpoint of prescribing exercise, there is a long tradition of using either the
relative heart rate or heart rate reserve, or a normalized approach to exercise capacity (e.g., % heart rate
(HR) reserve (% HRR), or % maximal oxygen consumption (% VO2 max) or maximal METs) [18,19].
For example, in two patients with the same evidence of a disease process (e.g., ST segment depression
on the ECG, correlated with chest pain) may be viewed, and treated, very differently depending on
their prognosis estimated from exercise capacity.

Table 2. Reasons for exercise testing.

Evaluate Exertional Discomfort

Reduced exercise tolerance
Chest pain
Dyspnea
Claudication
Cerebral symptoms

Reveal Occult Pathology

Change presentation of cardiovascular disease

Define Prognosis

Guide to exercise prescription strategy

Exercise Prescription

Relative percentage concept
Ischemic/arrhythmic threshold

In most cases, maximal exercise is often employed to allow optimization of the diagnostic
sensitivity of exercise testing [23] and anchoring of the exercise prescription. However, submaximal
testing has been shown to be a valuable alternative when maximal testing is not possible [24] and is
certainly less demanding for the patient, may be perceived as safer, and does not require physician
involvement. Submaximal exercise outcomes, such as the ventilatory threshold (VT), have become
recognized as effective criteria for sustainable exercise capacity [25,26]. Exercise testing in clinical
populations is generally thought to be quite safe, with complications requiring medical intervention
occurring in ~1% of tests [27] and in healthy individuals/athletes is nearly zero [28]. More recent
approaches to using the Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) [24,29] and the Talk Test [24,30] to evaluate
exercise capacity have appeared and may be just as effective for exercise prescription. For example,
an RPE rating of 13-14 or the first time speech comfort is “equivocal” is very close to the VT [24,30].
To the degree that VT may be just as good of an index of sustainable exercise capacity as VO2 max,
such submaximal exercise testing options hold great promise.
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3. Exercise Advice vs. Prescription

The value of exercise as a health promoting behavior is large enough that professional societies
such as the American College of Sports Medicine, the American Heart Association, and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention have issued guidelines for public behavior [31,32]. These guidelines,
which carry a very favorable benefit–risk ratio, recommend that all adults accumulate at least 150 min of
moderate (almost always < VT) intensity exercise, preferably distributed over at least 5 days per week.
If one includes ordinary activities as well, this would represent ~10,000 steps per day [12–14] or ~20 METs
hours per week [9–11]. It is important to note that these levels of recommendation, which probably
approximate 7 h per week, are in excess of the 150 min per week recommended by professional
societies [31,32]. The difference may be based on the belief that compliance to recommendations of
150 min per week is likely to be higher than to >400 min per week, and that the public health benefit of
more people doing less than idealized exercise is larger than better grounded recommendations which
may have lower compliance. These recommendations are not very individually tailored. In many
ways, they are comparable to the traditional health recommendations, “an apple a day keeps the
doctor away”, but have a likely large benefit in terms of health risk, with very minimal likelihood of
untoward complications.

However, many people prefer more individually driven exercise prescription. Or in individuals
with more fragile clinical conditions, more individually specific advice might be of value. Consistent
with the concept of Exercise is Medicine® promoted by the American College of Sports Medicine,
there would be some sort of exercise-based evaluation that would allow the generation of an individual
exercise prescription. The concept of the American College of Sports Medicine is based on the FITT-VP
concept (frequency, intensity, time, type, volume, and progression) [18]. The most difficult of these
elements to prescribe is intensity. In the original concept, the intensity of exercise was prescribed based
on % of maximal HR (% HRmax), % HRR, % METs, or % MET Reserve [18]. This practice was supported
by an abundant data base from randomized trials. However, it requires the presence of a maximal
exercise test to anchor the HRmax or max METs, particularly since age-based population estimates
of HRmax are known to be individually inadequate [33]. As early as the late 1970s, there were also
reports suggesting that exercise prescriptions built on the so-called “relative percent concept” were not
very good at creating a homogenous training experience and response [34,35]. Beyond this, it is widely
recognized that HRmax achieved during a single incremental bout of exercise (particularly during
tests conducted for clinical diagnostics) is unlikely to represent a true HRmax achieved during field
testing, or interval training. More recent recommendations have suggested that exercise prescription
concepts based on ventilatory/lactate threshold might be superior [25,26,36]. However, determination
of “threshold” is technologically demanding, and requires a maximal exercise test. Recent work from
our laboratory has suggested that the Talk Test may offer a technologically simple approach to VT
estimation [30]. In the Talk Test, it is common to have subjects recite a standard speech passage
of ~90 words, and then respond to the question, “can you speak comfortably?”. When the subject
responds with “yes”, they are typically below the intensity of the VT. The first equivocal response,
“yes, but”, usually occurs at about the intensity of the VT. If the subject responds with a definite “no”,
the intensity is typically close to the respiratory compensation threshold [30]. Further, work with the
RPE has suggested a low-tech way to evaluating either VT or VO2 max and prescribing exercise that is
useful for recommending the intensity of training [25,37,38].

4. Functional Translation

One of the complicating issues when prescribing exercise training, particularly based on responses
during submaximal or maximal exercise testing, is that the HR or RPE or Talk Test response at a
particular workload during the exercise test “drifts” as exercise is sustained during training. This may
be attributable to progressive changes in core temperature, to accumulation of catecholamines,
to progressive dehydration, or to other factors related “to fatigue”. In other words, a workload that
elicits a HR of 130 during exercise testing may have a HR of 145 after 30 min, secondary to cardiovascular
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drift. This leads to the practical problem of advising patients what to do in the gymnasium based on
their exercise test responses. Imagine a person with a resting HR of 50, a maximal HR of 150, and thus a
target HR at 70% HRR of 120, with an RPE of 13 and a Talk Test response of “yes, I can talk comfortably”.
Let us say that this person achieves this HR at 6 min into a standard Bruce treadmill protocol (2.5 mph
(4.0 kmh), 12% grade). However, if they go to the gymnasium and begin exercise training at this
workload, their HR will quickly be greater than 120, their RPE will be 15 or more, they will not be
comfortable talking, and they will have to quit after 15 min or so. Clearly, a prescribed workload will
“drift” beyond the scope intended. This highlights the importance of monitoring responses during
exercise training via multiple mechanisms (% HRR, RPE, Talk Test). However, sometime the monitoring
methods have enough lag that the beginning exerciser gets “behind the curve” and becomes overly
fatigued. In an experienced exerciser, this is not a problem. However, in the more vulnerable exerciser,
it could provide the substrate for (at least) an unpleasant exercise session, if not an untoward event.
If the exercise test responses could be “translated” such that the target workload designed to achieve
target values for HR, RPE and Talk Test could be adjusted (down regulated) before the session begins
then the response during training might be more optimal.

We have taken this approach with ambulation following a standard treadmill test [38], with cycling
after a standard cycle test [38], during arm–leg ergometry [39], during recreational activities [40] for
target HR. We have also taken the same approach using the Talk Test as the outcome measure in
sedentary individuals [41], well-trained individuals [42], and cardiac patients [30,43,44]. However,
the magnitude of the “step down” (down regulation) in workload from exercise testing to exercise
training is highly individual and depends on the details of the exercise test protocol. For example,
in more rapidly ramped protocols, or in standard clinical protocols (e.g., Bruce treadmill protocols),
the lack of near steady state conditions during testing makes the necessity for down-regulating the
training session more difficult.
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Figure 1. Comparison of exercise intensity (expressed as Metabolic Equivalent Task (METs) during
exercise testing and exercise training with the same level of objective exercise intensity (% of Heart Rate
Reserve, Rating of Perceived Exertion, Talk Test) based on combined results from several studies [38–44].

In this paper, we have taken the strategy of trying to “generalize” the magnitude of step down,
by computing the relative workload, expressed as METs, on the basis of standard metabolic formulas [18]
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during both exercise testing and training, based on our previously published data [38–44]. We then
plotted the METs during the exercise test against the METs during the steady state period (15–30 min)
during exercise training, with the same magnitude of homeostatic disturbance in terms of % HRR,
Talk Test score, and RPE. The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 1. The translated
MET values were well correlated (r = 0.89) and the mean “step down” followed a linear regression,
with an average step-down to 71.8% from testing (7.66 ± 4.03 METs) to training (5.50 ± 2.92 METs).
This strategy, of course, is primarily designed for near steady state training sessions. In principle it
could be extrapolated to interval training, although factors such as the length of the hard and easy
segments, as well as the difference between hard and easy segments would have to be considered.
Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to develop a ‘generalized model’ for translating exercise
test responses to exercise prescription.

5. Discussion

The main finding of this viewpoint was that it appears possible to generalize previous
studies [38–44] intended to “translate” exercise test responses into exercise prescriptions, by expressing
the workload as METs. Using this approach, it appears that steady state exercise training at 65–75% of
the workload yielding a particular marker of exercise intensity (i.e., % HRR, RPE, Talk Test) during
exercise testing will yield comparable responses during exercise training. This problem has not
otherwise been widely addressed. However, our results suggest that a larger “stepdown” than the
~10% recommended by Mezzani et al. [24] is necessary. The results are also consistent with the finding
of de Koning et al. [45] that VT occurs at about 50% of peak power output (usually ~70% VO2 max)
and that most exercise training, whether for athletes [26] or non-athletes [19], takes place at intensities
<VT [20]. Validation of the magnitude of “stepdown” awaits further prospective data.

In the case of already active individuals, the spontaneous choice of the exercise level often yields
intensities within commonly recommended guidelines [18]. Indeed, using the Talk Test as a surrogate
of exercise intensity, athletic subjects required relatively little adjustment of workload beyond the first
moments of the exercise bout [30,42,43]. In other words, in already experienced exercisers, finding
the right intensity is relatively simple and rapid. Further, even in minimally trained individuals and
cardiac patients, adjustment of the exercise level on the basis of speech comfort yielded appropriate
relative MET and % HRR values within a very few minutes of exercise [30,44]. We also know that
previously untrained individuals can self-regulate exercise intensity using the RPE scale and achieve
an effective training response [37].

In sedentary individuals, unaccustomed heavy exercise can be associated with the “triggering” of
myocardial infarction [17]. However, we also know that the incidence of exercise related complications,
both in healthy individuals and in cardiac rehabilitation programs, has decreased over time [15],
most likely because we are better at regulating exercise intensity during the early weeks of new
exercise programs (e.g., avoiding conditions that might promote “triggering” of myocardial infarction).
Against the background that many people who have been sedentary for many years and who are
beginning an exercise program later in life, and that they may tend to exercise at intensities recalled
from earlier in their life. This workload may now be too strenuous and may predispose toward the
development of untoward events during training. Thus, rather than prescribing exercise on the basis
of % HRR or even RPE, which may take some time to show that the exercise is too strenuous, it would
seem to be desirable to have a mechanism for deciding what the appropriate workload should be
during the first few days of training, and then fine tuning (e.g., triangulate) this intensity on the basis
of conventional monitoring tools (% HRR, RPE, Talk Test).

6. Conclusions

The present results suggest the utility of “translating” exercise test responses into the workload
during exercise training that will yield appropriate levels of exercise intensity as defined by % HRR,
RPE, or Talk Test. It appears that reducing the workload to 65–75% of that during the exercise
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test is reasonable and can be done on the basis of METs calculated using standard methods [18].
Particularly in sedentary individuals beginning an exercise program or in patients during rehabilitation,
this approach may yield useful estimates of exercise intensity and contribute to both the safety
and efficacy of exercise therapy. These data suggest a simple approach to using exercise testing
results, which are meaningfully generalized [38–44] from our earlier more specific results. Hopefully,
this makes the “functional translation” approach easier to use, although this new approach requires
future experimental verification.
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Abstract: Physical interventions are used to increase physical (sports) performance and considered as
effective low-cost strategies in the fields of healthcare, disease or injury prevention, and medical treatment.
In general, a considerable amount of evidence buttress the application of physical interventions in
various fields as it has been demonstrated to contribute to the maintenance and recovery of physical
performance, cognitive function, and overall state of health. To implement physical interventions
effectively, it is essential to provide an appropriate exercise and training prescription. Exercise and
training prescription are key for “dose” specification and for the individualization (personalizing) of
physical exercise and training, precisely adjusted and controlled like medication. Since the physiological
response to physical interventions is demonstrably individual and dependent on many influencing
factors, individualization is an emerging approach aiming to maximize the efficiency of an intervention
by accounting for the interindividual heterogeneity. The present brief viewpoint article aims to
distinguish and to redefine between the terms dose and response in order to improve the understanding
of practitioners, the methodology of study protocols, and to relate future findings to the actual biological
(interindividual) variability of acute and chronic responses.

Keywords: dose; acute response; chronic response; internal load; external load; exercise and training
prescription; exercise is medicine; personalized medicine

1. Introduction

There is growing evidence that regular physical activity and/or physical exercise (as planned,
structured, and purposive forms of physical activity [1,2]) lead to positive effects on physical performance
and health in various physiological subsystems (e.g., metabolic, cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, or
central nervous system) and the organism as a whole, which emphasizes its use in different fields
of application [3,4]. Hence, “physical interventions“, which serve as an umbrella term that covers
“physical exercise” (as an acute single bout of physical exercise) and “physical training” (as regularly
conducted and multiple bouts of physical exercise [2]), are used and have been proven to be an effective
low-cost strategy to recover, maintain or increase physical (sports) performance or the overall health
status of an individual in different fields of application (e.g., healthcare, disease and injury prevention,
medical treatment). To implement physical interventions effectively in physical (sports) performance
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enhancement, disease prevention, and medical treatments, it is essential to provide an appropriate
exercise and training prescription [5,6]. Such a prescription should consider the fundamental principles
of exercise and training prescription (e.g., regularity, overload, progression [7]) and should fully specify
external load variables (such as exercise and training variables) and internal load variables (see Figure 1).
Furthermore, exercise prescription is key for “dose” or “dosage” (regularly provided dose over a
specific period of time) specification and for individualization (personalizing) of physical exercise and
training, precisely adjusted and controlled like medication [8,9]. In the following, we are using dose as
an umbrella term covering dose and dosage.
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Figure 1. Individual physical exercise and training prescription are based on specific objectives and
the respective context in the varying fields of application, as well as principles for the programming
and monitoring of physical exercise and training. The dose–outcome relationship depends on a
multitude of factors, such as factors of external and internal load and influencing factors. HR: heart rate,
HRV: heart rate variability, VO2: oxygen uptake, RER: respiratory exchange ratio, CK: creatine kinase,
CNS: central nervous system, RPE: rating of perceived exertion, DOMS: rating of delayed onset muscle
soreness, PAP: post-activation potentiation.
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Since the physiological response to physical interventions is demonstrably individual and dependent
on many influencing factors, individualization is an emerging approach which aims to maximize
the efficiency of an intervention by accounting for the interindividual heterogeneity in athletes,
healthy populations and patients [5,10–12]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the actual interindividual
differences in acute psychophysiological response(s) to the same acute physical exercise and/or adaptations
to the same physical training [13–15]. To take interindividual heterogeneity into account, a discussion about
the classification of “responder”, “non-responder”, “adverse responder”, or “individuals who did not
respond” has been emerged [14,16], but a generally accepted agreement on an appropriate classification
approach has yet not been reached [15–17]. However, the extent of the individual physiological response
to physical interventions (sensitivity to respond to the given stimuli) need to be referenced relative
to a specific outcome in the variable of interest according to the initial objective. The interindividual
responsiveness to physical interventions and, in turn, the interindividual heterogeneity in outcomes are
caused by several moderators, including non-modifiable factors (e.g., sex or genotype) and modifiable
factors (e.g., nutrition, social or cognitive activities, exercise prescription) [13,14,18,19]. Moreover, it is
assumed that low-sensitive responsiveness can be best counteracted by modifying the dose of the physical
exercise and/or physical training [20,21]. The latter suggests that the dose of physical interventions per se
contributes significantly to the observed interindividual heterogeneity of specific outcomes. In a recent
systematic review and meta-analysis, Greenham et al. [22] identified biomarkers of physiological responses
associated with altered exercise performance following intensified physical training. The majority of the
identified biomarkers demonstrated inconsistent findings, due in part to large interindividual response
heterogeneity. The authors recommending that future research should strengthens the focus on individual
responses rather than group responses and factors that contribute to the interindividual variability in
response. In this regard, the term dose of physical interventions has not yet been clearly defined [23].
The present viewpoint article aims to distinguish between the terms dose and response in order to
improve the understanding of practitioners and the methodology of study protocols and to relate future
findings to the actual biological (interindividual) variability of acute responses and chronic adaptations.

2. Redefining Dose and Response for Individualized Physical Exercise and Training Prescription

An adequate physical exercise and training prescription is a key element in science and practice
to characterize the dose of physical interventions. In order to define the dose of a physical intervention,
three key components should be considered: (1) external load (defined as the work completed by
the individual independent of internal characteristics), (2) influencing factors (all factors that can
strengthen or disturb the stimuli of a single bout of exercise and/or training), and (3) internal load
(defined as the individual and acute physiological, psychological, motor, and biomechanical responses
to the external load and the influencing factors during and/or after the cessation of a single bout of
physical exercise) [2,24–30]. Figure 1 gives an overview of the multitude of factors in the subcategories,
without claiming to be complete. In this regard, parameters of external load (e.g., running with a speed
of 10km/h or swimming with a pace of 65 s per 100 m) or parameters of internal load (e.g., running with
70% of maximum heart rate) can be used to prescribe and control exercise intensity. Here, the internal
load has a key role in physical exercise and training prescription as it represents the crucial impetus
for acute and/or chronic changes [18,30–34]. Hence, we propose that dose can be operationalized and
monitored using a specific indicator (or set of specific indicators) of internal load as proxy. In this regard,
it is mandatory to distinguish with respect to the number of exercise sessions between a single bout of
physical exercise (i.e., one session leads to an internal load) and repeated bouts of physical exercise
defined as training (i.e., several and consecutive sessions during a defined period lead to repeated
bouts of internal loads) [1]. Whereas a single bout of physical exercise leads to distinct acute responses
shown by a transient reaction of the organism (beneficial, maintaining, or detrimental depending on
the stimuli), repeated bouts of physical exercise ultimately converge into distinct chronic responses
(beneficial, maintaining, or detrimental depending on the stimuli).
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With regard to our definition of dose, and given that internal load as acute response is a part
of dose, the term “response” in the frequently used phrase “dose–response” should be specified as
“chronic response” (effect on a specific outcome parameter, e.g., mitochondrial volume and density) in
the meaning of adaptation as a potential result of several and consecutive sessions of physical exercise.
To be even more precise and to broaden the understanding of the dose–response relationship, we
recommend redefining the phrase “dose–response” as “dose–outcome”, which specifies the link to
an acute outcome parameter (in regard to a single bout of physical exercise) or a chronic outcome
parameter (in regard to repeated bouts of physical exercise defined as training) according to the
respective objective. In this context, dose could be seen as an independent variable or a set of
independent variables which we assume to be involved in biological processes in general and in a
complex response matrix and signal transduction [35], specifically leading to a distinct “outcome”
(dependent variable). However, according to the definitions, internal load as proxy of the dose could
be controlled by modifying the external load in consideration of exercise and training principles
(e.g., periodization for the planned systematic and structural variation of a training program over time
with an adequate ratio of load and recovery periods) and influencing factors such as the actual state of
the psychophysiological capacity level (including level of performance).

3. Implications and Areas for Future Research

Valid indicators that represent the most appropriate proxies of dose for prescribing physical
interventions are highly specific and more research is needed to identify them (with regard to the
context and/or specific acute or chronic responses) [18]. In this regard, current concepts discuss
promising internal load parameters (e.g., brain-derived parameters, hormones) to prescribe physical
exercise, in addition to traditional measures like heart rate, blood lactate concentration, or rating
of perceived exertion [36]. Nevertheless, there is a good, at least theoretical, rationale in support
of the individualization of exercise and training prescription by providing a distinct (comparable
and standardizable) dose across individuals to elicit the desired psychophysiological responses,
which would in turn allow for a better comparison of outcomes across different individuals [2,37,38].
Therefore, existing recommendations endorse the adequate prescription of single exercise sessions
and/or training with the specification of parameters of external load and markers of internal load in
science and practice [31,32,38,39]. Furthermore, regarding controlled trials of physical interventions
and difficulties for blinding participants, it is advisable to include a sham condition in order to
avoid potential biases for at least some of a multitude of influencing factors regarding the positive
effects of physical activity and physical exercise. A sham intervention should be designed very
specifically and should aim to closely replicate virtually all of the elements of a physical exercise
condition, regarding variables of physical exercise and physical training (e.g., setting and equipment,
socialization, supervision, care, motivation and counselling, outcome expectations, modality and type
of exercise, volume, duration, movement frequency, training frequency and density, e.g., [18,40,41]),
with the exception of important (hypothesized) prescriptive elements leading to targeted outcomes
(e.g., exercise intensity, progression over time). Promising methodological approaches already exist
for this purpose [42]. The importance of controlling for social support when designing interventions,
which points out the need for adequate sham intervention, has also been highlighted by different
authors [43,44]. This approach will further ensure high quality standards for the evaluation of exercise
and training prescription and the dose effects of physical interventions.

4. Conclusions

In essence, this brief opinion provides a new and clearer definition of the terms dose and response
in the context of exercise and training prescription. We propose that the dose of physical exercise and/or
physical training should be operationalized by a specific marker (or specific markers) of internal load.
Modifying the exercise prescription by carefully adjusting the external load, a comparable dose can be
achieved across individuals, discovering the “real” interindividual heterogeneity regarding acute and
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chronic responses to physical interventions. We strongly encourage researcher to investigate whether
exercise and training prescription that induces a comparable dose may reduce the interindividual
heterogeneity considering specific (targeted) outcome variables [45].
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Abstract: Exercise is a convenient non-medical intervention, commonly recommended in metabolic
syndrome and type 2 diabetes (DM2) managements. Aerobic exercise and aerobic circuit training
have been shown to be able to reduce the risk of developing DM2-related complications. Growing
literature proves the usefulness of Nordic walking as exercise therapy in different disease populations,
therefore it has a conceivable use in DM2 management. Aims of this study were to analyze and
report the effects of two different supervised exercises (gym-based exercise and Nordic walking)
on anthropometric profile, blood pressure values, blood chemistry and fitness variables in obese
individuals with and without DM2. In this study, 108 obese adults (aged 45–65 years), with or
without DM2, were recruited and allocated into one of four subgroups: (1) Gym-based exercise
program (n = 49) or (2) Nordic walking program (n = 37) for obese adults; (3) Gym-based exercise
program (n = 10) or (4) Nordic walking program (n = 12) for obese adults with DM2. In all exercise
subgroups, statistically significant improvements in body weight, body mass index, fat mass index,
muscular flexibility and maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max) were observed. Moreover, a higher
percentage of adherence to the gym-based program compared to Nordic walking was recorded.
Our findings showed that, notwithstanding the lower adherence, a supervised Nordic walk is effective
as a conventional gym-based program to improve body weight control, body composition parameters,
muscular flexibility and VO2 max levels in obese adults with and without type 2 diabetes.

Keywords: Nordic walking; obesity; type 2 diabetes; cardiometabolic fitness

1. Introduction

Physical inactivity is one of the most common risk factors that increase the risk of developing
relevant non-communicable diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes, DM2) and their related risk of mortality [1].
In 2019, the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) estimated that approximately 463 million people
have diabetes (type 1 and 2, diagnosed and undiagnosed) worldwide [2]. To counteract and contain
this phenomenon, worldwide actions aimed to promote specific health prevention interventions.
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These interventions aim to reduce cardiometabolic risk factors, combining a balanced diet with an
adequate level of weekly physical activity (PA), and drugs consumption where necessary.

Exercise is an effective non-medical intervention for the management of metabolic syndrome
and DM2 [3,4]. In fact, aerobic exercise is the most studied type of exercise and most prescribed
in people with common non-communicable chronic diseases, and it has shown to elicit beneficial
effects in metabolic, Hb1Ac, body weight and insulin resistance control, also improving fat distribution
and microcirculatory function [5,6], with a major effect achieved when combined with resistance
training [7,8]. Moreover, aerobic exercise is able to lower the risk of DM2-related complications, such as
diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy and neuropathy [9].

Walking is one of the most common physical activities, rarely associated with physical injuries
due to its executive characteristics [10]. It can be performed in different environments with no need
for particular equipment, overcoming some common barriers such as lack of time, low fitness level,
and shortage of money. Walking is able to increase insulin sensitivity and reduces many cardiovascular
risk factors, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia and fat mass accumulation [11–13].

Therefore, studying the effects of a particular type of walking practice, such as Nordic walking
(NW), could be useful and could help to set an exercise prescription for NW practitioners. NW is
an easy-to-learn activity that can be practiced anywhere and only requires the practitioner to be
equipped with specific poles. NW involves upper and lower limbs simultaneously, with an increase of
approximately 23% in energy expenditure compared to common walking activity [14,15], potentially
ensuring major positive physiological effects linked with the prolonged and contemporaneous use
of big muscle masses. Several studies showed the beneficial effects of NW in different disease
populations [15–19], but only a few studies have investigated the cardiometabolic effects of NW
in individuals with obesity and DM2 [20–23]. So, the aims of our study were to analyze and
report the cardiometabolic effects following a multidisciplinary intervention performed at the Centro
Universitario Ricerca Interdipartimentale Attività Motoria (C.U.R.I.A.Mo.) center, which included two
different forms of supervised exercise programs (NW outdoor and exercise indoor) for individuals
with obesity and DM2. The cardiometabolic effects of NW activity were compared with those
aroused from a conventional exercise-based intervention performed indoor (gym-based exercise, GYM),
which combined aerobic and resistance exercises.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

From 2010 to 2014, a total sample of 108 obese adults (73 women and 35 men) with and without
DM2 (mean age of 56.44 ± 5.94 years) were recruited at the C.U.R.I.A.Mo. center to follow an
intensive and multidisciplinary intervention protocol (Figure 1), comprising Nordic walking (NW)
and a gym-based exercise program (GYM).

Inclusion criteria were: age between 45 and 65 years and a body mass index (BMI) ≥ 30 kg/m2.
The exclusion criteria were: presence of musculoskeletal disorders or other clinical conditions that
could seriously reduce life expectancy or their ability to participate in the study. Women were 45–65
years old (mean age = 56.37), but no data about menopause were collected, and the statistical analyses
conducted, revealed no age effects on the considered variables both at T0 and T1.

In accordance with the subjects’ clinical conditions, which were evaluated during the first medical
examination (obese individuals with or without DM2), and the different forms of exercise programs
proposed (NW or GYM), participants were allocated into 1 of the 4 subgroups:

1. Gym-based exercise program for obese individuals (OB-GYM; n = 49);
2. NW program for obese individuals (OB-NW; n = 37);
3. Gym-based exercise program for obese individuals with DM2 (DM2-GYM; n = 10);
4. NW program for obese individuals with DM2 (DM2-NW; n = 12).
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Figure 1. The “Centro Universitario Ricerca Interdipartimentale Attività Motoria” clinical model
(De Feo et al., JEI 2011 [24]).

The baseline characteristics of participants are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Study Design

The C.U.R.I.A.Mo. clinical model, previously described by De Feo [24], provides the participation
of master-trained specialists, who work following a multidisciplinary method. The C.U.R.I.A.Mo.
project has been registered in the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (a Primary Registry
in the WHO registry network), with the number: ACTRN12611000255987.

All the participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study, and prior to
starting any kind of assessments, were asked to fill out a questionnaire regarding the possible presence
of musculoskeletal disorders, which could influence our choice when assigning the subjects to either
the GYM or NW program. Using a quasi-experimental study design, individuals were assessed before
(T0) and at the end of each exercise intervention (T1).

2.3. The C.U.R.I.A.Mo. Clinical Model

All the participants have been assessed through the C.U.R.I.A.Mo. evaluation model composed
by four clinical steps.

1. A medical examination was managed by the endocrinologist to exclude the presence of clinical
conditions that could contraindicate the exercise interventions. During the visit, the C.U.R.I.A.Mo.
clinical model was explained to participants, and the blood tests were prescribed according to
national standards of care [25].

2. A psychological interview to increase the subjects’ lifestyle change and to assess their
psychological status.

3. A nutritional evaluation to assess the nutritional habits of the participants in order to increase
their awareness of a balanced daily diet based on the Mediterranean dietary principles.
The C.U.R.I.A.Mo. model provides two individual counseling sessions (before and after the
interventions). Nutritional counseling aims to reduce saturated and trans-unsaturated fatty acids
to under 10% of the total daily energy, promoting the consumption of fish, vegetables, legumes,
fruit and whole grain cereals, to reduce calorie intake. Participants were also invited to attend
educational classes focused on healthy diets and good physical activity habits.

4. A complete medical examination was performed by a physician focused on assessing the
individual aerobic capacity and muscle strength, and to exclude any potential contraindications
to exercise. These outcomes were also used to increase the participants’ awareness of their
individual physical status.
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2.4. Exercise Interventions

The two forms of supervised exercise programs (NW and GYM) were planned in accordance
with the main international guidelines on exercise prescriptions (American College of Sport Medicine,
ACSM) and other previous studies [7,26–28]. Both indoor (GYM) and outdoor (NW) programs were
supervised by a specialist sports science graduate. Blood pressure and blood glucose values were
recorded at the beginning and at the end of each training session. All the participants were constantly
monitored through a heart rate (HR) monitor to ensure that the training program was performed
according to the target intensity suggested by ACSM [26]. Furthermore, adherence to each exercise
program was recorded and calculated. Specific reports about the two interventions are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. Exercises for both Nordic walking (NW) program and gym-based exercise program (GYM).

Nordic Walking

Phase Exercise Duration Sets Repetitions Intensity

Warm up 10 min

Main part Nordic walking 60–65 min 40 to 60% HRR

Cool down Stretching 15 min

GYM Program

Warm up Treadmill, or walking,
or cycling 10 min

Main part

Treadmill 12 min 40 to 60% HRR

Leg press 2 20 55 to 70% 1-RM

Cycle ergometer 4 min 40 to 60% HRR

Lat machine 2 20 55 to 70% 1-RM

Arm ergometer 4 min 40 to 60% HRR

Chest press 2 20 55 to 70% 1-RM

Cardio 4 min 40 to 60% HRR

Abdominal 3 10–15 55 to 70% 1-RM

Cardio 4 min 40 to 60% HRR

Leg extension 2 20 55 to 70% 1-RM

Cool down Treadmill, or walking,
or cycling Stretching 15 min

Abbreviations: HRR: heart rate reserve; 1RM: 1-repetition maximum.

2.4.1. Nordic Walking Program

The Nordic walking program was performed on a 750 m-long circular path that was located in
the natural park area of the Bambagioni Sporting Centre at the University of Perugia. Exercise sessions
were performed 2 times per week and lasted 90 min (10 min of warm up, 60–65 min of NW, and 15 min
of cool down). The training intensity was gradually increased, starting from 40% up to 60% of the HR
reserve (calculated using the Karvonen formula [29]), through gradual steps of increment. Before the
training program, 2 weeks were dedicated to a familiarization with the NW technique.

2.4.2. GYM Program

The gym-based exercise program was planned as a combined circuit training protocol, performed
2 times per week, and lasted 90 min. Before and after the circuit training protocol, 10 min of warm
up and 15 min of cool down aerobic exercise (walking, or treadmill, or cycling) were performed.
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The main part of the sessions consisted of a set of exercises involving the large muscle groups of the
lower and upper limbs; the circuit training mixed aerobic and strength exercise, alternating six aerobic
exercises (e.g., cycling and walking) and five strength exercise stations (e.g., leg press, abdominal
exercises, pectoral exercises performed with isotonic machines and free weights). Aerobic exercise
intensity was monitored and gradually increased, as in the NW protocol. In addition, strength training
intensity increased gradually, starting from 55% of one repetition maximum (1-RM) and, in time, up to
70%. Brzycki equation was used to predict the 1-RM estimated value (1-RM = 100 × (load repetition,
or workload value of repetition performance, expressed in kg)/(102.78 − 2.78 * number of repetitions
performed)) [30].

2.5. Specific Functional and Clinical Assessments

Before starting and at the end of the two exercise interventions all participants underwent a clinical
and functional assessment. Anthropometric parameters included waist circumference (WC), height,
body weight (BW), body mass index (BMI), and waist–height ratio (WHR) evaluated using standard
techniques [31–33]. Body composition (fat mass and fat-free mass indexes) was also evaluated through
the use of the Tanita body composition analyzer BC-420MA (Tokyo, Japan) [34]. Systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (BP) values were measured through a UM-101 mercury-free sphygmomanometer
(A&D Medical, Tokyo, Japan) during the first ambulatory visit. Blood chemistry variables, such as
fasting blood glucose, glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
cholesterol and triglycerides were collected in the laboratory analyses report. Fitness variables, such as
aerobic fitness (maximal oxygen uptake, VO2 max) and muscular flexibility were evaluated using
the Rockport fitness walking test [35] and the Bending test (executed from vertical and horizontal
position) [36], respectively.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

An analysis of variance was performed to check any differences in baseline values (T0) among the
4 subgroups. Table 1 presented the mean values for the entire sample and for each group of exercise.

To evaluate the effects of the two forms of exercise programs, parameters at baseline and after
three months of the exercise interventions were compared for each group through t-test for paired
samples. Delta (∆) changes (T1-T0) are presented as means and standard deviations (SDs).

Finally, to compare the NW and GYM exercise program effects, an analysis of variance of ∆
changes (T1-T0) was performed. p values ≤ 0.05 were set as statistically significant. All the data have
been digitally archived and the analyses were performed using SPSS® Software, version 22.0 (IBM
Corp. Released 2013. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp).

3. Results

One hundred and eight obese subjects were involved. All of them completed the entire exercise
program and no side effects or injury were recorded. The rate of participation to the training sessions
was 19.90 ± 4.28 out of 24 total sessions. The general percentage of adherence to both the exercise
programs was 80.68 ± 14.47. Moreover, higher percentage of adherence to the GYM (OB-GYM = 87.22
± 9.45; DM2-GYM = 87.30 ± 10.35) compared to the NW program (OB-NW = 71.86 ± 14.82; DM2-NW
= 75.58 ± 17.90) was observed.

In all of the four groups, a statistically significant reduction in BW, BMI, fat mass index, muscular
flexibility in vertical position (vertical bending) and VO2 max were observed. For more information,
please see: Figure 2a,b and Supplementary Material (attached file: “Table S1. Post-intervention
assessments”).
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Figure 2. (a) Anthropometric profile, blood pressure levels, blood chemistry and fitness parameters in
obese people. Results are presented as ∆ (T1-T0) means. (b) Anthropometric profile, blood pressure
levels, blood chemistry and fitness parameters in people with type 2 diabetes. Results are presented as ∆
(T1-T0) means. Abbreviations: OB-GYM: individuals with obesity participating at gym-based exercise
program; OB-NW: individuals with obesity participating at the Nordic walking exercise program;
DM2-GYM: obese individuals with DM2 participating at the gym-based exercise program; DM2-NW:
obese individuals with DM2 participating at the Nordic walking program.

In individuals with obesity only, significant improvements in BW, BMI, fat mass index, WC, WHR,
vertical bending values, VO2 max (all, p < 0.01) and systolic BP levels (p = 0.01) were found at the
end of both exercise programs. Notably, only the OB-NW group showed significant improvements in
HbA1c values (p < 0.01), total and HDL cholesterol levels (p = 0.01).

In obese individuals with DM2, significant improvements in BW, BMI, fat mass index, vertical
bending results and VO2 max levels were observed after both exercise programs. In addition,
the DM2-GYM group showed significant improvements also in diastolic BP values (p = 0.01) and
in the horizontal bending results (p = 0.04). In obese and diabetic individuals, the NW program
allowed us to reach significant improvements also in WC and WHR (p ≤ 0.01) measurements. In the
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DM2-GYM group, we observed an important improvement in fasting blood glucose (−28.80 mg/dL)
and triglycerides (−60.50 mg/dL). However, probably due to the small size of the sample, a significant
statistic was not achieved. Overall, we found a significant relationship between proportional changes
in plasma triglycerides and glucose metabolism after the program. In fact, proportional changes in
plasma triglycerides explained 30% and 78% of the changes in plasma glucose and HbA1c, respectively.
For more information please see Supplementary Materials (Table S2a and S2b).

4. Discussion

The aim of the study was to compare the cardiometabolic effects of two different supervised exercise
programs (NW vs. GYM), following a multidisciplinary intervention performed at the C.U.R.I.A.Mo.
center. Both exercise programs were developed in accordance with the ACSM guidelines for exercise
testing and prescription in people with DM2 [28]. All participants completed the program and no
side effects were recorded; this result suggested that, if the training program is developed following
the guidelines, NW and GYM are two safe training modalities for obese patients with or without
DM2 [37,38].

The promotion of general physical activity for health purposes, in the context of multidisciplinary
lifestyle interventions, is essential to contrast sedentary lifestyle, which in turn contributes to an
increase in the incidence of obesity and many other kinds of non-communicable chronic diseases [39].
Moreover, it was well-established that different forms of exercise-based interventions are strongly
recommended in DM2 management [40]. In fact, the American Diabetes Association and the
European Association for the Study of Diabetes stated that aerobic exercise, and the combination
of aerobic exercise plus resistance training may be more effective than resistance training alone [41].
Structured and supervised exercise programs involving individuals with DM2 have been shown to
be effective in antiatherogenic positive changes and in improving cardiometabolic parameters [5,42].
The C.U.R.I.A.Mo. multidisciplinary intervention already demonstrated encouraging results in obese
subjects for some metabolic parameters [43], and in the glycemic control of those individuals with
DM2 [44]. However, our findings reinforced the key role played by structured and supervised forms of
exercise in DM2 management, underlining the therapeutic usefulness of non-conventional approaches,
as is the case of NW training. Furthermore, our study compared two different forms of supervised
exercise programs, providing an innovative message: in addition to the best-known conventional
exercise-based therapies, special populations can choose among different types of validated approaches
to exercise, according to their attitudes, motivations and interests.

As demonstrated by the findings of the UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) [45], the positive
changes in some cardiovascular risk factors and metabolic parameters resulted in a significant
modification of the general cardiovascular risk score, crucial for increasing long-term cardiovascular
protection. In obese and DM2 exercise groups, this study demonstrated the efficacy of both gym-based
and NW exercise to improve BW, WC, BMI and fat mass index parameters. In this line, our findings
show that in obese adults, a reduction in WHR measures was detected. Such element is closely
connected with the decrease in general cardiovascular risk profile. Furthermore, the improvement in
cardiorespiratory fitness (VO2 max values) has been shown to be associated with a reduced total and
cardiovascular mortality [46], both in the general and in the DM2 population [47]. Indeed, some of the
previous studies [48,49] reported that increases of approximately 3.5 mL/min/kg in VO2 max values
are associated with a reduction in all-cause mortality superior to 10%. In our study, increments of
VO2 max have shown to reach values superior to these data [48,49] (GYM groups: 8.38 and 9.06;
NW groups: 3.83 and 7.9), supporting the strong need to comprise the therapeutic exercise within the
multidisciplinary care of populations with metabolic diseases.

Although many studies showed that the exercise performed in a natural environment determines
greater adherence [50–53], our findings registered an opposite result. According to other authors [54–56],
it is possible that individuals, who participated at the NW program, being mainly women, meet multiple
barriers to assure a continuative exercise participation, such as lack of time (e.g., due to household
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tasks) and feelings of guilt. Despite the lower adherence (−14.4%), the NW program determined the
same positive responses to GYM in individuals with DM2. Furthermore, in the obese individuals
NW determined a greater reduction in metabolic values. This could indicate that NW has a greater
cardiometabolic efficacy than the GYM program, likely due to the continuous active use of muscles of
trunk, upper and lower limbs.

In their study [57,58], Balducci et al. reported that there is not yet conclusive evidence that positive
changes in physical activity levels can be sustained over the long term, however, our study highlighted
that supervised exercise programs can support patients’ adherence to exercise-based treatment,
recording a general activities participation of 80.7%. According to Italian [25] and ACSM/ADA [26]
guidelines, our results support the recommendation for qualified exercise-trainer supervision (graduate
sports science specialists), both to minimize risk of injuries and overall to achieve tailored health aims
that are capable of effectively counteracting such kinds of non-communicable diseases from spreading
worldwide. Other authors have shown that unsupervised NW trainings seem to not fulfill enough
increase in exercise intensity in order to achieve those health advantages specific to individuals with
DM2 [59]. From this point of view, for those subjects belonging to special populations who choose
to carry out unconventional therapeutic exercise-based activities such as NW, aquatic exercise and
other fitness workouts, it is imperative to follow the main guidelines on exercise prescription and be
supported by the guidance of exercise science specialists for the entire duration of tailored exercise
programs [60,61].

5. Conclusions

Our findings show that a supervised NW program is as effective as a conventional GYM program
in improving BW control, body composition, muscular flexibility and VO2 max levels in obese adults
with and without DM2; notwithstanding, we recorded a significantly lower adherence to NW than
GYM programs. Furthermore, NW is an easy-to-learn activity performable in different environments,
rarely associated with physical injuries, more adaptable than GYM with regard to lack of time,
low fitness level, and shortage of money, requiring only specific poles. This allows us to state the
major efficacy of NW over GYM program, in improving cardiometabolic parameters of both obese
people with and without DM2. However, the lack of a normal-weight control group did not permit a
deepened knowledge of the effects of NW and GYM programs on cardiometabolic parameters in obese
subjects with and without DM2. Ultimately, our study emphasizes the awareness that in addition to
the best-known conventional exercise-based therapies, populations with metabolic diseases can opt
also to do other forms of validated exercises according to their attitudes, motivations and interests.
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Abstract: Background: Resistance training improves health in obese and overweight people. However,
it is not clear what is the optimal weekly resistance training frequency and the most efficacious
training protocol on body composition, cardiometabolic risk factors, and handgrip strength (HS). The
aim of this study was to determine the effects of a supervised structured 24 week resistance training
program on obese and overweight women. Methods: Forty-five women (BMI 37.1 ± 6.3 kg/m2;
age 56.5 ± 0.7 years) were randomly assigned to one of two groups: A group with a high weekly
training frequency of three times a week (HIGH) and a group that performed it only once a week
(LOW). Cardiometabolic risk factors, anthropometric and HS measures were taken before and after
the intervention period. Results: A significant (p < 0.05) group by time interaction was observed
for body weight, body mass index, waist circumference, fat mass, plasma glucose, plasma insulin,
homeostatic model assessment, and for dominant and absolute HS. Additionally, only the HIGH
group saw increased HS and decreased total cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol after the intervention
period (p < 0.05). The observed increase in HS was associated with an improved insulin resistance
sensitivity (absolute handgrip strength: r = −0.40, p = 0.007; relative handgrip strength: r = −0.47,
p = 0.001) after training, which constitutes an essential element for cardiovascular health. Conclusions:
The results suggest that high weekly frequency training give greater benefits for weight loss and
cardiometabolic risk factors improvement than a training program with a training session of once a
week. Furthermore, the improvement of HS can be achieved with a high weekly frequency training.

Keywords: body weight; obesity; physical activity

1. Introduction

Overweight and obesity are major risk factors for a number of chronic diseases, including
cardiovascular diseases such as heart disease and stroke, which are the leading causes of death
worldwide [1]. According to the 1998 overweight and obesity clinical guidelines, overweight is defined
as a BMI ranging from 25 to 29.9 kg/m2 and obesity as a BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 [2]. From 1999–2000 to
2017–2018, the age-adjusted prevalence of obesity increased from 30.5% to 42.4%, and the prevalence
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of severe obesity increased from 4.7% to 9.2% in the USA [3]. In addition, the overall prevalence of
obesity was similar among men and women, but the prevalence of severe obesity was higher among
women and adults aged 40–59 [3]. In 2017, 52% of adults worldwide and 65% of adults in the UK were
classified as overweight or obese [4]. Moreover, in most of Northern European and Southern European
countries, the rate of obesity has doubled in the last 30 years [5,6].

Obesity is correlated with morphological changes resulting from an increased deposition of lipid
within muscle fibers, which decreases muscle quality and contributes to frailty by reducing muscle
strength and increasing disability [7]. The high percentage of overweight/obese people with the poor
metabolic control of diabetes has become an important public health problem in recent years [8–10].
Although bariatric surgery is the most effective treatment to reduce and maintain weight loss [11,12],
another effective strategy is represented by a lifestyle modification that includes a prescription for
increased physical activity [13,14].

A weight change of 3% to 5% may lead to clinically meaningful health benefits and losing
5% to 10% of weight can decrease the cardiovascular risk factor, morbidity, and mortality [15,16].
Resistance training is a physical activity which promotes improvements in body composition and
most cardiometabolic risk factors [17,18]. It can reduce blood pressure, total cholesterol and plasma
triglycerides, inducing beneficial effects on circulating inflammatory markers and reducing insulin
resistance sensitivity [19–21]. In addition, enhancements in body composition are associated to a better
quality of life [22]. Resistance exercise is also effective to increase muscular strength [23,24], especially
that of handgrip [25,26].

Recent studies, which have offered resistance training as a physical activity for obese and
overweight people, have used training protocols with a frequency of two or three times a week [27,28].
Studies on training frequency in older adults have shown different results, with some reporting no
differences between lower and higher frequencies on muscle mass [29,30], while others have reported
that muscle strength and functional performance are favored with higher frequencies [31,32]. However,
to our knowledge, no study compared the effects of different resistance training frequencies on the
most informative parameters of the health status in obese and overweight people.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the effects of a resistance training program of one
or three times a week on body composition, cardiometabolic risk factors, and handgrip strength in
overweight and obese women. We hypothesized that a higher training frequency could have a better
impact on the examined parameters, especially on handgrip strength development.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

To identify the sample size for the study, we assessed an a ‘’priori: computer required sample size-
given α, power and Effect Size” by G*Power (3.1.9.2, Uiversität Kiel, Germany). A repeated measures
ANOVA was selected as the F test of all the test family, inputing the following parameters: α = 0.05;
(1−β) = 0.8; Effect Size f = 0.5. The outcomes parameters thus calculated detected a sample size of 19
participants for each group, totalling 38 participants. To meet this, we estimated a follow-up loss rate of
about 10 people and selected 50 subjects who were women aged 56.5 ± 8.7 years and with a BMI 37.1 ±
6.3 kg/m2. They were chosen from the Lifestyle program of the ‘’Infermi” Endocrinology Department
(Rimini) and voluntarily participated in our study. To comply with our treatment inclusion criteria, the
participants could not have a body mass index ≤ 25 kg/m2. To prevent the affected outcomes they were
not to smoke, were not to take medications and they did not have any major disease (cardiovascular
disease, etc.). In addition, they had not participated in a physical exercise program over the last six
months before the study. Menopausal status and menstrual cycle info were collected during two
interviews before the tests, as previously stated by our group [33].

A randomized controlled trial was conducted for up to 28 weeks, of which 4 (first, second, second
to last and last) were employed for assessment and measurements and 24 weeks were used for the
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exercise treatment. The participants were randomly allocated to each group following the study
purpose: An experimental group who performed the exercise program with a weekly frequency of
three times per week (HIGH) and a control group who performed the exercise program just once per
week (LOW). The participants were recommended did not eat for at least two hours before the exercise
program. The random allocation (random.org) was carried out by a blinded researcher. Different
places were selected for measurements, which were assessed in the hospital department, and exercise
which was performed in a contracted sports center. Our study followed the CONSORT statement
recommendations for reporting randomized trials [32]. All participants provided their written,
informed consent to participate after all procedures were explained. The study was approved by the
Bioethics Committee of the University of Bologna and was conducted in accordance with the guidelines
of the Declaration of Helsinki; project identification code was NCT03410329 (25 January 2018).

2.2. Exercise Program

The 24 week resistance training program was performed under the supervision of an exercise
physiologist. During first two weeks, he exhibited how to execute each exercise correctly and theh
participants had to familiarize with it. After this learning period, the exercise physiologist tested
each participant workload at 10 repetitions for every exercise programmed. The resistance training
program was about 65 min for both the exercise and the control group and for all of the experiment
period. Exercise selection and sequence never changed over time and between groups. Workouts
included an initial 10 min warm-up at low intensity (30–50% HRmax), performed using a treadmill,
stepper, elliptical, or cycle ergometer, as preferred by the subjects. The central part of the program had
a duration of 45 min and included seven exercises on isotonic machines with the specific sequence: leg
extension and leg press for leg muscles, lat machine and low row for back muscles, pectoral machine
and chest press for chest muscles and shoulder press for shoulder muscles. Following Ehrman and
colleagues’ recommendations for obese people [34], every exercise provided four sets of 8–12 repetitions
in a range of 60–80% one repetition maximum (1-RM); each set was performed in about 30 s with 1 min
of rest between series and 2 min of rest among exercises. Whenever the participants reached less than
8 repetitions, a decreased weight of 5% was advised to perform after a short rest; similarly, whether
the participants reached more than 12 repetitions, an increased weight of 5% was required to perform
after a short rest. In addition, to meet the basic principles of resistance training progression [35] every
2 weeks the exercise physiologist increased the intensity by 5% on a muscular group exercise (leg,
back, chest or shoulder) and tested it on the participants: if they were able to perform it, the new
workload was set, whereas if they were not able to perform it, the workload did not change. Finally,
the participants performed 10 min of cool down on a treadmill at the same intensity of the initial
warm-up. The HIGH group performed the training program on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evening (6 p.m.) with 48 h of rest between sessions; the LOW group performed the training program
on Thursday evening.

2.3. Anthropometry

All the measurements were carried out by a physician specifically trained in physical
anthropometry and blinded to group assignment. To calculate the BMI (kg/m2) of each participant, we
needed to evaluate the anthropometric features of height and weight. These were measured according
to standard methods [36], using a stadiometer which recorded the height at an accuracy of 0.1 cm and a
high-precision mechanical scale (Seca, Basel, Switzerland) for recording weight at an accuracy of 0.1 kg.
Moreover, each participant’s waist circumference (WC) was recorded. It was taken at the narrowest
part of the torso [36]. Skinfold thicknesses at four sites (biceps, triceps, subscapular and suprailiac)
were measured to the nearest 0.1 mm with a Lange skinfold caliper (Beta technology Inc., Cambridge,
MD, USA). For each anthropometrical point considered, three non-consecutive measurements were
performed in order to extract the average. The technical error of measurement scores (TEM) was
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required to be within 5% agreement for skinfolds and within 1% for WC. Skinfold values were used in
anthropometric regression equations to predict fat mass [37,38].

2.4. Cardiometabolic Risk Factors

Routine laboratory testing was carried out in all cases at entry; plasma glucose, total cholesterol
(TC), high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, and triglycerides (TG) were measured with routine
assays using internal and external quality controls. Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol was
calculated using the Friedewald formula [39]. The homeostasis model assessment (HOMAIR), insulin
resistance index, was calculated as the fasting plasma insulin concentration (mU/l) × fasting plasma
glucose concentration (mmol/l)/22.5. Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured by exchange
high-performance liquid chromatograph using standardized laboratory procedures. Blood pressure
was taken by an automatic monitor (Omron1 Model HEM-7011, Omron Healthcare, Inc., Bannockburn,
IL, USA) three times successively with at least a one-minute interval between each reading. The
average of the three blood pressure measurements was used for analysis.

2.5. Handgrip Strength

A mechanical dynamometer (Takei K.K. 5001, Takei Scientific Instruments, Ltd., Niigata City,
Japan) was used to evaluate the left and right handgrip strengths at an accuracy of 0.5 kg to carry
out the dominant (DHS) and absolute handgrip strength (AHS). Each participant was evaluated by
keeping the dynamometer at a 90-degree flexion of their elbow, in a sitting position for a maximum of
three attempts for each hand. The AHS was calculated as the sum of the right and left hand outcomes.
Finally, the relative handgrip strength (RHS) was calculated following Choquette and colleagues [40],
as the relationship between handgrip strength (HS) and BMI.

2.6. Statistical Analyses

Normality was checked with the Shapiro–Wilk test. The two-way ANOVA for between- and
within-group comparisons was assessed to accept the main hypothesis. Bonferroni’s post hoc test was
employed to detect specific differences in the variables where the F-ratio was significant. A two-way
repeated measures ANCOVA was assessed for comparisons with the covariates as age, weight loss,
and menopausal status. Effect size (ES) was calculated as the difference between the post-training
mean and the pre-training mean related to the pooled standard deviation [8]. The ES was classified as
follows: it was considered as small when its value was 0.20–0.49, moderate when it was 0.50–0.79, and
large when it was ≥0.80. To compare the changes in weight status categories after the intervention
period, the McNemar test for paired proportions was used. Bivariate and partial correlation between
the changes after training in anthropometric, cardiometabolic and strength parameters were performed.
Statistical significance for all the analyses was defined at p < 0.05. SPSS (SPSS 23.0.0.0; SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all the statistical calculations.

3. Results

3.1. Participants’ General Characteristics

The flow chart with a schematic representation of participant allocation is presented in Figure 1.
Forty-five participants met the inclusion criteria: 22 women had been randomly assigned to the HIGH
group and 23 to the LOW group. Of them, five subjects abandoned during the intervention period
and one was excluded from analysis to prevent outlier bias. Finally, 39 participants were included in
the analysis.
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No significant differences in age, weight, height and BMI were found between the two groups
before the intervention period (Table 1).

Table 1. General characteristics of the participants before the intervention period.

Variable HIGH (n = 22) LOW (n = 23) p

Age (years) a 55.51 ± 9.16 57.50 ± 8.44 0.46
b 40–69 40–68

Weight (kg) a 97.43 ± 17.41 88.76 ± 16.00 0.10
b 73.50–137.10 73.20–139.30

Height (cm) a 158.51 ± 6.12 158.05 ± 6.60 0.81
b 146.80–170.70 146.00–168.90

BMI (kg/m2)
a 38.70 ± 6.18 35.58 ± 6.35 0.11
b 28.10–52.10 27.50–51.00

Note: A = mean ± SD, b = range.
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3.2. Anthropometry

There was a significant group by time interaction for weight, BMI, WC and the percentage of fat
mass (%FM) with an 8.7%, 8.7%, 9.0% and 9.8% decrease in the HIGH group and with a 4.9%, 4.9%,
4.7% and 5.3% decrease in LOW group (Table 2), respectively. After adjusting for age, weight loss,
and menopausal status as covariates, the group by time interaction remained significant for weight
(F = 4.15, p = 0.049, statistical power = 0.51), WC (F = 8.02, p = 0.007, statistical power = 0.78) and %FM
(F = 7.79, p = 0.008, statistical power = 0.77). Post hoc analysis revealed that in both groups all the
anthropometric values significantly decreased from before to after the intervention period.

Table 2. Participant characteristics before and after the 24 weeks of intervention.

Variable
HIGH (n = 19) LOW (n = 20)

ES
Interaction

p-Value SP
Before After Before After

Anthropometry

Weight (kg) 97.43 ± 17.41 88.73 ± 18.52 * 88.76 ± 16.00 84.02 ± 13.20 * −0.31 <0.01 0.80
BMI (kg/m2) 38.70 ± 6.18 35.25 ± 6.85 * 35.58 ± 6.35 33.66 ± 5.05 * −0.19 <0.01 0.77

WC (cm) 110.31 ± 13.68 100.49 ± 14.66 * 106.69 ± 12.26 101.46 ± 11.24 * −0.41 <0.01 0.89
FM (%) 40.17 ± 3.29 36.26 ± 3.73 * 39.36 ± 3.36 37.24 ± 3.70 * −5.60 <0.01 0.94

Blood pressure

SBP (mmHg) 130.48 ±13.77 125.24 ± 17.78 127.62 ± 11.46 121.43 ± 25.93 0.04 0.89 0.05
DBP (mmHg) 81.43 ± 9.10 77.57 ± 9.66 78.81 ± 6.69 78.33 ± 10.16 0.35 0.26 0.19

Lipid profile

TC (mg/dl) 204.50 ± 49.16 196.14 ± 44.08 * 209.85 ± 32.42 202.36 ± 27.87 −0.05 0.87 0.05
TG (mg/dl) 143.35 ± 52.90 120.18 ± 50.28 * 138.54 ± 54.25 127.69 ± 50.44 * −0.31 0.30 0.17

HDL-C(mg/dl) 54.30 ± 15.16 59.43 ± 16.24 * 53.04 ± 13.74 54.35 ± 13.96 * 0.58 0.06 0.45
LDL-C (mg/dl) 133.58 ± 27.76 121.29 ± 25.00 * 122.98 ± 41.62 120.33 ± 48.75 −0.60 0.05 0.58

Insulin
resistance

HbA1c (%) 6.05 ± 0.65 5.68 ± 0.67 * 6.56 ± 1.36 6.31 ± 1.22 * −0.39 0.20 0.23
Glucose (mg/dl) 97.48 ± 13.77 88.82 ± 12.89 * 94.98 ± 7.83 92.43 ± 7.54 * −1.33 <0.01 0.98

Insulin (u/l) 13.07 ± 2.61 11.01 ± 2.90 * 11.63 ± 2.85 10.79 ± 2.71 * −0.76 0.01 0.68
HOMAIR 3.12 ± 0.68 2.40 ± 0.67 * 2.72 ± 0.69 2.45 ± 0.58 * −1.07 <0.01 0.92

Strength

DHS (kg) 22.76 ± 4.92 27.04 ± 5.29 * 24.50 ± 5.66 25.45 ± 5.77 1.34 <0.01 0.99
AHS (kg) 42.81 ± 9.39 50.35 ± 9.13 * 46.88 ± 11.18 48.83 ± 11.71 1.36 <0.01 0.99
RHS (kg) 1.12 ± 0.27 1.47 ± 0.36 * 1.34 ± 0.36 1.47 ± 0.39 * 1.53 <0.01 0.98

Note: Data are expressed as the mean and standard deviation. * p < 0.05 vs. before, BMI: body mass index, WC: waist
circumference, FM: fat mass, SBP: systolic blood pressure, DBP: diastolic blood pressure, TC: total cholesterol, TG:
triacylglycerol, LDL-C: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, HbA1c: glycated hemoglobin, HOMAIR: homeostasis
model assessment for insulin resistance, DHS: dominant handgrip strength, AHS: Absolute handgrip strength, RHS:
relative handgrip strength, SP: statistical power.

Figure 2 shows changes in the weight status categories among the participants after 24 weeks. In
the HIGH group, 11 women reached a lower weight status category than at the beginning of the study
(p = 0.001), while only seven achieved this in the LOW group (p = 0.01).
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Figure 2. Changes in the weight status categories among the participants after the intervention period.

3.3. Cardiometabolic Risk Factors

A significant group by time interaction was found for plasma glucose, insulin and HOMAIR

(Table 2). After adjusting for age, weight loss and menopausal status as covariates, the group by time
interaction remained significant for plasma glucose (F = 19.54, p < 0.001, statistical power = 0.99),
insulin (F = 5.43, p = 0.025, statistical power = 0.62), and HOMAIR (F = 10.83, p = 0.002, statistical power
= 0.89). Post hoc analysis showed that, after the intervention period, the participants significantly
reduced their fasting plasma glucose of 8.7% and 2.6%, insulin of 16.0% and 6.5% and HOMAIR

of 23% and 8.9% in the HIGH and LOW group, respectively. HbA1c, TC, TG and LDL cholesterol
were significantly decreased, and the HDL cholesterol was increased in the HIGH group after the
intervention period. HbA1c, TG and HDL cholesterol were similarly changed in the LOW group
(p < 0.05). The systolic and diastolic blood pressure were not significantly changed in both groups
after the 24 week intervention program.

3.4. Handgrip Strength

A significant group by time interaction was also found for the DHS, AHS and RHS (Table 2). After
controlling for age, weight loss, and menopausal status as covariates, the group by time interaction
was significant for the DHS (F = 15.09, p < 0.001, statistical power = 0.96), AHS (F = 15.57, p < 0.001,
statistical power = 0.97), and the RHS (F = 23.67, p < 0.001, statistical power = 0.99). In the HIGH
group, participants increased the strength values by 19.8%, 18.7% and 30.1% for the DHS, AHS and
RHS, respectively, while for the same parameters in the LOW group the increments were 4.6%, 4.7%
and 10.2%, respectively. Post hoc analyses revealed that in the HIGH group, the participants increased
their DHS, AHS and RHS after the intervention (p < 0.05). On the contrary, the LOW group changed
significantly only in RHS.

3.5. Correlations

The matrix of correlations between the percent variations after the Lifestyle program (∆) in
anthropometric parameters, cardiometabolic risk factors and strength values is presented in Table 3.
After adjusting for age, weight loss, and menopausal status as covariates, the association remained
significant between the weight and WC (r = 0.425, p = 0.006), %FM (r = 0.418, p = 0.007) glucose
(r = 0.374, p = 0.017), and RHS (r = −0.422, p = 0.007). Other associations were shown between WC
and %FM (r = 0.315, p = 0.048), HDL cholesterol (r = −0.387, p = 0.014), LDL cholesterol (r = 0.356, p =

0.024), glucose (r = 0.369, p = 0.019), insulin (r = 0.347, p = 0.028), HOMAIR (r = 0.407, p = 0.009) and
RHS (r = −0.392, p = 0.012), and between %FM and glucose (r = 0.495, p = 0.001), insulin (r = 0.380, p
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= 0.015), HOMAIR (r = 0.490, p = 0.001) AHS (r = −0.364, p = 0.021) and RHS (r = −0.513, p < 0.001).
Changes in LDL cholesterol were associated with variations in HDL cholesterol (r = −0.357, p = 0.024)
and in HbA1c (r = 0.327, p = 0.040). Significantly correlations were also found among the glucose
and HOMAIR (r = 0.569, p < 0.001), AHR (r = −0.349, p = 0.027) and RHS (r = −0.480, p = 0.002), and
between AHS and HbA1c (p = 0.039), insulin (r = −0.365, p = 0.021), HOMAIR (r = −0.426, p = 0.006),
DHS (r = 0.778, p < 0.001) and RHS (r = 0.902, p < 0.001). HOMAIR was also correlated with insulin
(r = 0.948, p < 0.001) and RHS (r = −0.500, p = 0.001).

Table 3. Matrix of the correlations between the percentage variations of the variables after training.

BMI WC FM HDL-C LDL-C HbA1c GLU INS HOMAIR AHS RHS

Weight 1.00 † 0.54 † 0.39 * −0.24 0.20 0.68 0.47 † 0.29 0.35 * −0.07 −0.45 *
BMI 1.00 0.53 † 0.38 * −0.24 0.20 0.06 0.47 † 0.29 0.35 * −0.06 −0.45 *
WC - 1.00 0.29 −0.41 * 0.42 * 0.25 0.40 * 0.30 * 0.36 * −0.21 −0.38 *
FM - - 1.00 −0.08 0.36 * 0.24 0.53 † 0.45 * 0.47 † −0.39 * −0.47 †

HDL-C - - - 1.00 −0.32 * −0.01 −0.28 −0.09 −0.16 0.10 0.18
LDL-C - - - - 1.00 0.40 * 0.21 0.20 0.23 −0.23 −0.27
HbA1c - - - - - 1.00 0.07 −0.05 −0.07 −0.32 * −0.29
GLU - - - - - - 1.00 0.41 * 0.60 † −0.31 * −0.47 †
INS - - - - - - - 1.00 0.95 † −0.36 * −0.42 *

HOMAIR - - - - - - - - 1.00 −0.40 * −0.47 †
AHS - - - - - - - - - 1.00 0.88 †

Note: * p < 0.05, † p < 0.001, GLU: glucose, INS: insulin.

4. Discussion

We found that 24 weeks of resistance training improved health in overweight and obese participants.
Our resistance training program led to weight loss and a reduced BMI, improved insulin resistance
and fat mass profile, and increased relative strength in participants. Aronne and Isoldi [41] suggested
that changes in anthropometric and cardiometabolic risk factors are essential to improve obese health
outcomes. Although some studies reported a statistically insignificant trend or no change in fat mass
after a resistance training program [42,43], our study is in line with the findings of other authors
who reported beneficial changes in body composition [44], fat mass and fat-free mass [45,46], muscle
volume [47], physical function [48], BMI [49], and body weight [50]. According to Kraemer and
Ratamess [35], the foremost principles of resistance training progression are progressive overload,
specificity, and variation. We assessed these altering exercise intensity and training volume. However,
one limitation may be that we never changed the exercise selection and rest over time.

We also hypothesized that the highest training frequency would have provided more positive
improvements in body composition, cardiometabolic risk factors, and handgrip strength. No prior
evidence was available on the differences in training frequencies in obese and overweight people. The
American College of Sports Medicine [51] recommended that novice individuals should do full body
resistance exercise 2–3 days per week. Our results agreed with it and showed that a higher frequency
better affects obese and overweight health in women. The most important differences between the
two groups relate to some of the lipid profile parameters, such as total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol,
and handgrip strength. In the group that followed the resistance training program three times a week,
these parameters increased significantly, unlike the group that trained once per week.

Another important result of our study was that a 24 week exercise program elicited a positive
effect on metabolic syndrome risk factors such as HbA1c, HOMAIR and lipid profile. A review from
Lee and colleagues [19] showed that resistance exercise improved insulin resistance and lipid profile in
younger obese, but the best outcomes appeared with resistance combined with aerobic exercise. In
addition, Brown and associates [52] showed that a single bout of resistance exercise positively affected
the glucose and insulin level during 18–24 h post exercise. However, more evidence is needed.

No significant changes in blood pressure values were measured after the intervention in both
groups, though they tended towards improvements. Similar results were found by Sigal and
colleagues [53], who could not find reductions in blood pressure values after 22 weeks in the
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participants of a resistance training program, and not even in those who practiced an aerobic training
program. A limitation in our results may be due to the experimental designs that did not include diet
with a caloric restriction program. Several authors found that dietary patterns combined with exercise
improved obese health [54,55].

Our view is that high-frequency training is crucial in the development of strength, which also plays
an important role in cardiovascular health. On this point, Lee et al. [56] reported that handgrip strength
is correlated with cardiometabolic risk factors including blood pressure, triglyceride, HDL cholesterol,
HbA1c, and fasting glucose. In line with that, our results highlighted significant correlations between
handgrip strength and HbA1c, plasma glucose, plasma insulin and HOMAIR, indicating that strength
development may have played a role in improving insulin resistance and cardiometabolic risk factor.
Moreover, the observed increase in the handgrip strength concomitant with an improved insulin
resistance sensitivity after training constituted an essential element for cardiovascular health.

Other limitations of our study included: (a) we did not consider a control group to monitor
the differences of the changes in the evaluated parameters between those who practice a controlled
exercise and those who do not; (b) only women were included in this experimental design, therefore
our findings may not be applicable on a male sample; (c) we were not able to monitor physical activity
levels outside of the study environment and to track dietary intake throughout the study, though
individuals were asked to maintain their usual lifestyle habits.

Further evidence on the subject could be collected, contributing to this particular field of research
and supporting the effort of clinicians working with physical exercise for obese or overweight people.
The literature is abundant with resistance training studies, but very little is known regarding the effects
of different frequencies of weekly training. As demonstrated by our results, resistance exercise and its
weekly training frequency causes different effects on body composition, cardiometabolic risk factors
and in particular on strength development. In fact, although both groups had an improvement trend
after 24 weeks of intervention, the major effects on the examined parameters were measured in the
group that performed the training program at a higher weekly frequency.

5. Conclusions

Resistance training is effective to induce improvement in body composition and cardiometabolic
risk factors, but the development of handgrip strength can only be achieved with a high training
frequency. This study shows that a high training frequency gave greater benefits for weight loss,
cardiometabolic risk factor improvement, and handgrip strength, than a training program with a
session of once a week.
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Abstract: Fatigue is common in people with multiple sclerosis (MS). Activity pacing is a behavioral
way to cope with fatigue and limited energy resources. However, little is known about how
people with MS naturally pace activities to manage their fatigue and optimize daily activities.
This study explored how activity pacing relates to fatigue and physical activity in people with MS.
Participants were 80 individuals (60 females, 20 males) with a diagnosis of MS. The participants filled
in questionnaires on their activity pacing, fatigue, physical activity, and health-related quality of
life, 3–6 weeks before discharge from rehabilitation. The relationships between the variables were
examined using hierarchical regression. After controlling for demographics, health-related quality of
life, and perceived risk of overactivity, no associations were found between activity pacing and fatigue
(β = 0.20; t = 1.43, p = 0.16) or between activity pacing and physical activity (β = −0.24; t = −1.61,
p = 0.12). The lack of significant associations between activity pacing and fatigue or physical activity
suggests that without interventions, there appears to be no clear strategy amongst people with MS to
manage fatigue and improve physical activity. People with MS may benefit from interventions to
manage fatigue and optimize engagement in physical activity.

Keywords: activity pacing; multiple sclerosis; perceived risk of overactivity; perceived fatigue;
health-related quality of life; rehabilitation

1. Introduction

Symptoms of fatigue are among the most frequently reported and strongest predictors of
functional disability in people with multiple sclerosis (MS) [1–3]. The experience of fatigue and
perceived fatigability (changes in the sensations that regulates effort and endurance) draws behavioral
adaptations, such as limiting the engagement in activities resulting in underactivity, or a lifestyle
characterized by periods of overactivity followed by long extensive rest periods [4–7]. However,
both underactivity and overactivity are linked with disability [8].

Despite growing efforts to manage fatigue through exercise interventions in people with MS,
studies investigating the effect of exercise interventions report a high number of dropouts, and identified
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that participants struggle to continue engaging in physical activity post-intervention [9,10].
This warrants the need to explore ways to enable long-term adoption of a physically active lifestyle.

Activity pacing is a self-management strategy that can help alter often-occurring inefficient
activity patterns (underactivity and overactivity) and stimulate long-term engagement in an active
lifestyle [11]. It involves dividing one’s daily activities into smaller, manageable pieces to manage
fatigue, and to maintain a steady activity pace, whilst reducing relapses [12,13]. However, current
literature on how people naturally pace activities in daily life is limited and inconclusive [11–16];
some studies show that activity pacing is associated with higher levels of fatigue and lower physical
activity [16,17], while others show the opposite or no association [8,18], and no clear strategies are
available in rehabilitation treatment to optimize activity pacing to improve engagement in physical
activity [14]. Similarly, quality of life has been proposed to impact activity pacing [8].

It is notable that most of the above studies aimed to explore issues in a range of chronic disabling
conditions and did not focus on MS specifically. Thus while findings from these studies [8,13–18]
contribute to our understanding of activity pacing, their broader focus with regards to multiple health
behaviors and mixed populations may have resulted in failure to elicit key issues specific to engagement
in physical activity for people with MS. Currently no study has explored people with MS in a natural
approach to activity pacing, and its relations to fatigue and physical activity.

Understanding these associations can help guide and tailor rehabilitation treatment efforts for
people with MS and promote an active lifestyle in this population. The aim of this study was to
examine reported engagement in pacing and how it relates to fatigue and physical activity in people
with MS just before discharge from rehabilitation, controlling for demographics, health-related quality
of life, and perceived risk of overactivity. Based on the expectation that activity pacing would be
an adaptive strategy to manage fatigue and optimize daily activities [14,17], we hypothesized that
reported engagement in pacing would be associated with a decrease in fatigue and an increase in
physical activity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design

This study was part of a multicenter longitudinal study (Rehabilitation, Sports, and Active
lifestyle; ReSpAct) to evaluate the nationwide implementation of an active lifestyle program
(Rehabilitation, Sports, and Exercise; RSE) among people with a wide range of chronic diseases
and/or physical disabilities in Dutch rehabilitation [19,20]. Participants received either inpatient
or outpatient rehabilitation at rehabilitation centers and departments of rehabilitation in hospitals
because of MS. The current study uses a cross-sectional design based on baseline measurement
(3–6 weeks before discharge from rehabilitation) of activity pacing behaviors, fatigue, physical activity,
and health-related quality of life of people with MS, selected from the ReSpAct dataset. The study
procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Center for Human Movement Sciences of the
University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen (reference: ECB/2013.02.28_1) and at
participating institutions.

2.2. Participants

Participants were recruited upon referral to the participating rehabilitation institutions across
the Netherlands. Potential participants received information on study rationale and procedures, had
questions answered, and were checked for the inclusion criteria. Participants were included in this
study if they were 18 years and older, had a diagnosis of MS, had received rehabilitation care or
treatment based on medicine consultation within one of the participating rehabilitation institutions,
and participated in the ‘RSE’ program. Participants were excluded from the study if they were not able
to complete the questionnaires, even with help, or participated in another physical activity stimulation
program. Eligible participants who volunteered signed an informed consent form.
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2.3. Procedure

Enrolled participants were assessed through a standardized baseline measurement,
which consisted of filling out a set of questionnaires on paper or digitally [19,21–23]. As part
of the full questionnaire and producer, first, participants indicated which physical activities they
perform in the context of the rehabilitation treatment and on their own initiative by filling out an
adapted version of the short questionnaire to assess health enhancing physical activity (SQUASH) [21].
Secondly, participants filled out short questionnaires on their perceived engagement in pacing, risk of
overactivity, and fatigue [19,22]. Lastly, participants filled out a questionnaire on their health-related
quality of life [23].

2.4. Measures

2.4.1. Primary Measures

Fatigue severity was measured using the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) [22], a valid and reliable
questionnaire to determine the impact of fatigue in people with MS [24]. The participants scored
the nine items of the questionnaire on a scale of 1–7 (1, completely disagree; 7 completely agree).
Mean fatigue score based on an average of the nine items was used. The mean fatigue score ranges
from 1 to 7. A mean FSS score ≥4 was adopted as the cut-off for clinically significant fatigue [25].

Physical activity was assessed using an adapted version of the Short Questionnaire to Assess
Health-Enhancing Physical Activity [21]. The questionnaire is a self-reported recall measure to assess
daily physical activity based on an average week in the past month. The original questionnaire has
demonstrated good test–retest reliability and internal consistency and moderate concurrent validity
in ordering participants according to their level of physical activity [21,26,27]. Some minor changes
were made to make the SQUASH applicable for people with a chronic disease or physical disability.
Specifically, within the domains ‘commuting activities’, ‘leisure-time’, and ‘sports activities’, the items
‘wheelchair riding’ and ‘hand cycling’ were added. Also, ‘tennis’ was modified as ‘(wheelchair) tennis’.
Total minutes of physical activity per week was calculated by multiplying frequency (days/week) and
duration (minutes/day) for each activity.

Reported engagement in pacing was assessed with the ‘engagement in pacing’ subscale of the
Activity Pacing and Risk of Overactivity Questionnaire [19]. This questionnaire was developed for
use in the ReSpAct study [19]. The engagement in pacing subscale reflected reported engagement in
pacing within daily routines and was the primary outcome in the current study. Participants scored
the five items of the subscale on a scale of 1–5 (1, never; 2, rarely; 3, sometimes; 4, often; 5, very often).
The mean subscale score ranged from 1 to 5, with higher score indicating high engagement in pacing.

Appendix A shows the preliminary validation metrics of the questionnaire. In summary,
the sampling adequacy tested with the Kaiser–Myer–Olkin (KMO) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity
showed that the questionnaire had a KMO of 0.722, and Bartlett’s test was significant (p < 0.05),
supporting a principal component analysis (PCA). Results of the PCA showed that there were two
factors with an Eigen value >1.00, therefore based on the Kaiser’s criterion two components were
chosen. Factor loadings were used to assign the items to the two components. The two components
explained 60.50% of the total variance and there was a negative correlation between the two components
of −0.115.

2.4.2. Background Measures and Confounders

Background demographics included age, gender, and body mass index, which was calculated
from self-reported body mass and height (body mass (kg)/height2 (m2)).

To assess health-related quality of life, the RAND-12-Item Health Survey (RAND-12) [23] was
used. RAND-12 assesses seven health domains; general health, physical functioning, role limitations
due to physical health problem bodily pain, role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality/mental
health, and social functioning. The RAND-12 was scored using the recommended scoring algorithm
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for calculating general health [28], a composite score of person’s health-related quality of life. Scores
ranged from 18 to 62. A high score indicated better health-related quality of life. The RAND-12 has
been proven to be a valid and reliable measure of health-related quality of life [29].

The ‘risk of overactivity’ subscale of the Activity Pacing and Risk of Overactivity Questionnaire [19]
was used to measure perceived risk of overactivity within daily routines. Participants scored the
two items of the subscale on a scale of 1–5 (1, never; 2, rarely; 3, sometimes; 4, often; 5, very often).
The mean score ranged from 1 to 5, with higher score indicating high perceived risk of overactivity.

2.5. Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 23.0 [30]. Based on
descriptive statistics and visual inspection of frequency distributions, data were normally distributed.
All values were reported using descriptive statistics of means, standard deviations, and interquartile
ranges to summarize characteristics of participants. To ensure there was no multicollinearity, bivariate
Pearson correlations were conducted to examine basic between-person associations among demographic
and study variables, prior to testing the study hypotheses (variables were not highly correlated with
each other, r < 0.8).

Hierarchical linear regression was used to test the study hypotheses. This statistical approach was
optimal for adjustment for confounders, as we wanted to determine whether there were relationships
between engagement in pacing and fatigue, and between engagement in pacing and physical activity
after controlling for demographics, health-related quality of life, and perceived risk of overactivity.

To examine how engagement in pacing was related to fatigue and physical activity, two hierarchical
regression analyses were conducted with fatigue or physical activity as the dependent variable,
and engagement in pacing as the independent variable. Age, gender, body mass index, health-related
quality of life, and perceived risk of overactivity were confounders.

These demographics and confounders were included in the models based on the fact that
they are general demographic variables of interest in studies on physical activity behaviour and
fatigue experience, and on known associations with perceived fatigability and physical activity
behaviour [18,31]. We chose to analyze our data using these models based on the literature and our
expectation that activity pacing may be a positive strategy to manage fatigue and optimize daily
activities [14,15].

In both models, at the first step, gender, age, and body mass index were entered. At the second
step, health-related quality of life and perceived risk of overactivity were entered, and at the third
step engagement in pacing was entered. In both models, the variance inflation factors (VIFs) were
examined for multicollinearity.

3. Results

Of the 89 participants included in the study, nine participants had incomplete data and were
therefore excluded from the analysis. Characteristics of the sample (N = 80) are shown in Table 1. Of the
sample, 75% were female (n = 60) and the mean age was 44± 11 years. The majority of the sample (n = 73,
91.3%) were scored as having clinically significant fatigue on the FSS (FSS score > 4). We found that
85.61% (n = 69) of the participants lived independently and 33.6% (n = 69) had a university education.
The sample was, on average, overweight according the World Health Organization standards (body
mass index ≥ 25.0 kg/m2).

Bivariate Pearson correlations (Table 2) showed that the variables were not strongly correlated
with each other, providing support for the decision to include them into the primary analyses.
Fatigue and health-related quality of life had the highest modest correlation (r = −0.41). The next
modest correlations were between engagement in pacing and health-related quality of life (r = −0.27),
and between engagement in pacing and fatigue (r = 0.27). These were followed by the correlations
between engagement in pacing and physical activity (r = −0.25), and between engagement in pacing
and age (r = 0.24). All other bivariate correlations were of modest magnitude (r ≤ ±0.22).
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Table 1. Demographics of Participants (N = 80).

Variable Mean ± SD or N (%) Interquartile Range * Scale Range

Age (years) 44.48 ± 10.67 38.00–52.00 22–68
Body mass index (kg/m2) 27.28 ± 6.91 23.04–32.41 18–53
Number of women (%) 60 (75)
Living situation (lives alone) 69 (85.61)
High education level a 27 (33.6)
Engagement in pacing 3.74 ± 0.71 3.30–4.20 1–5
Perceived risk of overactivity 3.73 ± 0.86 3.00–4.50 1–5
Fatigue severity 5.43 ± 1.11 4.78–6.17 1–7
Physical activity (minutes/week) 1585.64 ± 1103.51 780.00–2070.00
Health-related quality of life 34.35 ± 7.73 28.03–40.26 18–62

* Interquartile range of the 25th percentile and the 75th percentile. a Completed university or higher.

Table 2. Bivariate Pearson correlations of all variables in the hierarchical linear regression models.

Variables 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Engagement in pacing −0.21 0.27 * −0.25 * −0.27 * 0.24 * 0.05 −0.20
2. Perceived risk of overactivity 0.19 0.14 −0.16 −0.10 −0.04 0.21
3. Fatigue −0.14 −0.41 ** 0.04 0.04 −0.02
4. Physical activity −0.02 −0.15 0.08 0.09
5. Health-related quality of life 0.12 −0.05 −0.4
6. Age −0.22 −0.17
7. Gender −0.12
8. Body mass index 1

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.

3.1. Primary Analyses

3.1.1. Relationship between Engagement in Pacing and Fatigue

Results of the relationship between engagement in pacing and fatigue, controlling for demographics
and confounders (Table 3), showed no association between engagement in pacing and fatigue (β= 0.198;
t = 1.43, p = 0.16). Among the confounders, health-related quality of life was negatively related to
fatigue (β = −0.341; t = −2.57, p = 0.03).

Table 3. Hierarchical linear regression model showing the relationship between engagement in pacing
and fatigue.

Variable β B SE df t p-Value

Age 0.058 0.006 0.014 3, 55 0.436 0.664
Gender 0.065 0.155 0.302 3, 55 0.515 0.609
Body mass index −0.011 −0.002 0.021 3, 55 −0.086 0.931
Health-related quality of life −0.341 −0.049 0.019 2, 53 −2.568 0.013
Perceived risk of overactivity 0.188 0.243 0.167 2, 53 1.454 0.152
Engagement in pacing 0.198 0.307 0.215 1, 52 1.431 0.158

β, Standardized regression coefficients from the complete regression model accounting for all variables; B,
unstandardized regression coefficients from the complete regression model accounting for all variables; df, degree
of freedom; SE, standard error of B. Note: In this model, fatigue was the dependent variable, engagement in pacing
was an independent variable, and the other variables were confounders.

3.1.2. Relationship between Engagement in Pacing and Physical Activity

Results of the relationship between engagement in pacing and physical activity, controlling for
demographics and confounders (Table 4), revealed no association between engagement in pacing and
physical activity (β = −0.242; t = −1.61, p = 0.12). None of the demographics and confounders was
related to physical activity (p ≥ 0.05).
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Table 4. Hierarchical linear regression model showing the relationship between engagement in pacing
and physical activity.

Variable β B SE df t p-Value

Age −0.054 −5.555 15.028 3, 55 −0.370 0.713
Gender 0.084 198.685 327.197 3, 55 0.607 0.546
Body mass index 0.029 4.558 22.309 3, 55 0.204 0.839
Health-related quality of life −0.069 −9.8272 0.678 2, 53 −0.475 0.637
Perceived risk of overactivity 0.067 86.563 181.272 2, 53 0.478 0.635
Engagement in pacing −0.242 −3733.690 232.825 1, 52 −1.605 0.115

β, Standardized regression coefficients from the complete regression model accounting for all variables; B,
unstandardized regression coefficients from the complete regression model accounting for all variables; df, degree
of freedom; SE, standard error of B. Note: In this model, physical activity was the dependent variable, engagement
in pacing was an independent variable, and the other variables were confounders.

For all analyses, the VIFs were low showing that there was no problem of multicollinearity
(range: 1.04–1.30).

4. Discussion

This study explored relations of reported engagement in pacing with fatigue and physical activity,
while controlling for demographics, health-related quality of life, and perceived risk of overactivity in
adults with MS and found no associations between engagement in pacing and fatigue or and physical
activity. These findings were similar to the findings of Murphy et al. [18] but did not support our
hypothesis that engagement in pacing would be associated with low fatigue and high physical activity.
Regarding the confounders, health-related quality of life was negatively related to fatigue. Descriptive
statistics showed people with MS demonstrated clinically significant fatigue complaints, which was
similar to studies evaluating fatigue in the MS population [32], high engagement in pacing and a
high perceived risk of preventing overactivity. The total minutes of physical activity level reported by
participants in our study is consistent with previous research involving people with MS [6,33]. The FSS
score (5.43 ± 1.11) and percentage of participants reporting clinically significant fatigue (91.3%) in
our study were comparable with those reported in other studies involving people with MS [1,34,35].
In their studies, Weiland et al. [34] and Hadgkiss et al. [35] reported median FSS score of 4.9 (IQR
3.2–6.1) with 65.6% of the sample reporting clinically significant fatigue. Similarly, Merkelbach et al. [1]
reported a mean FSS score of 4.4 ± 1.6, with 58.75% of the sample reporting clinically significant fatigue.

Bivariate correlation analysis conducted prior to the primary analyses revealed a moderate
negative association between fatigue and health-related quality of life, indicating high fatigue was
associated with low health-related quality of life. Furthermore, there was a weak negative association
between engagement in pacing and health-related quality of life, suggesting that high engagement
in pacing was associated with low health-related quality life. Together, these findings suggest that
without interventions, there appears to be no clear strategy for using physical activity to ameliorate
fatigue symptoms and improve quality of life amongst people with MS. This underscores the need to
explore the potential of guiding and advising people with MS regarding optimal pacing behaviour and
to develop therapeutic interventions.

A possible explanation for the lack of associations between reported engagement in pacing and
fatigue or physical activity after controlling for demographic and confounding variables, coupled with
the clinically significant fatigue found in this study, may be multiplicity in persons’ attitudes towards
physical activity in relation to fatigue symptoms. People with MS who experience more disruption
through fatigue in daily life may be consciously limiting their activities to prevent fatigue worsening,
or exhibiting all-or-nothing behaviour, which is a lifestyle characterized by periods of overactivity
(when feeling good) and as a consequence of that, feeling overtly fatigued afterwards, followed by long
extensive rest periods to recover from residual symptoms or prevent symptoms re-occurring. For those
consciously limiting their activities to prevent fatigue worsening, more engagement in pacing will
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most likely result in less physical activity, while for those exhibiting a lifestyle characterized by periods
of overactivity and prolonged inactivity, more active engagement in pacing will most likely result in
more physical activity, and thus when both attitudes are present in the subject population no relations
between activity pacing and physical activity may be found.

This further highlights the importance to explore the natural use of activity pacing in relation to
what we know from literature to help guide treatment efforts for people with MS. Tailored advice and
goal-directed interventions on how to approach activity effectively, such as guidance on optimal use of
pacing, might be beneficial for people with MS. For example, people who avoid physical activity in
anticipation to fatigue might score high on engagement in pacing but may need advice to engage more
in physical activity, and could be provided with a graded consistent program of physical activity to
increase their health, as well as be given information and strategies to help change their beliefs that
“I should do less if I am tired” or “symptoms are always a sign that I am damaging myself.” Similarly,
people who have developed an all-or-nothing behaviour style might need advice to be more aware of
anticipatory ways of engaging in pacing to develop a consistent pattern of paced activity and rest.

To our knowledge this is the first study to tap into the experiences of people with MS during
their daily routines and explore the associations between engagement in pacing, fatigue, and physical
activity. Adequate management of fatigue might be essential to improve health and wellbeing in
people with MS, based on the findings of this study and previous literature that revealed most people
with MS experience high levels of fatigue throughout the day [31]. Though the sample size in this study
was substantial for this population (N = 80), it would be useful to replicate these analyses in a larger
sample to obtain more precise estimates of the model parameters while controlling for confounders.
Furthermore, the adapted SQUASH, and the Activity Pacing and Risk of Overactivity Questionnaire
used in this study are recent and have undergone limited validity and sensitivity testing, which may
have influenced the study findings. Currently, further studies on the validity of these measurements
and usage for the current purposes are being conducted. Although self-report measures are more
feasible in population studies, they are susceptible to biases as they involve recalling activities (over
days, weeks, or months) that could lead to underreporting or overreporting. Using an objective device
would allow to examine more macro levels of activity and is warranted in future study.

To optimize generalizability within the population of people living with MS, this study was
conducted solely in people with MS. Generalizability to other populations might therefore be limited, as
findings may vary per condition [14]. Unfortunately, there was a lack of information on participants’ MS
type and MS disability in this study, which limits the ability to draw firm conclusions. These variables
could influence the study findings. Lastly, the weak bivariate correlations between reported engagement
in pacing and fatigue, and between reported engagement in pacing and physical activity found may have
accounted for the lack of associations after controlling for demographics, health-related quality of life,
and perceived risk of overactivity. It is worth noting that although participants received rehabilitation
treatment as part of the larger multicenter study, a structured activity pacing program was not included
and we do not think this has influenced the findings of this study. Future studies should further
explore how engagement in pacing and perceived risk of overactivity relate to performance of activities
of daily living, to allow for firm conclusions and help advice people with MS on how to engage in
an active lifestyle. Additionally, exploratory studies on how activity pacing behaviour might affect
physical activity, fatigue, and health-related quality of life over a longer period of time are warranted.
Such studies should explore higher versus lower fatigue group in terms of clinical fatigue cut-off point
(FSS > 4) or a median split, to help better understand associations.

5. Conclusions

This study examined the relationships between reported engagement in pacing and fatigue and
physical activity in people with MS, while controlling for demographics, perceived risk of overactivity,
and health-related quality of life. No associations were found between reported engagement in
pacing and fatigue, or between reported engagement in pacing and physical activity. We found that
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low health-related quality of life was associated with high fatigue. People with MS might benefit
from targeted interventions to better manage their fatigue and improve their health and wellbeing.
Ascertaining engagement in pacing may be important to help tailor advice on optimal pacing behaviour
for people with MS. There is a need to explore the potential of guiding and advising people with MS
on activity pacing and develop therapeutic interventions.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Factor loadings of the seven items of the Activity Pacing and Risk of Overactivity
Questionnaire using Principal Component Analysis with oblique rotation.

Items Factor 1 Factor 2

A. During the day I plan several moments to recover. 0.73 * 0.04
B. I perform my activities at a slow pace. 0.65 * −0.13
C. When performing my activities, I take my fatigue into account. 0.79 * 0.00
D. When I’m engaged in an activity, I find it difficult to stop timely. 0.05 0.88 *
E. I alternate intensive activities with less intensive activities. 0.70 * 0.08
F. I divide my activities over the day. 0.74 * −0.05
H. I find it hard to limit my activities. −0.06 0.87

Factor 1: Engagement in pacing; Factor 2: Perceived risk of overactivity. * Loadings that can be explicitly assigned
to a single factor (factor loading >0.40).
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Abstract: Improvements in cancer care over the years have increased the numbers of cancer
survivors. Therefore, quality of life, fat mass management and physical activity are growing
areas of interest in these people. After the surgical removal of a breast cancer, adjuvant therapy
remains anyway a common strategy. The aim of this study was to assess how adjuvant therapy
can affect the effectiveness of an unsupervised exercise program. Forty-two women were enrolled
(52.0 ± 10.1 years). Assessments performed at baseline and after six months of exercise prescription
were body composition, health-related quality of life, aerobic capacity by Six-Minute Walk Test,
limbs strength by hand grip and chair test and flexibility by sit and reach. Statistical analyses
were conducted by ANOVA tests and multiple regression. Improvements in body composition,
physical fitness and quality of life (physical functioning, general health, social functioning and mental
health items) were found. The percentage change in fat mass has been associated with adjuvant
cancer therapy (intercept = −0.016; b = 8.629; p < 0.05). An unsupervised exercise prescription
program improves body composition, physical fitness and health-related quality of life in breast
cancer survivors. Adjuvant therapy in cancer slows down the effectiveness of an exercise program in
the loss of fat mass.

Keywords: physical activity; oncology; unsupervised exercise; lifestyle; exercise prescription

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women around the world, the second
cause of cancer death in female population of developed countries (198,000 deaths in 2012) and the
first cause of cancer death in Italian women (12,274 deaths in 2015) [1].

The importance of lifestyle in the etiopathogenesis of this disease is well-demonstrated [2]. After a
cancer diagnosis, patients report a feeling of fatigue that can result from the side effects of the treatment
or from the cancer itself. This promotes an increase in physical inactivity, which increases the likelihood
of incurring overweight and obesity [3]. The excess weight condition is associated with a low-grade
systemic inflammation that promotes the development of insulin resistance, atherosclerosis and tumor
growth, even in cancer survivors. This may explain the association between cancer and cardiovascular
/ metabolic diseases [4]. The impact of comorbidities on all-causes mortality in breast cancer survivors
is remarkable [5].

Women with a diagnosis of breast cancer may experience disease and treatment-related adverse
physiological and psychosocial effects at short and long-term [6]. After surgery, adjuvant therapy in
the form of hormone therapy, chemotherapy or target molecular therapy is generally considered [1].
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These therapeutic choices seem to promote short-term body composition changes by increasing body
water and long-term in terms of increasing fat mass [7].

In order to reduce chronic inflammation, fat mass reduction is one of the most important outcome
of any exercise prescription program, as it can contribute to decrease recurrence risk and to increase
disease-free and overall survival [8]. Exercise training in breast cancer survivors can maintain or
improve VO2peak, significantly improved lean body mass, upper and lower body strength [9].

Cancer can also negatively affect in terms of health-related quality of life (HRQoL) and psychosocial
and physical function [6]. It is well known that physical activity has small-to-moderate beneficial
effects on HRQoL, as well as on emotional or perceived physical and social function, anxiety,
cardiorespiratory fitness [6,9] of breast cancers survivors during and after adjuvant treatment. HRQoL,
whose improvements are considered a prognostic indicator of overall survival in cancer patients,
normally worsens after cancer diagnosis and during cancer treatments [10,11].

Physical activity interventions may help to improve prognosis and may alleviate the adverse
effects of adjuvant therapy in terms of body composition and HRQoL. Home-based exercise program
demonstrated both a short and long-term effectiveness in physical function and body composition
parameters [12,13].

This study aimed to:

- Evaluate how adjuvant therapy can influence the effectiveness of an unsupervised exercise program
in terms of fat loss, analyzing how different therapeutic choices can have a different effect;

- Verify the effectiveness of an unsupervised exercise program on health-related quality of life in
breast cancer survivors.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

The data of this observational study were collected from September 2015 to September 2017.
The Breast Unit of the Careggi University Hospital selected and enrolled patients. After, they began
the exercise prescription program at the Sports Medicine Center of the same University Hospital.

2.1.1. Inclusion Criteria

The patients included in this study met the following inclusion criteria: (1) female, (2) from 21
to 65 years old, (3) physiological or pharmacological induced menopausal (4) history of surgery for
breast cancer, (5) no participation in other training programs or no regular attendance at health clubs.

2.1.2. Exclusion Criteria

The participants were excluded from the study if they said they were physically unable to
participate in the treatment protocol or if changes in their physical activity behavior were contraindicated.
The participants were also excluded if they were taking antipsychotic medication or undergoing any
weight-loss strategy.

The participants were required to provide their written consent prior to their inclusion in the study
as well as a letter of approval to participate from their oncologist and sports physician. All procedures
performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of
the institutional and national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration.

2.2. Procedures

The program at Sport Medicine Center consisted in:

- First visit (T0): history, cardiac evaluation, lifestyle assessment, body composition analysis,
physical fitness parameters related to health and health-related quality of life.
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- Follow-up visits (every 30 days): body composition analysis and health-related physical
fitness parameters.

- six months follow-up visit (T5) body composition analysis, physical fitness parameters related to
health and health-related quality of life.

2.2.1. Medical History and Cardiac Evaluation

All patients were evaluated before starting the program to exclude any contraindication and
thus provide eligibility to physical exercise. They underwent assessment by health questionnaire (to
exclude any family history for chronic or metabolic diseases, anticancer therapies, comorbidity and
any symptoms), physical examination, ECG at rest and 2-dimensional echocardiography to exclude
chemotherapy-induced cardiotoxicity.

2.2.2. Lifestyle Assessment

Lifestyle was assessed at the beginning of the program to evaluate the spontaneous physical
activity [14]. An accelerometer (armband model MF-SW, display model DD100, SenseWear®,
BodyMedia®, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA) on the non-dominant arm of the patients to be kept for
one week. The parameters provided by the specific software were:

- Total energy expenditure in Kcal per day;
- Kcal > 3 METS expenses per day;
- PAL (physical activity level) defined as total energy expenditure/resting metabolic rate;
- Steps per day;
- Time spent in sedentary behaviors 1 to 1.49 METs (min);
- Light physical activity 1.5 to 2.99 metabolic equivalent of task (METs) mild physical activity (min);
- Moderate physical activity 3 to 5.99 METs (min);
- Vigorous physical activity> 6 METs (min);

2.2.3. Body-Composition Analysis

The same researcher evaluated body composition, measuring anthropometric parameters, skinfold
for subcutaneous adipose tissue and bio impedance for fat-free mass [15].

Measures of weight were approximated to the nearest 0.1 kg, those of height to the nearest 0.5 cm
(Seca GmbH &Co., Hamburg, Germany), BMI was then calculated (kg/m2). Waist, hip, operated and
not operated arm (in case of bilateral surgery, non-dominant arm values were considered as “operated”)
circumferences were also measured using a measuring tape (Holtain Limited, Crosswell, UK, 1.5 m
flexible tape). Waist–hip ratio was calculated [16].

Triceps, biceps, subscapular and supra-iliac skinfolds were measured by calipers (Holtain, Limited
Tanner/Whitehouse skinfold caliper, Crosswell, UK) and sum (mm) of the four skinfold sites was
calculated [17].

Bio impedance analysis (BIA 101 Sport edition, Akern, Florence, Italy) provided the values of
resistance (Rz) and reactance (Xc) [18]: from these two the phase angle (PA), the amounts of total body
water (TBW), extracellular water (ECW), intracellular water (ICW), fat free mass (FFM), body cell mass
(BCM), muscle mass (MM) and fat mass (FM) were obtained.

2.2.4. Health-Related Physical Fitness Parameters

The six minute walk test (6MWT) assessed cardiovascular fitness, because most daily life activities
are performed at submaximal levels of exertion, this test may better reflect the functional exercise
level for daily physical activities [19]. The parameters recorded during 6MWT were distance covered
(6 MWD), peak heart rate with a heart rate monitor, systolic and diastolic blood pressure at rest and at
the end of the test and self-perception of effort (CR10) [20].
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Muscle fitness evaluation were performed with easily executable and reproducible tests in an
outpatient setting such as sit & reach for flexibility [21], the hand grip test to estimate the overall static
strength of the upper limbs with both arms [22] and the chair test to assess the strength of the lower
limbs [23].

2.2.5. Health-Related Quality of Life Assessment

Health-related quality of life was assessed by administering the SF-36 questionnaire. This is a
validated tool that measures eight health concepts [24]: physical functioning (PF), role limitations due
to physical health problems (RP), bodily pain (BP), general health (GH), vitality (VT), social functioning
(SF), role limitations due to personal or emotional problems (RE) and mental health (MH) perceptions.
Scores for each domain range from 0 to 100, with a higher score defining a more favorable health
state [25].

2.2.6. Exercise Prescription

Exercise program were prescribed at the end of the first visit following American College of
Sports Medicine guidelines [26]. The program did not include supervised exercise. The combination
of duration and weekly session aerobic training (such as walking, cycling or jogging) were established
starting from thirty minutes five times per week (150 min per week) while intensity were establish in
terms of heart rate and perceived of effort based on 6MWT. In addition, a target of number daily step
were provided. At the end of each aerobic exercise sessions, flexibility exercise have been recommended.
resistance training has been suggested twice per week with 8 exercises involving the main muscle
groups, performed for 3 sets with 10 repetitions. The exercises were chosen based on the possibility of
being performed safely at home (such as bodyweight squat and glute bridge for the lower limbs, lateral
raise and biceps curl for the upper limbs). At the end of each visit, the prescribed exercise program was
described. Furthermore, for resistance exercise, a demonstration was performed by qualified personnel
in physical exercise followed by repetition by the patient as a learning test. Exercise program were
individually updated every follow-up visit following the results of the assessments.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess
the normal distribution of variables. one-way ANOVA was performed to evaluate the variations of the
body composition and fitness parameters between baseline and final study values (T0-T5). The Cohen’s
d effect size (ES) was calculated to determine the magnitude of effect. ES was assessed using the
following criteria: small < 0.20, medium < 0.50 and large < 0.80.

The answers to the SF-36 questions were recorded and recalibrated to obtain a raw score that was
then converted into the correspondent percentage score. A paired Student’s t-test was used to establish
differences between baseline and six months SF-36 parameters.

A multiple linear regression was used to assess the relationship between the percentage change in
fat mass during the program calculate as [(∆ T5-T0 FM/FM T0)·100)] and three potential predictors as:
(1) adjuvant cancer therapy, (2) fat mass at baseline and (3) age at baseline.

One-way ANOVA and the Bonferroni’s test for multiple comparison were used to establish the
potential differences among the different kinds of adjuvant therapy in term of change of fat mass.
Therapy was considered with four subgroups: hormone therapy only, chemotherapy and/or target
therapy, any combination of therapies, no therapy. The data were analyzed using SPSS-IBM 20 (SPSS,
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The statistical significance threshold was set at a p-value = 0.05.

3. Results

A group of 42 women (age 52.0 ± 10.1 years) were considered eligible for the study and
were then enrolled. All the patients had been diagnosed with a stage IIIC or inferior breast
cancer and started the program after the surgery: 48% had undergone unilateral mastectomy
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with lymphadenectomy, 19% unilateral quadrantectomy with lymphadenectomy, 19% unilateral
quadrantectomy, 12% bilateral mastectomy with bilateral lymphadenectomy, 2% bilateral mastectomy
with unilateral lymphadenectomy.

Specific neoplastic therapy was: 15 took hormone therapy (tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors),
9 underwent chemotherapy and/or target therapy (anthracycline and trastuzumab), 9 combined
hormone therapy with chemotherapy and/or target therapy, and 9 did not undergo any adjuvant
cancer therapy.

3.1. Lifestyle Assessment

The results of lifestyle assessment were:

- Total energy expenditure 2210.0 ± 336.0 kcal/day;
- Kcal> 3 METS 338.2 ± 263.6 kcal/day;
- Steps per day 8224.5 ± 2846.3;
- PAL 1.55 ± 0.18;
- Sedentary behaviors 16.5 ± 3.10 h/day;
- Light physical activity 4.9 ± 1.7 h/day;
- Moderate physical activity 78 ± 12.0 min/day;
- Vigorous physical activity 2.4 ± 0.02 min/day.

3.2. Body Composition Analysis

Baseline anthropometric parameters assessment defined an overweight sample (BMI
T0 = 27.3 ± 4.20 kg/m2) and 30% was obese (BMI ≥ 30.0 kg/m2; Table 1).

Table 1. Anthropometrics and skinfold parameters during 6 months follow-up.

T0 T5 ∆ T5-T0 F Value ANOVA ES

Weight (kg) 71.9 ± 10.8 68.7± 10.1 −3.2± 2.3 6.47 <0.001 1.36
BMI (kg/m2) 27.3 ± 4.2 26.1 ± 3.9 −1.2± 0.9 6.12 <0.001 1.34

Waist circ. (cm) 90.2 ± 10.8 85.3 ± 9.8 −4.9± 4.0 6.02 <0.001 1.22
Hip circ. (cm) 106.1 ± 9.1 102.1± 7.1 −4.0± 3.9 5.76 <0.001 1.02

Waist/hip 0.85 ± 0.069 0.83± 0.06 −0.01± 0.04 0.23 NS 0.36
Operated arm circ. (cm) 31.8 ± 3.4 29.5 ± 2.6 −2.4± 1.7 5.43 <0.001 1.39

Not operated arm circ. (cm) 31.5 ± 3.4 29.4 ± 2.7 −2.1± 2.1 4.32 <0.001 0.99
Biceps skinfold (mm) 16.9 ± 8.1 13.8 ± 6.5 −3.1± 5.0 4.01 <0.001 0.61
Triceps skinfold (mm) 27.1 ± 5.7 23.5 ± 5.6 −3.6± 2.9 5.21 <0.001 1.26

Subscapular skinfold (mm) 25.5 ± 7.9 22.2 ± 7.1 −3.3± 3.9 4.55 <0.001 0.82
Supra−iliac skinfold (mm) 24.3 ± 8.9 21.0 ± 7.7 −3.3± 7.1 3.42 0.032 0.46

Skinfold sum (mm) 93.8 ± 25.5 80.5± 22.6 −13.3± 12.5 6.12 <0.001 1.06

During the six months of follow-up the patients lost weight progressively, getting close to
overweight threshold (BMI T5 = 26.1 ± 3.87 kg/m2), others anthropometric parameters decreased,
in particular waist circumference dropped below the cardio metabolic risk threshold. Skinfold thickness
data and bio impedance analysis showed that weight loss is principally imputable to a fat mass loss
and secondarily to extracellular water loss (Table 1).

On the contrary, body cellular mass and intracellular water did not show any significant change.
The amount of total body water and fat free mass reduced is attributable to extracellular mass loss
(Table 2).
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Table 2. Bio-impedance parameters during 6 months follow-up.

T0 T5 ∆ T5-T0 F Value ANOVA ES

PA (◦) 5.2 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 0.7 0.2 ± 0.7 0.31 NS 0.23
TBW (L) 35.0 ± 3.3 34.2 ± 3.3 −0.9 ± 1.8 3.12 0.025 0.48
ECW (L) 17.5 ± 1.9 16.8 ± 1.9 −0.7 ± 1.5 4.22 <0.001 0.50
ICW (L) 17.5 ± 2.3 17.4 ± 2.2 −0.1 ± 1.6 0.68 NS 0.08

FFM (kg) 46.7 ± 4.7 45.7 ± 4.4 −1.0 ± 2.9 4.88 0.002 0.36
BCM (kg) 23.1 ± 3.3 22.9 ± 3.1 −0.1 ± 2.1 1.08 NS 0.06
FM (kg) 25.0 ± 8.1 22.6 ± 7.2 −2.4 ± 3.4 4.23 <0.001 0.72

Legend: PA—phase angle; TBW—total body water; ECW—extra cellular water; ICW—intra cellular water; FFM—fat
free mass; BCM—body cellular mass; FM—fat mass.

3.3. Health-Related Physical Fitness Parameters

All the physical fitness parameters improved progressively. Moreover, the values at rest of systolic
(SBP), diastolic (DBP) blood pressures and mean arterial pressure (MAP) decreased significantly
(Table 3).

Table 3. Physical fitness parameters related to health during 6 months follow-up.

T0 T5 ∆ T5-T0 F Value ANOVA ES

Chair test (reps) 14.5 ± 3.8 18.3 ± 4.3 3.8 ± 2.6 8.12 <0.001 1.45
Hand Gr. op. arm (kg) 24.3 ± 4.8 26.5 ± 4.5 2.2 ± 4.5 3.55 0.012 0.48

Hand Gr. not op. arm (kg) 24.2 ± 4.6 26.4 ± 4.3 2.2 ± 3.1 4.78 <0.001 0.72
Sit and reach test (cm) 2.6 ± 9.3 8.5 ± 7.1 5.8 ± 6.0 6.02 <0.001 0.97

6 MWD (m) 518.6 ± 133.0 584.8 ± 97.2 66.2 ± 107.2 4.28 <0.001 0.62
HR rest (bpm) 75.6 ± 13.5 73.5 ± 10.5 −2.1 ± 11.8 3.92 0.015 0.18

SBP rest (mmHg) 117 ± 15.1 110 ± 12.7 −6.4 ± 13.4 3.04 0.048 0.48
DBP rest (mmHg) 76.1 ± 11.3 70.6 ± 8.7 −5.5 ± 9.70 4.11 0.013 0.57
MAP rest (mmHg) 89.7 ± 11.5 83.9 ± 9.2 −5.8 ± 9.8 4.11 0.012 0.59

Legend: HR—heart rate; SBP—systolic blood pressure; DBP—diastolic blood pressure; MAP—mean arterial pressure.

3.4. Health-Related Quality of Life Assessment

As far as the health-related quality of life is concerned, all the eight health concepts measured
by the SF-36 questionnaire were improved: those found in PF, GH, SF and MH scales registered
a significant improvement, and those found in BP, VT and RE scales were, anyhow, very close to
significance threshold (Table 4).

Table 4. Results of health-related quality of life parameters measured by social functioning
(SF)-36 questionnaire.

T0 T5 ∆ T5-T0 p-Value

PF (%) 72.7 ± 24.6 83.7 ± 17.1 11.0 ± 15.9 <0.001
RP (%) 61.3 ± 39.1 65.5 ± 37.4 4.17 ± 33.5 0.43
BP (%) 61.0 ± 25.8 67.4 ± 22.0 6.40 ± 30.3 0.18
GH (%) 64.7 ± 20.4 69.1 ± 18.9 4.43 ± 6.97 <0.001
VT (%) 52.7 ± 18.4 57.4 ± 16.7 4.64 ± 15.0 0.051
SF (%) 60.5 ± 24.5 67.6 ± 22.9 7.08 ± 20.1 0.027
RE (%) 56.4 ± 43.2 65.9 ± 33.3 9.53 ± 37.7 0.11
MH (%) 63.4 ± 14.8 67.3 ± 12.5 3.90 ± 10.7 0.022

Legend: PF—physical functioning; RP—role limitations due to physical health problems; BP—bodily pain;
GH—general health; VT—vitality; SF—social functioning; RE—role limitations due to personal or emotional
problems; MH—mental health perceptions.
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3.5. Relationship between Adjuvant Cancer Therapy and Changes in Fat Mass

The association between percentage change in fat mass and the three potential predictors were
(R2 = 0.52; MSE = 5.73): adjuvant cancer therapy coefficients = 8.63, p < 0.05; fat mass at baseline
coefficients = −0.32, p = 0.36; age at baseline coefficients = 0.18, p = 0.26. In particular, this association
between change in fat mass and adjuvant cancer therapy one-way ANOVA shows these differences
existed between no therapy subgroup and any other subgroup (F = 5.12, p = 0.018, ES = 0.68), but no
differences existed among these last subgroups of therapy:

- No therapy shows a fat mass reduction −16.5% ± 13.2%;
- Hormone therapy shows a fat mass reduction −6.5% ± 9.1%;
- Chemotherapy and/or target therapy shows a fat mass reduction −6.8% ± 10.4%;
- Hormone therapy + chemotherapy and/or target therapy shows a fat mass reduction−6.9%± 9.0%.

Therefore, adjuvant cancer therapy was negatively associated with fat mass loss observed between
baseline and six months.

4. Discussion

This study confirmed the effectiveness in terms of body composition and physical fitness of
unsupervised exercise program in breast cancer survivor [12,13].

After the surgical removal of a breast cancer, adjuvant therapy is a common strategy. However,
higher breast cancer risk with hormone replacement therapy is particularly evident among lean women,
in postmenopausal women who are not taking exogenous hormones; general obesity is a significant
predictor for breast cancer recurrence. Moreover, increased plasma cholesterol leads to accelerated
tumor formation and exacerbates their aggressiveness [6].

The sample of the present study shows the anthropometric and lifestyle parameters in line with
other studies already present [27]; these characteristics do not appear to guarantee a healthy level of
cardiorespiratory fitness. Therefore, these patients should carry out a regular exercise program in
order to ensure an improvement in health-related physical fitness parameters [28].

The therapeutic efficacy of the physical exercise is now consistent and demonstrated by systematic
reviews and meta-analyses in the context of secondary and tertiary prevention of breast cancer [29,30].
Physical activity in breast cancer survivors may be more effective at modifying serum IGF-1 levels
in women who are not taking tamoxifen [31], on the insulin pathway may be more pronounced for
obese or sedentary women [32]. A marginal effect of physical activity in terms of decreasing circulating
levels of biomarkers of inflammation in particular (CRP) [33] and in circulating levels of markers of
cell-mediated immunity [34]. In this context, unsupervised training strategy could be an option in a
physical exercise therapy perspective.

One of the aims of the study was to evaluate the influence of adjuvant therapy on the effectiveness
of an exercise program on fat loss and how different therapeutic choices can have a different effect.
A recent review [35] reports that exercise is effective in reducing fat mass during adjuvant therapy
in breast cancer. However, the difference in efficacy between the different therapeutic strategies and
the comparison of efficacy with those who do not perform any adjuvant therapy is not specified.
The results of multiple regression in this study confirm the effectiveness of the exercise in reducing
fat mass during adjuvant therapy without however any difference between the various therapeutic
choices. However, those who did not have an adjuvant treatment regimen reported a greater reduction
in fat mass than those who had an adjuvant therapy in place.

Health-related quality of life results are consistent with those shown in other studies where SF-36
questionnaire was used [36]. SF-36 is indeed a questionnaire that can be applied to many different
clinical situations and that measures health concepts (particularly RE and MH) that can be influenced
by a large number of factors (including changes in cancer therapies, that can signify changes in side
effects associated with them). Anyway, the documented correlation between the other six scales
and physical health perception, together with the improvements observed in body composition and
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physical fitness, justify the attribution to the program of at least a part of the improvements that is
proportional to the correlation coefficient of each scale. Indeed, the lack of significance for RP, BP, VT
and RE scales is almost surely due to the difference in statistical power that characterizes the eight
scales: with a larger sample, significance would be obtained. Regarding RE and MH scales instead, it is
only possible to consider that women have on average improved: this cannot be random, supporting
the thesis that the program is capable of improving these two health concepts as well. It is important to
notice that a major score in BP, RP and RE scales corresponds, respectively to minor pain, less limitation
due to physical health problems and less limitation due to personal or emotional problems.

Poor prognosis in cancer survivors is associated with reduced levels of fitness, increased fat
mass and decreased lean body mass [37]. Aerobic and resistance exercises prescription is capable
of improving body composition, physical fitness and health-related quality of life of breast cancer
survivors. American College of Sport Medicine’s guidelines [26] provide rough indications about
intensity, duration and frequency of aerobic, resistance and flexibility exercises, highlighting the
importance of considering a large number of factors (age, exercise endurance, drugs taken, cancer stage)
to prescribe exercise safely and effectively. Anyhow, the ultimate goal of any exercise prescription
program for cancer survivors is to induce long-term modifications in patients’ lifestyle, in order
to reduce recurrence risk, cancer mortality and all causes of mortality [38]. From this perspective,
unsupervised exercise programs can ensure good adherence in cancer survivors [39], even in those
undergoing adjuvant treatments.

The present study shows strengths. First, all the subjects belonged to the same Breast Unit,
therefore they undergone to surgery from the same surgeon group. Second, the sample receive
the exercise program from the same Sport Medicine Center by the same specialist, therefore the
methodology was standardized.

The study has limitations. The first limit is in the observational nature of an outpatient exercise
prescription program; therefore, the intervention of the researcher was limited, and some adjustments
were not possible. Second, body composition changes did not take into account the energy intake;
therefore, the results have a reduced generalizability.

Larger samples are needed to confirm these results and future research directions could be the
association between adjuvant therapies and the loss of fat mass assessed also with lipid blood values
in addition to subcutaneous fat.

5. Conclusions

The results shown in this study demonstrate that an unsupervised exercised prescription program
produces mid-term improvements in body composition, physical fitness and health-related quality of
life of breast cancer survivors. Adjuvant therapy in cancer slows down the effectiveness of an exercise
program in the loss of fat mass. Longer-term follow-up studies are needed to establish the real capacity
of this training strategy to induce long-term lifestyle changes.
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Abstract: The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been responsible for a global pandemic
involving massive increases in the daily numbers of cases and deaths. Due to the emergency caused
by the pandemic, huge efforts have been made to develop COVID-19 vaccines, the first of which were
released in December 2020. Effective vaccines for COVID-19 are needed to protect the population,
especially healthcare professionals and fragile individuals, such as older people or chronic-disease-
affected patients. Physical exercise training generally has health benefits and assists in the prevention
of several chronic diseases. Moreover, physical activity improves mental health by reducing anxiety,
depression, and negative mood and improving self-esteem. Therefore, the present review aims to
provide a detailed view of the literature, presenting updated evidence on the beneficial effects of
adapted physical activity, based on personalized and tailor-made exercise, in preventing, treating,
and counteracting the consequences of COVID-19.

Keywords: COVID-19; prevention; physical activity; inactivity; home-based exercise; mental health;
psychological well-being

1. Introduction

The social effects caused by the global spread and pandemic of SARS-CoV-2 is having
unimaginable consequences that the world has never faced in past decades. After the
WHO declared SARS-CoV-2 a health emergency, the world responded quickly to “flatten
the curve” or limit the spread of the virus by banning travel and closing non-essential
businesses and educational institutions, as well stopping all kinds of large gatherings. In
this first phase of the pandemic, around half of the world’s population was under full or
partial lockdown to limit the spread of the deadly virus [1]. The unprecedented restrictions
prompted by the raging SARS CoV-2 pandemic halted a wide variety of economic activities
throughout the world. Day by day, the need for essential healthcare equipment increased in
parallel with the increase of infected patients and death tolls. More than 100 countries closed
their borders and worldwide air travel demand plummeted just after the announcement
of the pandemic by the WHO. This severely impacted the world’s supply chain and
international trade [2]. Economists agreed that there would be an enormous negative
impact on global economic development due to COVID-19, which would possibly plunge
the world economy into a deep recession [3]. Therefore, after this initial lockdown period, a
second phase started, involving the partial reopening of the economy. However, increasing
cases and limited numbers of intensive care beds have caused public health authorities in
Europe to re-impose temporary lockdowns.

Global health authorities have been informed by epidemic and infectious disease
specialists, who have faced the present health emergency by taking cues from past epi-
demics. However, we now know that the story of COVID-19 cannot be compared to past
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epidemics. Besides the high direct mortality for such a contagious acute disease, COVID-19
has placed extreme pressure on healthcare systems, altering access to health services of
patients living with other pathologies, such as non-communicable diseases (NCDs). More-
over, such NCDs (e.g., diabetes mellitus, hypertension, cerebrovascular disease, coronary
artery disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) have been shown to predict poor
prognosis in patients with COVID-19. SARS-CoV-2 and NCDs are clustering within social
groups according to patterns of socioeconomic inequality that are deeply embedded in
our societies. Limiting the harm caused by SARS-CoV-2 will demand that far greater
attention is paid to NCDs and socioeconomic inequality than has previously been done.
The aggregation of these diseases against a background of social and economic disparity
aggravates the adverse effects of each separate disease. COVID-19 is not a pandemic or
simple comorbidity—it is a syndemic [4]. Addressing COVID-19 means addressing hyper-
tension, obesity, malnutrition, diabetes, cardiovascular and chronic respiratory diseases,
cancer, and psychological and neurodegenerative disorders. Paying more attention to
NCDs and socioeconomic inequality should be a strategic plan for both rich and poor
nations in order to limit the harm caused by SARS-CoV-2.

The worldwide spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection has caused governments of various
countries to take swift and unprecedented protective measures, including placing cities in
lockdown and closing places where large gatherings would occur. Quarantine has radically
changed the daily habits of the entire population, requiring people to practice “social dis-
tancing”. For example, in Italy, the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR) decided to invest
huge resources in special desks to promote higher interpersonal distance in classrooms
to avoid the risk of infection [5]. Although such strategies have contained the COVID-19
outbreak, the prolonged self-isolation has deeply affected active lifestyles, leading healthy
individuals and athletes to states of physical inactivity, with related consequences of hy-
pomobility and inactivity-associated disorders, such as a reduction in maximal oxygen
consumption (VO2max), endurance capacity, loss of muscle strength and mass, overweight,
and decrease joint lubrification [6–9]. Just a few days of a sedentary lifestyle are sufficient
to induce fiber denervation, insulin resistance, and low-grade systemic inflammation [10].

The positive effects of regular physical activity on general health are well known in
the field of modern medicine. Physical activity counteracts cardiovascular vulnerability,
inflammation, muscle atrophy, bone and cartilage loss or degeneration, and the reduction
of aerobic capacity [11,12]. Physical exercise is also closely related to cognitive function
and neurodegenerative disorders by inducing cellular and molecular processes underlying
neurogenesis and synaptogenesis cascade, which enhance learning, memory, and brain
plasticity [13,14]. These effects are extremely important, especially in light of new evidence
showing brain damage among the consequences of COVID-19, including delirium, stroke,
and brain inflammation. Moreover, adapted physical activity ameliorates one’s self-esteem
and provides a sense of well-being by reducing the development of mental disorders [15].
In light of this evidence, the purpose of this narrative mini-review is to summarize the
beneficial effects of the adapted physical activity performed before-, during-, and post-
infection of COVID-19. To this end, four databases were used: PubMed, Scopus, Web of
Science, and Google Scholar. The last search was conducted on 30 December 2020. The
following keywords and combinations thereof were used: “exercise”, “physical activity”,
“adapted physical activity”, “physical exercise”, “SARS-CoV-2”, “SARS CoV-2 pandemic”,
“COVID-19 pandemic”. The initial study selection was performed via title and abstract
screening. Duplicates were removed. The full texts of the selected articles were carefully
read and analyzed in order to extract the appropriate data from each text.

2. The Beneficial Effects of Physical Activity before COVID-19 Infection

The development of COVID-19 is strictly linked to the interaction between SARS-CoV-
2 and the host’s immune system. The virus affects the response of the immune system,
leading to leukopenia with high levels of pro-inflammatory mediators. Several studies
have shown that in mild cases of COVID-19, macrophages of pulmonary tissue are able to
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counteract SARS-CoV-2 and the innate and adaptive immune responses are able to fight vi-
ral replication. In contrast, severe cases of COVID-19 provoke a storm of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and a lymphopenia state [16]. This “hyper inflammation” is characterized by
aberrant pathogenic T cells and inflammatory monocytes, which are rapidly activated and
produce a large number of cytokines, thus inducing the inflammatory storm [16]. Moreover,
some COVID-19-affected patients have developed acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis
(ADEM), without showing respiratory symptoms [17,18], and in some cases Guillan-Barrè
syndrome has been diagnosed, characterized by nerve damage [19]. The SARS-CoV-2 virus
is usually not present in patients’ cerebrospinal brain fluid. Therefore, it is possible to spec-
ulate that brain inflammation is caused by the immune system and that the neurological
complications of COVID-19 might be provoked by the deregulated immune response rather
than the virus itself [20]. The role of physical exercise in improving immune response
has largely been demonstrated. Moderate and adapted physical activity increases the
anti-inflammatory cytokines, immunoglobulins, and immune cells in circulation, as well as
the anti-pathogenic activity of macrophages [21]. In this way, physical exercise may cause
reductions of the burden of pathogen and the abnormal inflammatory cells that damage
the lungs [22]. Interestingly, COVID-19-affected patients have reported higher levels of
cytokines, such as TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-1β, and IL-6, as compared to healthy subjects [23,24].
Moreover, the expression levels of these pro-inflammatory cytokines to be appeared di-
rectly related to the severity of the patient’s condition, confirming that the activation of the
inflammatory process is linked to disease severity [23,24].

The implementation of the physical activity program could play a key role in counter-
acting the imbalance in antiviral immunity, protecting the individual against inflammation
induced by COVID-19. According to WHO recommendations, all adults should undertake
150–300 min of moderate-intensity, 75–150 min of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or
some equivalent combination of moderate-intensity and vigorous-intensity aerobic physical
activity per week. Among children and adolescents, an average of 60 min/day of moderate–
vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity across the week provides health benefits. These
guidelines recommend regular muscle-strengthening activity for all age groups [25]. The
adapted physical activity comprises an exercise program designed in a personalized way in
order to adapt to the physiological characteristics and the state of health of each subject. Its
beneficial role in low-grade chronic inflammation was demonstrated in both the periphery
and in the brain [26]. During its practices, stress hormones and microglia proliferation are
decreased. Moreover, physical activity attenuates the release of proinflammatory cytokines
through the modulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1Ra, IL-6, and IL-10,
as well as cytokine inhibitors, such as cortisol, prostaglandin E2, and soluble receptors
against TNF and IL-2 [26]. Considering that adapted physical activity has shown several
benefits for most chronic diseases and microbial infections with preventive and therapeutic
effects, in the pre-infection phase, it may represent an important tool to prevent COVID-19
infection [27]. Furthermore, several pieces of evidence supported the direct relationship
between exercise and psychological well-being. Individuals who practice regular phys-
ical activity ameliorate one’s self-esteem and provide a sense of well-being, leading to
reduced depressive and anxiety symptoms [28,29]. This plethora of positive effects is due
to the involvement of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and the endogenous
opioid system, both of which are implied in anxiety, stress, depression, and emotional re-
sponses [30,31]. In addition, regular exercise promotes the release of several trophic factors,
including brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which exerts a positive role in both
anxiety and depressive disorders [32]. Quarantine and physical isolation measures may
have had long-lasting and wide-ranging negative psychosocial impacts, which may have
been amplified by a reduction in physical activity levels. Several works have demonstrated
the negative impacts of decreased physical activity on psychological well-being [33–36]. In
particular, a decrease in the amount of physical activity is associated with higher levels of
perceived stress and anxiety [33]. A study performed on older adults showed that those
who met the global recommendations on physical activeness had higher levels of resilience
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and lower levels of depressive symptoms [36]. The promotion of resilience during the
COVID-19 pandemic is a crucial aspect for patients, considering that it is linked to positive
emotions in stressful situations, locus of control, self-efficacy, optimism, and better quality
of life (physical and psychological) [35]. In particular, Lesser and Nienhuis [33] reported
that individuals who were more physically active showed greater mental health scores,
whereas inactive subjects before the COVID-19 pandemic who became more active during
the lockdown exhibited lower levels of anxiety. Moreover, a cross-national study between
Germany, Italy, Russia, and Spain, showed that individuals with depression symptoms
are at risk of developing a worse psychological condition during the current Covid-19
pandemic; instead, physical activity counteract such negative effects [37]. Interestingly, the
profoundly negative impacts on psychological health and well-being in the population
seem to be higher in females and young adults [32].

3. Adapted Physical Activity Program during COVID-19 Infection

Considering the clinical characteristics of COVID-19, infected patients, who are com-
pelled to rest in bed, are not able to perform normal activities of daily life or perform
regular physical activity. Nevertheless, considering the multiple positive effects caused
by exercise, adapted physical activity in all phases of recovery of patients (Figure 1) repre-
sents an important strategy to attenuate the decline in cognition function and to improve
physical and psychological well-being in individuals affected by COVID-19. When treating
patients—and given the intensive medical management involved for some COVID-19 pa-
tients, including prolonged protective lung ventilation, immobility, sedation, and treatment
with neuromuscular blocking agents—in the acute phase it is possible to adopt only passive
types of exercise performed by physiotherapists or kinesiologists, such as whole-body
vibration (WBV) exercise and passive range-of-motion (pROM) exercises. In the post-acute
phase, however, physiotherapists or kinesiologists can organize bed-based exercise pro-
grams (e.g., flexion and extension of the limbs and trunk) and assist patients to mobilize
independently to stand-up and perform normal daily functions according to the Barthel
index, such as washing, eating, and so on. Other adapted physical activities, comprising
passive, active-assisted, active, or resisted joint range-of-motion exercises, are fundamental
to restore and improve respiratory and cardiocirculatory functions, joint integrity, range-
of-motion, muscle strength, and mental condition. During the day, hospitalized patients
should perform the exercises alone by following a guided self-assessment for people with
an acquired disability, which should be administered by physiotherapists or kinesiologists.
This progressive approach as well as the known effects of general well-being can help keep
patients busy and attenuate feelings of depression due to complete immobility. Regaining
self-mobility can result in the patient acquiring better self-esteem and a strong response
to depression.

Pneumonia, a severe complication of the virus, has been shown to induce cognitive
decline due to sustained hypoxia [38,39]. Moreover, pneumonia patients were found to
possess high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, leading to neuroinflammation and
neurodegeneration [40]. Therefore, the positive influence of physical activity on cogni-
tive performance is fundamental to accelerate the subsequent full recovery of COVID-19
patients. In fact, different studies have demonstrated that physical exercise enhances the
neuronal activity and hippocampal neurogenesis essential for cognition [41,42]. Further-
more, adapted physical activity for COVID-19 patients represents a key psychological
support. Exercise stimulates the cholinergic, dopaminergic, and serotonergic systems,
enhancing mood by reducing depression, anxiety, and panic attacks [6,34]. In light of these
positive effects on mental and psychological health, adapted or tailor-made exercises in
COVID-19-affected individuals should be considered.
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4. Adapted Physical Activity Program Post COVID-19 Infection

Once completely well, to maintain mental and physical well-being, it is vital for
infected individuals to gradually resume physical activity and exercise with an adapted or
tailor-made home-based exercise program administered by a sport scientist. The goal is
to return to pre-infection levels of fitness. In this phase, the effects of physical activity on
the brain trigger systemic influences on the entire body. Moreover, exercise promotes the
release of endorphins, which enhance psychological well-being, favoring faster recovery
and a return to normal life. Beyond conventional exercises to improve physical conditions,
different activities are recommended to enhance psychological well-being, such as listening
to music, reading or listening to a book, watching TV, playing cards, table games, and
the utilization of “exergames” (i.e., active video games). These activities allow patients to
keep busy, reducing depression. In particular, the use of exergames can positively affect
motivation and self-efficacy by inducing physical activity practice [43]. Exergames use
action and motion sensors, which allow the patient to be physically active, simulating
several sport types, such as cycling, running, walking, rowing, and swimming. Moreover,
the patient can also play exergames with a partner, favoring interaction and communication
between them [44]. Another potentially beneficial activity during the patient recovery
could be yoga. The practice of this discipline promotes endogenous melatonin secretion,
positively affecting sleep quality, anxiety, and depressive disorders [45].

To allow the complete recovery of individuals, an interesting approach with several
therapeutic benefits is Nordic walking. This activity is typically carried out in “healthy”
environments, such as mountain, sea, and countryside settings, and is suitable for people of
all ages. Nordic walking is useful for adapted motor re-education, especially for COVID-19
patients who have developed respiratory, metabolic, cardiovascular, and walking problems.
Through the use of a specific pair of poles, Nordic walking engages the upper body muscles,
and relative to normal walking would increase the overall energy expenditure [46]. Further-
more, since poles are held in both hands, the knees and joints are subjected to less stress;
therefore, Nordic walking might be recommended in degenerative cartilage disorders, such
as osteoarthritis [47], as it improves motor function and strength [48]. Interestingly, Nordic
walking e-poles developed by Gabel, the Italian leading manufacturer in this area, are
able to acquire the primary parameters that characterize the proper movement technique,
providing feedback regarding the patient’s performance and assisted walking. Nordic
walking strengthens cognitive function, attention, and executive functions by positively
affecting patient quality-of-life [49]. It is noteworthy that Nordic walking also exerts a
positive effect on an individual’s psychological well-being. Compared to normal walking, a
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previous study showed that this discipline elicited significant psychological improvements,
ameliorating depression and sleep disturbance [50].

5. Conclusions

The SARS-CoV-2 virus represents the major societal challenge, with important reper-
cussions for people’s mental and physical health. The beneficial effects of physical exercise
in improving quality of life and well-being have been extensively documented. An adapted
physical activity program may represent an important factor to prevent COVID-19 infec-
tion, as well as a useful complementary tool to improve the physical and psychological
outcomes of COVID-19-affected patients. A suitable exercise program may strengthen the
respiratory system, providing immune protection in the long term and reducing treatment
costs. Furthermore, in the post-infection phase, an adapted or tailor-made home-based
exercise program ensures a faster return to pre-infection fitness by enhancing self-esteem
and resilience to stress and reducing anxiety and depression.
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Abstract: (1) Background: Limited information exists on the prevalence of low energy availability
(LEA) in collegiate team sports. The purpose of this study was to examine the prevalence of LEA
in collegiate women soccer players. (2) Methods: Collegiate women soccer athletes (n = 18, height:
1.67 ± 0.05 m; body mass: 65.3 ± 7.9 kg; body fat %: 24.9 ± 5.6%) had their body composition and sport
nutrition knowledge assessed in the pre-season. Energy availability was assessed mid-season using
a 4-day dietary log and activity energy expenditure values from a team-based monitoring system.
A validated screening tool was used to screen for LEA. (3) Results: The screening tool classified 56.3%
of athletes as at risk of LEA (<30 kcal/kg of FFM); however, the actual dietary intake identified 67% as
LEA. Athletes identified as non-LEA consumed significantly more absolute (p = 0.040) and relative
(p = 0.004) energy than LEA athletes. (4) Conclusions: There was a high prevalence of LEA among
collegiate women soccer athletes. Although previously validated in women endurance athletes,
the LEA screening tool was not effective in identifying those at risk of LEA in this sample of athletes.

Keywords: energy availability; relative energy deficiency in sport; sports nutrition; women soccer
athletes; nutrition knowledge; LEAF-Q

1. Introduction

Athletes have specific dietary requirements in order to meet training demands and optimize
performance [1]. Typically, athletes have higher activity levels; greater lean body mass; and require
higher amounts of energy, protein, and carbohydrates per day compared to non-athletes. However,
previous research has indicated that athletes often do not meet the nutritional guidelines specific to
their level of training, with women athletes tending to exhibit dietary deficiencies more frequently than
male athletes [2–12]. Insufficient energy intake may predispose an athlete to low energy availability
(LEA), which is thought to be a primary contributor to a complex condition characterized by a
multifactorial state of physiological dysfunction referred to as Relative Energy Deficiency in Sport
(RED-S) syndrome [13]. The International Olympic Committee published a consensus statement on
RED-S [13] which described RED-S as similar to the well-known Female Athlete Triad paradigm,
but encompassing a broader definition to include a spectrum of physiological dysfunction attributable
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to chronic energy deficiency. This deficiency may result from insufficient energy intake, excessive energy
expenditure from training, or a combination of both. Further, RED-S is commonly associated with
reductions in performance, with a concomitant increased risk of health complications including, but not
limited to, impairments in metabolism, menstrual function, bone health, immunity, protein synthesis,
reproduction abilities, and cardiovascular health [13].

A common strategy to determine an athlete’s risk of energy deficiency is to assess energy
availability level (kcal/kg FFM/day), which is calculated by subtracting the activity energy expenditure
from energy intake. Calculated energy availability values are commonly interpreted as follows:
low < 30 kcal/kg FFM/day; moderate 30–45 kcal/kg FFM/day; optimal > 45 kcal/kg FFM/day (Ref. [14]).
Energy availability serves as a means to quantify the residual energy available to support an athlete’s
physiological functions, and, if below a certain threshold, may be a primary causative factor contributing
to RED-S over time [13]. Further, a higher prevalence of LEA is reported in women athletes, as indicated
in previous studies [15–18]. Although valuable, the calculation of energy availability is laborious and
can be challenging when working with a large number of athletes. Therefore, screening tools such
as the Low Energy Availability in Females Questionnaire (LEAF-Q) [19] have been developed and
previously validated in a cohort of women endurance athletes and dancers, but not collegiate team
sport athletes. Certain body composition parameters, densitometry metrics, hematological markers,
and metabolic tests have also been used to screen for those at risk of RED-S with variable degrees
of efficacy [20–22]. A better understanding of the utility of these screening tools across multiple
populations would help practitioners to identify athletes at risk of LEA.

Common trends among athletes regarding dietary practices indicate a misunderstanding of
energy and macronutrient requirements and the role of certain dietary supplements [23], which likely
contributes to the dietary deficiencies and occurrence of LEA commonly seen in athletes [24]. However,
inconsistencies exist as to how the nutrition knowledge of athletes has been assessed in the past [23].
Therefore, in an effort to create a more standardized method of assessing nutrition knowledge,
Trakman et al. [25,26] developed an abridged nutrition knowledge questionnaire that is specific to
the dietary requirements of athletes. In theory, a higher level of nutrition knowledge may positively
influence an athlete’s dietary behaviors, as previous research in athletes has indicated that those with
greater sport nutrition knowledge scores were more likely to self-report healthier dietary practices [27].
Further, previous sport nutrition education interventions have led to marked improvements in nutrition
knowledge [4], quality of diet [4,28], body composition, and performance [28] over the course of a
season. However, the potential relationship between nutrition knowledge and LEA in athletes has yet
to be fully elucidated.

In the United States, Division III athletes represent ~39% of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, which includes more than 440 Division III women’s soccer programs. Limited data exist
in regard to LEA prevalence in collegiate team sport athletes, specifically in women’s soccer. Likewise,
the effectiveness of screening tools, such as the LEAF-Q, in identifying those at risk of LEA has yet to
be determined, or how nutrition knowledge may influence energy availability in collegiate team sport
athletes. Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to examine the prevalence of LEA among a
convenience sample of Division III collegiate women soccer athletes and to examine the utility of the
LEAF-Q as a tool to screen for those at risk of LEA. A secondary aim was to examine the relationship
between nutrition knowledge, energy availability, and dietary intake.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design

The current observational study began prior to the start of the fall academic term and soccer season,
when athletes completed a body composition assessment and an electronic online survey previously
developed to assess sport nutrition knowledge. At the soccer season’s midpoint, athletes completed
a different online electronic survey to screen for LEA. At this time, athletes also completed a 4-day
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monitoring period to assess energy availability. Players were asked to record dietary intake and were
equipped with a team-based heart rate monitoring system with on-board inertial sensors to assess
activity energy expenditure throughout each practice and match during the 4-day monitoring period.

2.2. Subjects

Eighteen National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III women soccer athletes
participated in the current study. The participant demographic data are presented in Table 1. All players
who were medically cleared were invited to participate in this study. Procedures were approved by
the University’s Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRB #19-AJ-707).
The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines. Written consent was
obtained from all the subjects prior to data collection.

Table 1. Summary of subject demographics (n = 18).

Height (m) 1.67 ± 0.1

Body Mass (kg) 65.3 ± 7.9

Fat Free Mass (kg) 49.1 ± 4.7

Body Fat (%) 24.9 ± 5.6

Age (yrs.) 19.2 ± 1.1

Values represented as mean ± standard deviation.

2.3. Procedures

Upon arrival to the laboratory, height and body mass were recorded to the nearest 0.01 cm
and 0.02 kg, respectively, using a stadiometer (Detecto, Webb City, MO, USA) and digital scale
(BOD POD model 2000A; BOD POD; Cosmed USA, Concord, CA, USA), with each subject barefoot.
Body composition variables (i.e., percent body fat, fat-free mass, and fat mass) were assessed using
air displacement plethysmography (BOD POD model 2000A; BOD POD; Cosmed USA, Concord,
CA, USA) according to standard operating procedures. The thoracic gas volume was estimated.

2.3.1. Energy Availability

Athletes were asked to record dietary intake using an online commercially available nutrition
analysis program (MyFitnessPal, Under Armour, Baltimore, MD, USA). Prior to this period, they
were educated on methods to estimate portion sizes and provided with informational packets and
instructional videos to promote accurate self-reporting. Daily energy and macronutrient intakes were
averaged across the 4-day monitoring period. Absolute energy and macronutrient intakes (kcal/day
or g/day) were recorded and were also made relative to body weight (kcal/kg/day or g/kg/day) to
allow for comparison between individuals. Activity energy expenditure was assessed using wearable
monitoring devices (Polar TeamProTM Polar Electro, Oy, Finland) and calculated using proprietary
algorithms. Energy availability was then calculated by subtracting the activity energy expenditure
from energy intake and expressed as kcals per kilogram of FFM. A threshold of <30 kcal/kg of FFM
was used to classify players as having LEA [14].

2.3.2. Low Energy Availability in Females Questionnaire

The LEAF-Q, originally developed as a paper survey, was converted into an online electronic
format for ease of distribution and scoring. The 25-item questionnaire asks a series of questions
pertaining to prior injury history, gastrointestinal issues, menstrual cycle patterns, and contraception
use. A score of ≥8 would classify the athlete as having LEA. It has previously been shown to have
an acceptable degree of sensitivity (78%) and specificity (90%) in women athletes and a Cronbach’s
alpha ≥ 0.71 [19].
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2.3.3. Abridged Sport Nutrition Knowledge Questionnaire

The Abridged Sport Nutrition Knowledge Questionnaire (ANSKQ) consists of 37 items that assess
general (n = 17) and sport (n = 20) nutrition knowledge and has previously been shown to be a
valid and reliable questionnaire and has a PerSepIndex = 0.80 [29]. The scores from the ANSKQ
were automatically calculated and categorized using the knowledge scoring system of poor (0–49%),
average (50–65%), good (66–75%), and excellent (75–100%) from previously published methods [26].

3. Statistical Analysis

A sensitivity and specificity analysis was completed to examine the ability of the LEAF-Q to
identify those at risk of LEA. Tests of normality were conducted, and it was found that Shapiro–Wilk
was violated for average energy availability (AEA) for non-LEA athletes (p = 0.044) and for average
energy intake (AEI) for LEA athletes. Thus, differences in AEA and AEI were assessed using the
Mann–Whitney U test. Differences in other variables of energy intake between athletes having LEA
and athletes without LEA were analyzed using independent samples t-tests. Data were considered
statistically significant when the probability of a type I error was 0.05 or less. Pearson correlation
coefficients were used to examine the relationships between EA, LEAF-Q scores, ASNKQ scores, BF %,
FFM, fat mass, body mass, and body mass index. The following criteria were used for interpreting the
correlation coefficients: very weak: <0.20; weak: 0.20–0.39; moderate: 0.40–0.59; strong: 0.60–0.79;
and very strong: >0.80 [30]. Cohen’s d, utilizing pooled standard deviations, was used to assess the
effect sizes for differences in the energy intake variables. The effect sizes were interpreted using the
following criteria: 0.2 = trivial; 0.2–0.6 = small; 0.7–1.2 = moderate; 1.3–2.0 = large; and >2.0 = very
large. All the data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 25.0;
IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

4. Results

A total of 66.7% percent of athletes (n = 12) presented with LEA (23.0 ± 5.7 kcals/kg FFM) versus
non-LEA (n = 6; 36.4 ± 7.3 kcals/kg FFM). The LEAF-Q survey tool only identified 56.3% of athletes as
at risk of LEA. The sensitivity and specificity analysis yielded a true positive rate of 40.0% and a true
negative rate of 16.7% when using the LEAF-Q as a screening tool for LEA.

Table 2 provides a summary of the dietary intake of all athletes. In comparison to athletes
with LEA, athletes without LEA consumed more relative (p = 0.004) energy than those with LEA.
Athletes without LEA also consumed higher amounts of carbohydrates (absolute: p = 0.029; relative:
p = 0.003) and relative fat (p = 0.013) than LEA athletes. No differences were observed between
the absolute and relative protein consumed or the absolute fat intake. Additionally, there were no
differences in the absolute energy intake between the two groups.

The mean score from the ASNKQ indicated that 44.7% of the questions were answered correctly.
When analyzing the difference in scores between the athletes with and without LEA, the athletes with
LEA scored lower compared to the athletes without LEA (40.9 ± 10.4% vs. 52.4 ± 9.8%; p = 0.040;
ES = 1.14). Moderate inverse relationships were observed between the mean energy availability values
and body mass (r = −0.503) and FFM (r = −0.520), and between the ASNKQ scores and fat mass
(r = −0.508), as presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. A summary of average daily energy and macronutrient intake by energy status.

LEA (n = 12) Non-LEA (n = 6) All (n = 18) Effect Size

Energy Availability (kcals/kg FFM/d) 23.0 ± 5.7 36.4 ± 7.3 27.5 ± 8.9 2.0

Energy Intake (kcal/d) 1806.8 ± 264.0 2179.7 ± 452.0 * 1931.2 ± 371.2 1.0

Relative Energy Intake (kcals/kg/d) 26.9 ± 5.2 36.5 ± 7.0 ** 30.1 ± 7.3 1.6

Carbohydrate Intake (g/d) 220.1 ± 36.6 274.3 ± 59.8 * 238.2 ± 51.1 1.1

Relative Carbohydrate intake (g/kg/d) 3.3 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.9 ** 3.7 ± 1.0 1.6

Protein Intake (g/d) 74.5 ± 17.0 81.1 ± 22.3 76.7 ± 18.5 0.3

Relative Protein Intake (g/kg/d) 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.3 0.7

Fat Intake (g/d) 64.1 ± 12. 82.7 ± 26.7 70.3 ± 19.6 0.9

Relative Fat Intake (g/kg/d) 1.0 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.4 * 1.1 ± 0.4 1.3

Values represented as mean ± standard deviation. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Table 3. Relationships between body composition parameters, energy availability, and sport
nutrition knowledge.

Body Mass
(kg) BF% (%) FFM

(kg) FM (kg) Mean EA
(kcal/kg FFM)

LEAFQ
Score (AU)

ASNKQ
(% Correct)

Body Mass (kg) 1 0.479 * 0.774 ** 0.828 ** −0.503 * −0.068 −0.322

BF% (%) 1 −0.135 0.771 ** −0.068 −0.116 −0.183

FFM (kg) 1 0.301 −0.520 * 0.014 −0.066

FM (kg) 1 −0.324 −0.116 −0.508 *

Mean EA (kcal/kg FFM) 1 0.088 0.117

LEAFQ Score (AU) 1 0.410

ASNKQ (% Correct) 1

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
BF% = body fat percentage; FFM = fat-free mass; FM = fat mass; EA = energy availability; LEAFQ = low energy
availability in females questionnaire; ASNKQ = abridged sport nutrition knowledge questionnaire.

5. Discussion

The purpose of the current study was to assess the prevalence of LEA among a cohort of collegiate
women soccer athletes and to examine the utility of the LEAF-Q as a tool to screen for those at risk of
LEA. A secondary aim was to assess the relationship between nutrition knowledge, energy availability,
and energy intake. The main findings of the current study found the prevalence of LEA to be 67%
among the current cohort of athletes when assessed directly through dietary analysis and activity
energy expenditure. This prevalence rate is higher than previous findings reported in women soccer
players at the NCAA Division I (26–33%) [31] and professional levels (23%) [32], as well as in collegiate
volleyball (20%) [33] and elite endurance athletes (12–20%) [19]. However, prevalence rates of 40–60%
have been observed in collegiate women endurance athletes [15,16], which are only slightly below
those observed in the current study. Such similarity was unexpected, considering that, unlike soccer,
success in endurance sports requires a high training volume and typically a smaller body type with
minimal body fat, which predisposes one to LEA. Therefore, it would be expected that soccer athletes
would be less likely to exhibit LEA compared to endurance athletes. The mean energy availability
value observed in the current study was 27.5 ± 8.9 kcals/kg FFM/day, which is below the threshold
of <30 kcals/kg FFM/day used to classify those with LEA [14], and below that previously reported in
women soccer athletes at the professional level (35 kcals/kg FFM/day) [32]. Further, the aforementioned
professional soccer athletes [32] had access to nutritional staff, compared to athletes in the current
study whose institution did not staff a sport dietitian or nutritionist.

The high degree of variability in the LEA values across different team sports may be partially
attributed to the limited access to sports nutrition education and provisional food (fueling stations),
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resources that may be more common at more competitive collegiate and elite levels. In fact,
previous research has indicated that sport nutrition education interventions and access to a sports
dietitian improve eating behaviors and nutritional knowledge in collegiate athletes [4,34,35]. However,
some studies have shown [15,36] that, while a nutritional education intervention led to a measurable
increase in nutrition knowledge, the prevalence of LEA did not change. Therefore, a combined
approach of nutrition education, opportunities to practice dietary skills as well as behavior change
therapy [37] may be necessary to help athletes minimize the risk of nutritional deficiencies [38].

The results from the current study indicate that the LEAF-Q was not an effective screening tool,
as it only identified 56.3% of the soccer athletes as at risk of LEA, while the direct assessment of LEA
identified 66.7% of the athletes as exhibiting LEA. Further, the sensitivity and specificity analysis
yielded significantly lower values than those previously published when the tool was validated [19].
Similar findings have also been reported at the professional level [32]; therefore, the LEAF-Q may
have limited utility as a screening instrument in women’s soccer, at least when used as a standalone
tool. The LEAF-Q has been used successfully in elite sprinters for identifying LEA in conjunction with
additional primary indicators, including energy availability, the presence of amenorrhea, low bone
mineral density, and hormone abnormalities [39]. Therefore, a comprehensive monitoring plan
may be warranted in order to accurately screen athletes and those at risk or in need of further
clinical evaluations.

A novel finding from the current study was that athletes with LEA scored lower (41% = poor) on
the ANSKQ than athletes without LEA (52% = average) [26], suggesting that lower nutrition knowledge
may increase the likelihood of insufficient energy intake, as athletes may have less of an understanding
of how to meet the dietary requirements of their sport. Further, moderate differences between those
with LEA and those without, as determined by effect size, were observed. Additionally, an inverse
relationship was observed between nutrition knowledge and fat mass (r = −0.508), indicating that
athletes with lower nutrition knowledge had higher levels of fat mass. There were no additional
relationships between nutrition knowledge, energy availability, and body composition values.

Low energy availability values are one of many metrics that may indicate dietary insufficiencies.
The athletes in the current study had a daily mean energy intake of 30 kcals/kg/day, which is below
the recommended energy intake of 40–60 kcals/kg for women team sport athletes [7,40] and likely
contributed to the high prevalence of LEA observed. Similar findings have been reported in the
Under−21 United States Women’s National Soccer team, with an average daily energy intake of
34 kcals/kg/day reported [8]. Additionally, the daily carbohydrate intake of 3.7 g/kg per day observed
in the current study was below the recommended 5–12 g/kg of bodyweight for soccer players [41].
This finding is consistent with other studies in women’s soccer, which have frequently noted inadequate
carbohydrate intakes ranging from 3.3 to 5.0 g/kg/day [8–12,32]. In the current study, suboptimal
energy and macronutrient intakes were more common in athletes with LEA (Table 2). The inability of
collegiate athletes to meet nutritional recommendations for their respective sport is not uncommon,
as it has been previously reported in both men and women athletes participating in football [42],
lacrosse [7], swimming [6], basketball [2], gymnastics [2], and volleyball [33]. While nutritional
recommendations have been established for women soccer athletes, the results of the current study
demonstrate a continued need for sport nutrition education interventions to be part of regular team
activities. Moreover, the high prevalence of LEA is concerning and supports the need to identify
individuals at risk of LEA, particularly at lower levels of competition, who may not have access to
sport dietitians or other nutrition-centric resources. The early detection of LEA and the implementation
of appropriate interventions may reduce the risk of conditions such as RED-S. Therefore, there remains
a need for accurate and efficient screening tools to identify those at risk of LEA.

6. Limitations

A limitation of the current study is the use of self-reported dietary intake, which may be subject
to underreporting by participants [43]. Therefore, there is a potential bias for an overestimation in
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the prevalence of LEA. Further, the 4-day monitoring period may not be an adequate reflection of the
normal dietary habits and activity levels of the athletes throughout the entire season. Therefore, it is
possible that, while the LEAF-Q did not accurately identify those at risk of LEA when compared to
direct measures of energy availability, the LEAF-Q may be more reflective of long-term energy status,
as the questions are directed at health history and symptoms common to RED-S, which may manifest
over time. An additional limitation is the small sample size. The prevalence of LEA among the current
cohort of women soccer athletes may not be representative of all women soccer athletes across all
levels of collegiate competition.

7. Conclusions

The results indicate there may be a high prevalence of LEA among collegiate women soccer
athletes. Since the LEAF-Q was not an effective tool in identifying those at risk of LEA, it is
recommended that future research examine the utility of LEAF-Q for women athletes participating
in team sports. Additionally, the nutrition knowledge of collegiate women soccer athletes was
classified as poor-to-average, with the athletes failing to meet several nutritional recommendations
for their respective level of training. Athletes with LEA tended to have a lower nutrition knowledge
score compared to those without LEA. Therefore, the development of additional screening tools for
LEA would be beneficial for the team sport population. Sport nutrition education interventions are
recommended to help athletes understand their advanced dietary requirements and provide practical
strategies to meet these dietary recommendations. This may help athletes consume adequate amounts
of energy and avoid having LEA.
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Abstract: This study aimed to investigate the effect of dehydration on archery performance, subjective
feelings and heart rate response. Ten national level archers performed two archery competition
simulations, once under euhydration (EUH) and once in a dehydrated state (DEH), induced by
24-h reduced fluid intake. Hydration status was verified prior to each trial by urine specific
gravity (USG ≥ 1.025). Archery score was measured according to official archery regulations.
Subjective feelings of thirst, fatigue and concentration were recorded on a visual analogue scale.
Heart rate was continuously monitored during the trials. Archery performance was similar between
trials (p = 0.155). During DEH trial (USG 1.032 ± 0.005), the athletes felt thirstier (p < 0.001),
more fatigued (p = 0.041) and less able to concentrate (p = 0.016) compared with the EUH trial (USG
1.015 ± 0.004). Heart rate during DEH at baseline (85 ± 5 b·min−1) was higher (p = 0.021) compared
with EUH (78 ± 6 b·min−1) and remained significantly higher during the latter stages of the DEH
compared to EUH trial. In conclusion, archery performance over 72 arrows was not affected by
dehydration, despite the induced psychological and physiological strain, revealed from decreased
feeling of concentration, increased sensation of fatigue and increased heart rate during the DEH trial.

Keywords: hydration; urine specific gravity; athletes; heart rate; fatigue; alertness

1. Introduction

Hydration is of considerable interest for health, thermoregulation, as well as sports and athletic
performance. A cascade of physiological responses even to a mild deficit in total body water hinders
the body’s ability to thermoregulate and maintain blood flow [1]. Decreased plasma volume leads to
decreased blood flow to the exercising muscles and contributes further to impaired aerobic capacity [1,2]
on various athletic disciplines such as cycling [2,3], long-distance running [4] and rowing [5]. Water losses
and ensuing hyperthermia during exercise can also impair team sports or tennis performance [6] and
muscular endurance [7] but not maximum strength or power [8].

Archery requires a repetitive motion with great precision, and therefore, its physiological demands
are not similar to other predominately aerobic or anaerobic sports. During each arrow throw, one arm is
used to hold (push) the bow in a steady position while the other arm pulls the bow string, with increasing
muscle tremor in order to hold arrow-target alignment until the release of the arrow [9]. It has been
estimated that the average force required to pull the bow is 20 kg for the men and 18 kg for the women.
When this is multiplied by the number of arrow throws during a competition, one can get the total
workload required by the exercising muscles in the shoulder area [10] and the trapezoid muscle [11].
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This requires potentially a degree of muscular endurance over the duration of the competition,
which could be affected by dehydration [7], especially under certain environmental conditions, as for
example increased ambient temperature. Furthermore, archers must maintain a steady posture and
body alignment with the target, in order to be as successful as possible. Even moderate intensity
exercise combined with dehydration can lead to altered posture and increased muscle tremor, whereas
euhydration allows for good muscle function and retention of postural control [12].

In archers, cardiovascular system also undergoes a specific stress during training [13] and
competition [14]. Quality shooting for hours has been shown to challenge cardiovascular fitness and
hand-eye coordination [15]. Increased ambient temperature could amplify the burden of inadequate
hydration levels, which in turn may lead not only to reduced aerobic performance [1], but also to
decreased brain volume [16] and altered brain function [17]. Dehydration can also negatively affect
mood and vigilance [18,19], and increase tension, anxiety and fatigue [18], adding to the existing
archers’ competition stress.

So far, with regards to archery performance during competition, little is known about the effects
of fluid restriction and dehydration on skill performance, cognitive function and especially hand-eye
coordination, as well as subjective feelings of fatigue and concentration of archers. Notably, findings
from a laboratory setting may differ from actual results in a real competition scenario, and thus,
the primary aim of the present study was to investigate archery performance under a dehydration
state, following 24 h of restricted fluid intake, during a simulated competition in a hot environment.
Secondary aims were to monitor heart rate (HR) responses and subjective feelings related to dehydration
(thirst, alertness, concentration, fatigue) during an archery competition simulation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Ten national level archers (males n = 7, females n = 3; age: 22± 3 year, height 171± 9 cm, body mass
74.4 ± 11.9 kg) volunteered for this study. All participants were at the advanced level, training regularly
5–6 days per week, 2–3 h per day and competing for at least two years in Division A of the national
championship. Any kind of history of major disease or medication was strictly considered as exclusion
criterion. All athletes were informed for the purposes of the study and provided a written consent
form. The study was approved by the Cyprus National Biothetics Committee on 5th July 2019 (Project
ID: EEBK/EΠ/2018/13). All procedures were conducted according to the manual of the Declaration of
Helsinki in 1964 and its later amendments.

2.2. Study Design

An overview of study design is depicted in Figure 1. Data collection took place during the
competitive period at the Cyprus Archery Federation facilities. During this study, the temperature
was 36−37 ◦C, and relative humidity was 81–83%. Participants visited the accredited archery area on
two occasions, in counterbalanced order, once under euhydration (EUH) and once under a dehydrated
state (DEH) induced by a 24-h controlled fluid intake. The two trials took place in the morning
(warm up started at 8:20 a.m. and the last arrow throw was completed by 10:50 a.m.) 7 days apart.
Upon arrival at the archery area, anthropometrics were measured and hydration levels were assessed.
Participants underwent a warm-up, followed by the competition simulation. Heart rate was monitored
through the trials. Self-perceived feelings were recorded at the start and end of each session.
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Figure 1. Overview of study design. DEH: Dehydration; EUH: Euhydration; USG: Urine Specific Gravity.

2.3. Fluid Restriction Protocol

All participants received dietary instructions to follow during all the study protocol, in order to
avoid any nutrient deficiency. Caffeinated beverages, nutritional supplements and alcohol were not
permitted for 48 h prior to trials. During the last 24 h prior to the trials, the participants followed the
same isoenergetic nutritional plan, with a macronutrient distribution of 20%, 55% and 25% for protein,
carbohydrate and fat, respectively. The nutrition plan was analyzed with Nutrilog Software v 2.60
(Marans, France), and the water content of the diet was approximately 1.2 L (0.9 L as water content
of foods and 0.3 L as a result of macronutrient oxidation). In the dehydration scenario, the archers
were further provided with 250 mL fluids at five intervals (total amount of fluids 5 × 250 mL = 1.25 L)
during the last 24 h before the competition simulation. In the euhydration scenario, fluid intake was
also standardized, providing archers with 500 mL fluids at breakfast, lunch and dinner and 250 mL of
fluids at six intervals across the day (total amount of fluids (3 × 500 mL) + (6 × 250 mL) = 3 L).

2.4. Archery Competition Simulation Protocol

The competition simulation protocol consisted of a standardized warm-up, followed by the main
archery competition phase. During the warm-up, each participant occupied one shooting line and
upon a signal from the referee the participants shot 2 sets of 6 arrows at a 5-m distance targets over a
4-min period with a 3-min break between sets in order to collect the arrows. Then, the participants
shot 2 rounds of 6 arrows at 70 m targets, again each round within a 4-min time frame, with 3 min
break for arrow collection, and rested for 10 min before the main competition phase began.

During the competition phase, the archers assumed their position in their respective shooting
lines and shot 6 rounds of 6 arrows. According to the regulations, 4 min were allowed for each
round to be completed, followed by a 3-min break to collect arrows and write down the score for
each participant. This was followed by a 10-min rest break, before continuing with another round
of 6 arrows, until all 6 rounds were completed. The archery competition simulation was conducted
according to the regulations of the International Archery Federation, at the Olympic distance of 70 m.
All health and safety measures were taken according to the international competition rules. No food or
fluid ingestion was allowed during the two main trials.

2.5. Anthropometrics

Upon arrival at the archery area, body mass (kg) was measured (participants wearing shorts and
t-shirt only) using a portable scale (Seca model 755, Hamburg, Germany). Height (cm) was measured
with a standing stadiometer (Seca model 720, Hamburg Germany).
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2.6. Hydration Status Assessment

In the morning of each experimental trial, before study procedures, participants provided a
first-morning-urine sample in a 60-mL container. Urine specific gravity (USG) was measured upon
arrival of the participants at the archery center using a urine refractometer (DIGIT 0−12, Medline
Scientific Limited, UK), to record hydration status. Euhydration/hypohydration cut-off point was set at
USG < 1.025 [20]. All remaining urine was disposed down the toilet immediately after. No biological
samples were stored after the determination of urine specific gravity.

2.7. Heart Rate Response

After urine collection, participants were allowed to rest, sitting comfortably, while a heart rate
monitor (Polar H7, Polar Electro Oy, Professorintie S, FI-90440, Kempele, Finland) was attached on
the participants’ chest in order to continuously monitor heart rate throughout the exercise trials.
Heart rate during the trials was recorded at baseline, end of the rest break after throw 6 and at the end
of each throw.

2.8. Subjective Feelings Monitoring

At baseline and at the end of each trial, participants completed a subjective feelings questionnaire [21].
Athletes self-rated their feelings on thirst, fatigue, alertness and ability to concentrate on a 0–10 visual
analogue scale, where “0” was “not-at-all” and “10” was “very much”.

2.9. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with IBM®SPSS® statistics for Windows, version 25.0 (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY, USA). Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Differences on archery
performance (total score) were detected with a paired-samples t-test. The normality of data was
assessed by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. All data were normally distributed, and comparisons
on subjective feelings between trials and over time (baseline vs. end of archery competition) were
made with a two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA (time point × trial). Heart rate response at rest and
after arrow throw was also analyzed with two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA (time point × trial).
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis was performed where necessary. Effect sizes were calculated using partial
eta squared (η2) interpreted as 0.01 for small, 0.06 for moderate and 0.14 for large. Statistical significance
was set at p < 0.05. Statistical power analysis was performed using the G*Power 3.1 power analysis
software. Post hoc power analysis revealed that the sample size of the present study was adequate to
provide statistical power of both heart rate and other main parameters of the study such as fatigue,
concentration and thirst) with >90% power and with a significance level, α = 0.05.

3. Results

Measurements of USG at baseline showed that USG at the DEH trial was 1.032 ± 0.005, which was
above the dehydration cut off level for all athletes, and it was also higher (p < 0.001) than USG at the
EUH trial (1.015 ± 0.004). This confirms that the participants performed the archery competition under
the desired hydration state at each trial.

Total archery score was not different between trials (EUH 550 ± 63 points vs. DEH 562 ± 59 points;
(p = 0.155)). No significant correlation was found between archery performance and USG levels
(Figure 2).

Subjective feelings analysis (Figure 3) showed different responses between conditions.
Regarding thirst, there was a trial effect (F1,9 = 45.6, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.836), a time effect (F1,9 = 56.5,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.863) and a time × time interaction (F1,9 = 10.5, p = 0.010, η2 = 0.538), as sensation of
thirst was higher at baseline of the DEH trial compared with EUH (p = 0.003) and thirst increased
over time during both trials (EUH p < 0.001; DEH p < 0.001), but the magnitude of change of thirst
during the trial was different between conditions. Regarding fatigue, there was a trial effect (F1,9 = 5.7,
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p = 0.041, η2 = 0.388) and a time effect (F1,9 = 21.8, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.708). The sensation of fatigue was
higher at baseline of the DEH trial compared with EUH (p = 0.016), and fatigue increased over time in
both trials (EUH p = 0.050; DEH p = 0.003). Analysis on concentration did not show any trial effect
(F1,9 = 1.6, p = 0.244, η2 = 0.147), but there was a time effect (F1,9 = 32.7, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.784) and a
time × trial effect (F1,9 = 28.2, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.758). Concentration scores were lower at baseline of the
DEH trial compared with the EUH trial (p = 0.009), but by the end of the trial, concentration feeling
was similar between trials (p = 0.320) as this feeling was stable during the DEH trial (p = 0.260) and
decreased in the EUH trial (p < 0.001). Analysis of alertness showed that there was no trial (F1,9 = 1.7,
p = 0.223, η2 = 0.160), no time effect (F1,9 = 0.20, p = 0.660, η2 = 0.023), and neither a time × trial
interaction (F1,9 = 0.18, p = 0.678, η2 = 0.020).J. Funct. Morphol. Kinesiol. 2020, 5, 67 5 of 10 
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Figure 2. Archery Performance in relation to Urine Specific Gravity (USG) values. Panel (a) depicts
both archery scores for EUH trial (open squares) and DEH trial (dark squares). Panel (b) depicts
the correlation between ∆USG (USGDEH-USGEUH) and ∆Archery score (Archery ScoreDEH–Archery
ScoreEUH). No significant correlation was found between USG and Archery Performance.
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Figure 3. Subjective feelings of (a) Thirst, (b) Concentration, (c) Fatigue and (d) Alertness, at baseline
and at the end of both Hydration (EUH) and Dehydration (DEH) trials. * Denotes statistically significant
differences at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Heart rate response analysis (Figure 4) indicated a trial effect (F1,9 = 9.9, p = 0.012, η2 = 0.523),
and a time effect (F13,117 = 136.3, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.931) as HR during the trial was above baseline in
both conditions, and there was also a time × trial effect (F13,117 = 2.2, p = 0.006, η2 = 0.199). Post hoc
analysis showed that HR at baseline was higher in the DEH trial (p = 0.003), but it was similar during
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the first six throws (p > 0.106). During the short resting period after throw 6, HR remained elevated in
the DEH trial compared with EUH trial (p = 0.005), and HR was significantly higher during the DEH
trial at throws 7 (p = 0.041), 9 (p = 0.043), 10 (p = 0.016) and 11 (p = 0.034). The statistical difference
between the two trials at throw 8 was p = 0.086 and at throw 12 p = 0.075, indicating a trend towards
higher HR during the DEH trial.
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4. Discussion

In the current study, it was shown that dehydration induced psychological and physiological
strain but did not alter shooting performance of national level archers during a competition simulation
in hot environment. Specifically, the results of the current study indicate that archery score was not
affected by dehydration. Nevertheless, significant differences on HR, subjective feelings of fatigue,
and concentration were observed between conditions.

A compelling amount of evidence suggests that overall fitness, core strength, handgrip, upper
body strength and static balance are related to archery performance and high scores [22,23]. In the
present study, archery performance was similar between dehydration and euhydration trials; thereby,
any potential effect on muscle function was not observed. Previous studies demonstrated that
dehydration may decrease upper body muscle power during a maximum intensity anaerobic test [24]
and during a fatiguing isometric strength protocol of repeated efforts at 85% of maximum voluntary
contraction [7]. Nevertheless, the stress on the muscles during those tests was much higher than the
effort during archery, and thus, it could be assumed that this is the reason why the participants in the
present study were similarly successful during the two trials.

It has been proposed that the performance of experienced archers lies beyond their strength and fitness
levels, to the mental domain, as the ability to concentrate is of utmost importance [25]. Dehydration may
lead to impaired attention and motor coordination [26], decreased concentration [21,27,28] and increased
sense of fatigue [21,28,29]. Additionally, dehydration has been linked to decreased sport-specific
performance, such as decreased ball throwing accuracy in cricket [30] and basketball throw accuracy [31].
Mental fatigue has been shown to impair tennis serve and ground strokes accuracy [32]. The effects of
dehydration may be more intense in hot and humid conditions due to a potentially increased thermal
strain, which can affect the nervous system, cerebral blood flow and increase mental fatigue [33]. In this
investigation, participants reported that they felt less able to concentrate and more fatigued at the
dehydration baseline. Despite these relatively negative feelings, the overall archery score was not
affected, even though the trials took place under conditions of high ambient temperature and humidity.
Literature shows that experienced archers have higher emotional intelligence and emotional regulation;
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thereby, under stressful conditions, they may respond with higher consistency in cognitive processes
during shooting [34].

Except for the induced psychological burden, dehydration had a significant physiological effect on
the participants cardiovascular system. During the dehydration trial, heart rate was higher at baseline
and during the second half of the competition simulation. In response to dehydration, heart rate may
rise in order to maintain blood pressure and oxygen delivery [35]. A higher heart rate has been shown to
increase tremors [36], which can potentially affect shooting performance. Indeed, higher heart rate has
been associated with decreased performance in pistol shooting [37] and archery performance [14,38],
since target aiming requires great stability by the archers and a high level of hand-eye coordination.
Although archery performance was not affected over 72 arrow throws in the present study, during an
official competition this volume of arrow throws equates to half of the anticipated number of throws
until a winner is decided. Thus, as heart rate increased significantly during the latter stages of this
investigation, it is unknown whether the magnitude of these changes in heart rate and aiming precision
would be greater during a longer official competition with 140 arrow throws. Therefore, archers are
advised to follow the current recommendations for fluid intake during exercise according to ACSM
guidelines [39].

To the best of our knowledge, no study to date explored the effect of dehydration on archery
performance in the field. Although it falls beyond the scope of the present study, it could be interesting
to investigate the mediating effect of hormonal responses during this dehydration scenario into a larger
sample size. Furthermore, as self-perceived psychological burden may compromise performance,
a long-term observational investigation of hydration status and performance in archers would be of
great value and could possibly elucidate physiological adaptations, underlying the current results.
In addition, future studies on archery could include examination of secondary variables such as grip
strength, or cognitive tests, in order to gain knowledge on specific physiological mechanisms or sports
performance related parameters which can be affected by dehydration.

Limitations of the study. Potential limitations of the present study include the small sample size
and absence of blood dehydration markers or body mass changes during the trials. Although urine
specific gravity might not be the gold standard, the values of USG > 1.030 recorded in the present
study, following fluid restriction, are a clear indication that dehydration was above 2% body mass [20],
the critical dehydration point for athletic performance. Additionally, fluid restriction cannot be blunted
in a real-world scenario. However, the strength of the present study lies on the fact that this is probably
the first study in literature to directly address potential dehydration effects on advanced archers in a
simulated competition, following controlled dehydration via fluid restriction.

5. Conclusions

To conclude, dehydration induced psychological and physiological strain in national level archers,
revealed by decreased feeling of concentration, increased sensation of fatigue and increased heart rate
during a competition simulation in a hot environment. The degree of this added burden did not affect
archery performance over 72 arrow throws. Further investigation is required to elucidate the effect of
the observed increased heart rate over time during the dehydration trial, which could potentially have
a negative impact on aiming precision and archery performance over a complete competition with
140 arrow throws.
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Abstract: Purpose: Bioimpedance data through bioimpedance vector analysis (BIVA) is used to
evaluate cellular function and body fluid content. This study aimed to (i) identify whether BIVA
patters differ according to the competitive period and (ii) provide specific references for assessing
bioelectric properties at the start of the season in male elite soccer players. Methods: The study
included 131 male soccer players (age: 25.1 ± 4.7 yr, height: 183.4 ± 6.1 cm, weight: 79.3 ± 6.6)
registered in the first Italian soccer division (Serie A). Bioimpedance analysis was performed just
before the start of the competitive season and BIVA was applied. In order to verify the need for
period-specific references, bioelectrical values measured at the start of the season were compared to
the reference values for the male elite soccer player population. Results: The results of the two-sample
Hotelling T2 tests showed that in the bivariate interpretation of the raw bioimpedance parameters
(resistance (R) and reactance (Xc)) the bioelectric properties significantly (T2 = 15.3, F = 7.6, p ≤ 0.001,
Mahalanobis D = 0.45) differ between the two phases of the competition analyzed. In particular,
the mean impedance vector is more displaced to the left into the R-Xc graph at the beginning of the
season than in the first half of the championship. Conclusions: For an accurate evaluation of body
composition and cellular health, the tolerance ellipses displayed by BIVA approach into the R-Xc
graph must be period-specific. This study provides new specific tolerance ellipses (R/H: 246 ± 32.1,
Xc/H: 34.3 ± 5.1, r: 0.7) for performing BIVA at the beginning of the competitive season in male elite
soccer players.

Keywords: BIVA; phase angle; R-Xc graph; tolerance ellipses

1. Introduction

Body composition analysis is currently one of the most studied evaluations in sport, mainly for
the relationship between physical characteristics and sports performance [1]. In sports, excess fat mass
reduces endurance performance, while an increase in lean mass, especially muscle mass, is associated
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with an increase in power and strength [2]. Furthermore, the assessment of localized body composition
allows the identification of differences in muscle mass and strength between areas of the body and
may allow a reduction in the risk of injury (evaluation of contralateral limbs, agonist-antagonists) [3].

Body composition assessment should also be considered in sports involving weight categories,
where athletes benefit from being placed in a lower weight category, in these cases any weight loss
must therefore be monitored closely. Excessive training coupled with calorie restrictions can lead to
excessive, unnecessary and dangerous weight loss. This weight loss in both women and men decreases
performance, bone mineral density, muscle mass and is detrimental to health [4,5].

Bioelectrical impedance vector analysis (BIVA) is a method widely used to evaluate body
composition and cellular health in athletes, as well as in the general population [6–9]. This method
considers the raw bioelectrical parameters (resistance and reactance) standardized for the height of the
subjects as a vector within a graph. Resistance (R) is the opposition to the flow of an injected alternating
current, at any current frequency, through intra- and extra-cellular ionic solutions, while reactance
(Xc) represents the dielectric or capacitive component of cell membranes and organelles, and tissue
interfaces [10].

BIVA allows for the monitoring of vector changes over time or the comparison of the vector
position within the R-Xc graph on specific population tolerance ellipses [11–13]. Given the ease and
repeatability of this method, several references for athletes have recently been proposed, including
those for soccer players [14], volleyball players [15], and cyclists [16], while also considering the
competitive level of the athlete.

In soccer, Levi Micheli et al. [14] were the first to demonstrate how athletes need to be assessed
on specific tolerance ellipses, showing bioelectric values that were far different than those of the
normal healthy population. Subsequently, Mascherini et al. [17] suggested how bioimpedance vectors
show displacements over the season, reflecting the changes that occur in the body composition and
physical condition of the players. This was later confirmed by Campa et al. [18] who analyzed the
bioelectrical changes comparing BIVA to results obtained by Dual X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) and
dilution techniques over a season in athletes, also showing that these vector changes occur in many
other sports.

During the different phases of competition, the one which precedes the start of the season is
among the most important periods in which to evaluate the athlete’s physical condition and the body
composition adjustments that are sought during the pre-season. Considering the vector changes that
occur over the season, the bioelectrical references used in the BIVA assessment must be specific for the
competitive period in which the athlete is tested. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to show
how BIVA references provided in different phases of the season differ in male elite soccer players,
also providing new references for assessing body composition in the start-of-the season period.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design and Participants

A total of 131 male professional soccer players (age: 25.1 ± 4.7 yr; height: 183.4 ± 6.1 cm; weight:
79.3 ± 6.6 Kg) were recruited and participated in this observational study.

The inclusion criteria were: (1) players registered and participating in the first (Serie A) Italian
National division; (2) non-injured at the time of the assessment. After having been informed about the
aims and the procedures of the research, all athletes gave their written informed consent. The project
was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the University of Milan (approval code: 1052019) and
was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Procedures

All measurements were performed in resting and fasting conditions at the facilities of the teams in
the last week of August at 8.30 a.m. Generally, this period corresponds to the end of the preparation for
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the competitive season; therefore, it coincides with the start of the season. Body height was recorded to
the nearest 0.1 cm with a stadiometer (SECA® 240, Hamburg, Germany) and weight was measured to
the nearest 0.1 Kg with a calibrated weight scales (SECA® 877, Hamburg, Germany).

Whole-body impedance was obtained using a bioimpedance analyzer (BIA 101 Anniversary
Edition, Akern, Florence, Italy). The device emits an alternating sinusoidal electric current of 400 mA
at an operating single frequency of 50 kHz (±0.1%). Subjects were positioned with a leg opening of 45◦
with respect to the midline of the body, and with the upper limbs positioned 30◦ away from the trunk.
The bioelectric phase angle (PhA) was calculated as the arctangent of Xc/R × 180/π. BIVA was carried
out using the classic methods, e.g., normalizing R (ohm) and Xc (ohm) for height in meters [6,8].

2.3. Statistical Analyses

The two-sample Hotelling T2 test was used to compare the differences in the mean impedance
vectors between the bioimpedance data measured on the athletes of this study and the reference
bioelectric values proposed by Levi Micheli et al. [14] The 50, 75, and 95% tolerance ellipses were
generated using the BIVA software [19]. Statistical significance was predetermined as p < 0.05.
Data were analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics, version 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

Table 1 shows anthropometric and bioelectrical characteristics of the soccer player.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the soccer players according to playing position.

Variable Goalkeepers
n = (15)

Defenders
n = (38)

Midfielders
n = (38)

Forwards
n = (40)

All
n = (131)

Age (years) 24.2 ± 5.9 26.6 ± 4.8 25.0 ± 4.8 24.5 ± 3.9 25.1 ± 4.7
Weight (kg) 86.7 ± 5.4 80.6 ± 5.6 76.8 ± 5.6 77.6 ± 6.5 79.3 ± 6.6
Height (cm) 188.3 ± 3.5 185.1 ± 5.0 181.4 ± 5.2 181.8 ± 7.2 181.8 ± 7.2
BMI (kg/m2) 24.5 ± 1.0 23.5 ± 0.8 23.3 ± 1.0 23.5 ± 1.0 23.5 ± 1.0
R/H (ohm/m) 234.0 ± 18.1 242.9 ± 17.0 251.9 ± 18.9 254.6 ± 21.9 248.1 ± 20.3
Xc/H (ohm/m) 33.0 ± 3.9 34.4 ± 3.1 34.7 ± 3.2 35.4 ± 3.0 34.6 ± 3.3
PhA (degree) 8.0 ± 0.7 8.1 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 0.4 7.9 ± 0.4 8.0 ± 0.5

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; R/H, resistance standardized for height; Xc/H, reactance standardized for
height; PhA, phase angle.

The results of the two-sample Hotelling’s T2 test showed separate 95% confidence ellipses
indicating a significant difference (T2 = 15.3, F = 7.6, p ≤ 0.001, Mahalanobis D = 0.45) between the
BIVA patters measured in this study and those proposed by Levi Micheli et al. [14] as a reference for
the male elite soccer players population (Figure 1a).

The new reference ellipses and the single bioimpedance vectors measured in the soccer players at
the start of the season are shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Mean impedance vectors with the 95% confidence ellipses for the soccer players measured at
the start and at the first half of the competitive season [10] (Panel A). Scattergrams of the individual
impedance vectors plotted on the new tolerance ellipses (Panel B).

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to show the importance of evaluating bioelectric properties using
BIVA references that are suitable for the competitive period in which the assessment is carried out.
The results of this study, which provide bioelectrical impedance data for 131 elite players, showed
how the tolerance ellipses created on the basis of measurements during the different phases of the
competition differ significantly for elite soccer players.

The bioimpedance data reported in the present study are comparable to previous values reported
during the start-of-the season period in elite soccer players [20–22]. In comparison with the elite Italian
male soccer population investigated by Levi Micheli et al. [14], the elite soccer players measured
in this study showed a significant vector shift to the left on the minor axis of the tolerance ellipses.
This could indicate a greater cell mass, which is a consequence of the effects sought in the preparation
phase (training and controlled diet) typically, designed to increase endurance level and increase
strength [23]. In fact, in a previous study, Mascherini et al. [17] suggested that the shortening of the
vector was associated with changes in hydration status and increases in body cell mass. In this study,
the preparation phase could have increased the intracellular/extracellular water (ICW/ECW) ratio as
can be seen from a higher PhA than that measured by Levi Micheli et al. [14] (8.0 ± 0.5◦ vs. 7.7 ± 0.6◦).
Indeed, PhA is positively associated with the ICW/ECW ratio in athletes [18,24]. Bioelectric data
reflect the content of body fluids and the cellular health of the athlete and during the season, which
change in response to training load and physical condition over the season [25]. In fact, the new
tolerance ellipses proposed in this study differ significantly from those generated in the study by
Levi Micheli et al. [14], in which bioimpedance measurements were collected in the first half of the
competitive period. Furthermore, Micheli Levi et al. [14] reported that BIA data was collected over
5 months, from October to January 2009–2010, a period of time that may have generated vector changes
in the athletes themselves. Our hypothesis is that the increase in workload (training) and official
matches from August to October (about 6–8 matches played) or from August to January (16–17 matches
played) could lead to fatigue and increased muscle turnover, as well as reduced muscle function which
could result in a shift to the right of the biompedance vector. In fact, during the season, the reduction of
the PhA could indicate a decreased muscle function as shown by Norman et al. [26] However, since we
have not performed any muscle function tests, this hypothesis will have to be further investigated in
future studies.
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The reference ellipses proposed in the literature for athletes are population-specific. In addition
to those for soccer players proposed by Levi Micheli [14], Campa and Toselli [15] measured male
volleyball players in the second half of the in-season and showed specific BIA vector distribution in elite
players in comparison to lower levels athletes. Subsequently, Giorgi et al. [16] provided bioelectrical
impedance data of male road cyclists of varying performance levels, measured at the time of their
optimal performance level and identified the 50, 75 and 95% tolerance ellipses for the road cyclists
population, as well as for the high-performance road cyclists. In addition to these, there are also ellipses
for healthy athletes built on more than 1000 male and 440 female athletes during the off-season period,
therefore suitable for evaluating BIVA in the first phase of the competitive season [12].

The authors are also aware of the limitations of the study. Firstly, the subjects come from the
same territory; therefore, the results obtained are not generalizable to all the soccer players around the
world: a larger sample size is required even in different countries. The second is that no division by
ethnicity of the players has been made in order to obtain a sample as large as possible: currently an
international data collection is active that will allow us to investigate both these two limitations.

A strength of this study is in the specific time period in which the measurements were collected,
not only in regard to the competitive level of the athletes, but above all for the time span in which BIA
assessments were performed. In fact, BIA measurements were collected within a week, just before the
start of the season, a period of time too short to generate vector changes between the players.

For the reasons mentioned above, future studies conducted with the aim of providing BIVA
references for athletes should carry out the measurements according to the competitive phase for
which they want to provide the new references. This is very significative given that vector changes
occur during the different phases of the season in athletes, and bioelectrical values must be as
informative and specific as possible, in order to obtain accurate monitoring of the body composition
and physical condition of the athlete. This study demonstrates the importance of evaluating athletes
on period-specific BIVA references, providing new tolerance ellipses for assessing body composition
and cellular health before the start of the competitive season in elite soccer players.

5. Conclusions

Through BIVA, it is possible to evaluate body composition and the state of physical condition
in the different phases of the competition in elite soccer players. This study provides specific BIVA
references for the start of the season period, through which the physical condition achieved after the
preparation micro cycle in soccer can be assessed.
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Abstract: Soccer referees are a specific group in the sports population that are receiving increasing
attention from sports scientists. A lower fat mass percentage (FM%) is a useful parameter to monitor
fitness status and aerobic performance, while being able to evaluate it with a simple and quick
field-based method can allow a regular assessment. The aim of this study was to provide a specific
profile for referees based on morphological and body composition features while comparing the
accuracy of different skinfold-based equations in estimating FM% in a cohort of soccer referees.
Forty-three elite international soccer referees (age 38.8± 3.6 years), who participated in the 2018 Russian
World Cup, underwent body composition assessments with skinfold thickness and dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA). Six equations used to derive FM% from skinfold thickness were compared
with DXA measurements. The percentage of body fat estimated using DXA was 18.2 ± 4.1%, whereas
skinfold-based FM% assessed from the six formulas ranged between 11.0% ± 1.7% to 15.6% ± 2.4%.
Among the six equations considered, the Faulkner’s formula showed the highest correlation with
FM% estimated by DXA (r = 0.77; R2 = 0.59 p < 0.001). Additionally, a new skinfold-based equation
was developed: FM% = 8.386 + (0.478 × iliac crest skinfold) + (0.395 × abdominal skinfold, r = 0.78;
R2 = 0.61; standard error of the estimate (SEE) = 2.62 %; p < 0.001). Due to these findings, national
and international federations will now be able to perform regular body composition assessments
using skinfold measurements.

Keywords: anthropometry; body composition; DXA; equation; fat mass; soccer; somatotype; skinfolds

1. Introduction

No matter the competition level, there is no official soccer game without the presence of the 23rd
key element: the referee. There are more than 840,000 registered referees who arbitrate soccer games
each week verifying and enforcing the rules of the game [1]. However, scientific literature on referees
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in relation to physiological demands, body composition, and nutrition-related aspects [2–4] is limited
when compared to what is available on players.

Not only do elite-class soccer referees need to perform their best in perceptual-cognitive abilities
and decision-making tasks [5], but they must also achieve an elevated aerobic performance similar to a
midfield soccer player [6]. Although there are significant differences between games, referees cover
on average a distance between 9 and 13 km per game, depending on the level of competition [3,7–9].
Due to the high-intensity matches in recent years [10] and as a consequence of the increase in physical
demand there is a trend towards a decrease in body mass index (BMI) and body fat levels in elite
referees [11]. In fact, recent studies on elite referees (FIFA) show lower levels of BMI and body fat than
previously reported in Premier League referees [12,13].

In soccer players, body fat is generally estimated by skinfold thickness assessment, bioelectrical
impedance analysis, and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). DXA is widely accepted as a
practical method for assessing fat mass in athletes [14–16] and is becoming more popular in elite
sports as an analysis used by both practitioners and researchers [17]. Anthropometric assessment is
another popular method used to predict body fat in athletes [18–20]. The measurement of skinfolds is
widely adopted to monitor changes in body composition due to training and/or dietary interventions.
Skinfold thickness measurements have long been utilized to predict body fat and over the years
multiple equations have been developed for this purpose [21–26]. However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are no studies comparing results obtained by skinfold-based measurements and
DXA in soccer referees.

This study was designed to present body composition features of soccer referees called for the
Russian World Cup in 2018 with two main aims. The first purpose was to compare different equations
to estimate fat mass from skinfold assessment with data derived from DXA. The second aim was to
develop a prediction equation for estimating the percentage of fat mass (FM%) based on anthropometric
variables specific for this cohort.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population

Using a cross-sectional design, 43 elite international soccer referees (age 38.8 ± 3.6 years) from
6 confederations were enrolled in the study during a seminar held in the Federal Technical Center
of Coverciano (Italy) in April 2018, during the competitive season. They were classified as elite
because they were either registered at the maximum level in the athletic federation or have received
financial support for their dedication to training and games. The study was designed and conducted
in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. The ethics committee of the Italian football association
approved this study and all the participants signed written informed consent prior to their inclusion in
the study (approval code: 03032018).

2.2. Procedures

Participants underwent body composition assessments early in the morning, in an overnight-fasted
state, and at least 12 h postexercise, with no long trips during the previous day. Further, the consumption
of alcohol and stimulant beverages were not allowed for at least 15 h prior to testing.

The methodology used for the assessment of body composition was in accordance with our
previous studies [26,27], using the integration of anthropometry, skinfold thickness, and DXA.
Anthropometric measurements were taken following the protocol of The International Society for the
Advancement of Kinanthropometry (ISAK) [28] by the same researcher (an ISAK level anthropometrist),
whose technical error was 5% and 1.5% for skinfolds and all other measurements, respectively. Height
(m) and body weight (kg) were measured to the nearest 0.1 cm and 0.01 kg, respectively, using a
high-precision mechanical scale (SECA, Basel, Switzerland). BMI was calculated using the formula
body mass/height2 (kg/m2). Biceps girth, waist girth, and hip girth (cm) were measured with a narrow,
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metallic, and inextensible measuring tape (Lufkin® model W606PM, London, UK; precision = 1 mm).
Skinfolds were measured with a skinfold caliper (Holtain Ltd., Crymych, UK; precision = 0.2 mm) at
nine anatomical sites (triceps, subscapular, biceps, iliac crest, supraspinal, pectoral, abdominal, thigh,
and calf). Humerus and femur breadths were measured to the nearest 0.1 cm with a sliding caliper
(GMP, Zürich, Switzerland). Somatotype was calculated according to the Heath-Carter method [29].

Body density was calculated from the Siri equation [30] adapted for age [31], which was then used
to estimate FM%. The following six skinfold-based equations were used to estimate FM%:

• Yushaz [21];
• Faulkner [22];
• Eston et al. [24];
• Durnin and Womersley [23];
• Reilly et al. [25];
• Suarez et al. [26].

Additionally, the average FM% measured by all of these equations was considered. Fat-Free Mass
(FFM) was calculated subtracting fat mass from body weight.

A DXA scanner (Hologic QDR Series, Delphi A model, Bedford, MA, USA) with Hologic APEX
13.3:3 software version, was used to estimate FM%. The instrument was calibrated with phantoms as
per the manufacturer’s guidelines each day prior to measurements. Participants assumed a stationary
supine position on the scanning table. All scanning and analyses were performed by the same
technician to ensure consistency and in accordance with standardized testing protocols recognized as
best practice [17,32,33].

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviations (SD) and normality of distribution of the
data was verified by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Comparisons between FM% calculated with the
different formulas and those measured by DXA were made using linear regression analysis, as well as
between the sum of skinfold measurements with FM% obtained by DXA.

Given the fact that different ethnic groups participated, the effect of ethnicity on FM% was tested
using the Kruskal–Wallis test. No interactions were found between ethnicity and other independent
variables; therefore, we used the whole sample in the model development. The ability of the following
variables (age, stature, weight, and skinfolds) in predicting FM% in the international soccer referees
was assessed using stepwise regression analysis. During model development, normality of residuals
and homogeneity of variance were tested. Significance at p ≤ 0.05 was established as the criterion
for inclusion of a predictor whereas removal criteria were set at p ≤ 0.1. If more than one variable
remained in the model, and to assess multicollinearity, a variance inflation factor (threshold as 5) was
calculated for each independent variable. The data were analyzed using the statistical package IBM
SPSS Statistics (version 13.0) for Windows. (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

General and anthropometric characteristics and descriptive values of FM% estimated from
DXA and skinfold-based equations are shown in Table 1. The referees showed an average balanced
mesomorph somatotype, characterized by a dominant mesomorph component and similar values
between endomorph and ectomorph components (no more than a difference of 0.5 units, Figure 1).

Correlation coefficients and level of significant differences between FM% with DXA and other
practical estimates in the soccer referees are shown in Table 2. Given that no difference between ethnic
groups in FM% was found (p = 0.241), all the values were presented together.
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Table 1. General and anthropometric characteristics of the international-level elite referees.

Variable Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Age (year) 38.8 3.6 29.5 44.1
Body Mass (kg) 75.7 6.5 61.0 94.0

Height (m) 1.8 0.1 1.7 1.9
Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.1 1.3 20.6 25.8

Endomorphy 2.7 0.9 1.2 5.1
Mesomorphy 6.5 1.2 4.2 8.5
Ectomorphy 2.9 0.7 1.2 4.6

Fat Mass by DXA (%) 18.2 4.1 11.5 28.0
Fat Mass by Eston et al. [24] (%) 12.0 2.4 9.4 18.8

Fat Mass by Yuhasz [21] (%) 12.8 2.5 8.8 21.0
Fat Mass by Faulkner [22] (%) 12.7 2.1 9.2 18.5

Fat Mass by Reilly et al. [25] (%) 11.0 1.7 8.2 16.5
Fat Mass by Suarez et al. [26] (%) 15.6 2.4 12.6 24.6

Fat Mass by Durnin and Womersley [23] (%) 13.3 2.9 8.5 20.5
Fat Mass by Mean (%) 12.9 2.2 9.7 19.4∑

2sk (mm) 14.1 5.0 7.8 29.6∑
4sk-a (mm) 32.4 8.5 21.0 57.3∑
4sk-b (mm) 38.6 11.4 21.6 75.6∑
5sk (mm) 41.7 10.7 27.9 74.5∑
6sk (mm) 59.6 16.4 34.0 112.6∑
7sk (mm) 62.9 16.6 38.9 116.8∑
9sk (mm) 73.7 18.2 46.5 130.8

Abbreviations: Σ2sk = anterior thigh, medial calf; Σ4sk-a = biceps, triceps, subscapular, iliac crest; Σ4sk-b =
triceps, abdominal; anterior thigh, medial calf; Σ5sk = biceps, triceps, subscapular, iliac crest, anterior thigh; Σ6sk
= triceps, subscapular, iliac crest, abdominal, anterior thigh, medial calf; Σ7sk = triceps, subscapular, iliac crest,
supraspinal, abdominal, anterior thigh, medial calf; Σ9sk = biceps, triceps, subscapular, iliac crest, supraspinal,
pectoral, abdominal, anterior thigh, medial calf.
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients and level of significance between fat mass percentage (FM%) estimated
by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) with the sum of skinfold measurements, and FM%
obtained from skinfold-based equations.

Variable r R2 p-Value
∑

2sk 0.41 0.165 0.007∑
4sk 0.75 0.559 <0.001∑
4sk 0.70 0.491 <0.001∑
5sk 0.72 0.519 <0.001∑
6sk 0.76 0.585 <0.001∑
7sk 0.77 0.588 <0.001∑
9sk 0.76 0.581 <0.001

Fat Mass by Eston et al. [24] 0.60 0.363 <0.001
Fat Mass by Yuhasz [21] 0.76 0.585 <0.001

Fat Mass by Faulkner [22] 0.77 0.598 <0.001
Fat Mass by Reilly et al. [25] 0.71 0.497 <0.001
Fat Mass by Suarez et al. [26] 0.74 0.549 <0.001

Fat Mass by Durnin and Womersley [23] 0.76 0.580 <0.001
Fat Mass by Mean 0.78 0.606 <0.001

All FM% values obtained by the skinfold-based equations showed large to very large positive
correlations (r from 0.60 to 0.78) to those measured by DXA. The FM% estimated from all of the
equations showed significant differences (p < 0.001) in comparison to the DXA results. The sum of
skinfold measurements showed moderate to very large positive correlations with FM% obtained by
DXA, except for the sum of two skinfold measurements. Relationships between DXA-derived FM%
and skinfold thicknesses of different anatomical sites are shown in Table 3. The vast majority of
skinfold measurements cited showed moderate to very large positive relationships with FM% (r from
0.57 to 0.71), except biceps, pectoral, anterior thigh, and medial calf.

Table 3. Relationships between DXA-derived FM% and different skinfolds measured in the international-
level elite referees.

Variable r R2 p-Value

Biceps 0.25 0.060 0.113
Triceps 0.57 0.321 <0.001

Subscapular 0.63 0.394 <0.001
Iliac crest 0.71 0.510 <0.001

Supraspinal 0.53 0.285 <0.001
Pectoral 0.02 0.001 0.885

Abdominal 0.68 0.464 <0.001
Anterior thigh 0.37 0.135 0.016

Medial calf 0.39 0.154 0.009
BMI 0.10 0.011 0.505

Table 4 shows the skinfold-based model for FM% generated for the international soccer referees.
Only variables contributing as significant predictors using backward stepwise approach were used in
the model. The final prediction model included: FM% = 8.386 + (0.478 × iliac crest skinfold) + (0.395 ×
abdominal skinfold, r = 0.781; R2 = 0.610; SEE = 2.62 %; p < 0.001, Table 4; Figure 2).
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Table 4. Developed models for FM% prediction.

Variable Coefficient R2 SEE (%)

Model 1 0.510 2.90
Intercept 9.727

Iliac crest skinfold (mm) 0.714
Model 2 0.610 2.62
Intercept 8.386

Iliac crest skinfold (mm) 0.478
Abdominal skinfold (mm) 0.395

Abbreviations: R2, coefficient of determination; SEE, standard error of the estimate.
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soccer referees.

4. Discussion

This study compared six skinfold-based equations showing the different results in FM% estimation
in international elite soccer referees, using DXA as a reference method. Additionally, our study is
the first to have provided a specific equation for this particular sample group, as well as descriptive
body composition parameters. Our results highlight that the sum of skinfold thickness measurements
taken in seven (triceps, subscapular, iliac crest, supraspinal, abdominal, anterior thigh, and medial calf)
or in nine (biceps, triceps, subscapular, iliac crest, supraspinal, pectoral, abdominal, anterior thigh,
and medial calf) sites show a high association with the FM% estimated with DXA. Secondly, among
the equations considered, that of Faulkner [22] showed the best sensitivity in assessing FM% in the
international elite soccer referees. Lastly, a new equation based on the anthropometric measurements
taken on the sample group was proposed.

While excessive FM% may affect performance, body composition is an aspect of considerable
interest to scientists, athletes, and coaches [34]. Typical FM% values (ranging from 5% to 19%) reported in
male athletes depends on the sport, playing position, and methodology used for the assessment [35–37].
In particular, male soccer players show a percentage of fat mass ranging between 11.7–13.7% [20,38].
Furthermore, the tested referees in this study showed a balanced mesomorph somatotype.

Similarly, high-level soccer players are characterized by a balanced mesomorph morphology
but their somatotype can also be endomorphic mesomorph, ectomorphic mesomorph, mesomorph
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ectomoprh, and mesomorphic ectomorph [39]; in all these cases, the dominant component is the
mesomorphy, but there is a different balance between endomorphy and ectomorphy, probably due to
the different roles of the game.

Our results showed substantial discrepancies in FM% prediction depending on the method plied.
Therefore, care must be taken when feedback on FM% is provided to soccer referees since values are
likely to be method dependent. With the exception of FM% obtained using Suarez’s equation [26] or
estimated by DXA, most of the data found was within the range described in the literature. As opposed
to Faulkner’s equation [22], the new formula suggested appears to be a simpler and faster alternative as
it is specific to soccer referees. Furthermore, the use of only two skinfold sites, provides an advantage
in the field-based assessment of FM%, representing a more efficient use of time.

Contrary to previous studies of elite soccer players [25,26], data collected in the present study
showed that measurements of the lower body skinfolds are not accurate when predicting FM%. In this
study, thigh skinfold thickness was not entered in the developed model representing strength in the
new formula because it has been acknowledged that the anterior thigh skinfold is one of the least
accurate sites to measure [23,24]. Furthermore, our results showed that different sums of skinfolds
measured on the referees showed moderate to large correlations with DXA data, used as a criterion
method. The results of the present study showed very large correlations between Σ4SKF-a, Σ4SKF-b,
Σ6SKF, Σ7SKF, and Σ9SKF with FM% estimated by DXA, similar to the associations with the data found
in the literature for elite soccer players [40,41]. Thus, considering the substantial differences observed
between the different equations and their similar and/or lower correlations with the DXA-derived
FM%, even the sum of skinfold measurements appears to be a good alternative approach in obtaining
information on body fat distribution in elite soccer referees.

Some of the strengths in this study include the selection of international-level male soccer referees,
all with experience in international matches. Skinfold measurement is a practical, low cost, and easily
accessible alternative to more complex and expensive methods such as DXA. Consequently, the present
study provides a noninvasive, cost-free, and fast tool to accurately estimate FM% in the investigated
cohort. Moreover, the DXA method might not be feasible or useful when financial resources are limited
or when a whole group is repeatedly measured, because up to 10 min for each person is required.

However, the use of DXA as a reference method poses some limitations in the development and
comparison of new equations for assessing fat mass. Most of the equations in the literature are based on
the reference of hydrostatic weighing. This could predispose our equation to an overestimation of body
fat. Additional limitations regarding sample size should be addressed. The sample consisted exclusively
of male subjects thus, further studies involving elite female referees are needed. Furthermore, the lack
of a validation sample did not allow the test of the performance of the new equation at a group level
(e.g., analysis of the regression coefficients, line of identity, R2, RMSE) and at the individual level using
the Bland–Altman analysis.

The practical application of this equation facilitates an increasingly accurate evaluation of the
athlete. The soccer referee can be considered in all respects as an athlete, even sports research has
deepened this particular population. First, the components of the physical load required during a
competition [3,7,9] have been evaluated, more recently the nutritional aspects have had an increase
in interest [4,12,42,43]. In this context of energy balance, the development of a new equation for the
evaluation of the fat mass with a specific reference to the analyzed population allows a more accurate,
reliable, and repeatable evaluation during the competitive season of the soccer referee through a
field methodology.

5. Conclusions

All the equations investigated (Eston et al. [24], Yuhasz [21], Reilly et al. [25], Suarez et al. [26],
and Durnin and Womersley [23]) showed positive correlations in comparison with DXA data.
In particular, the equations developed by Faulkner [22] showed the best sensitivity in assessing
FM% compared to DXA. Additionally, the sum of seven skinfolds, which included triceps, subscapular,
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iliac crest, supraspinal, abdominal, anterior thigh, and medial calf measurements showed a high
correlation with FM% measured by DXA, representing an alternative approach in body composition
assessment. Finally, this study provides a new formula for FM% estimation in international-level male
soccer referees [FM% = 8.386 + (0.478 × iliac crest skinfold) + (0.395 × abdominal skinfold)].
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Abstract: (1) Background: This study aimed to explore wearable sensors′ potential use to
assess cumulative mechanical kidney trauma during endurance off-road running. (2) Methods:
18 participants (38.78 ± 10.38 years, 73.24 ± 12.6 kg, 172.17 ± 9.48 cm) ran 36 k off-road race wearing
a Magnetic, Angular Rate and Gravity (MARG) sensor attached to their lower back. Impacts in
g forces were recorded throughout the race using the MARG sensor. Two blood samples were
collected immediately pre- and post-race: serum creatinine (sCr) and albumin (sALB). (3) Results:
Sixteen impact variables were grouped using principal component analysis in four different principal
components (PC) that explained 90% of the total variance. The 4th PC predicted 24% of the percentage
of change (∆%) of sCr and the 3rd PC predicted the ∆% of sALB by 23%. There were pre- and
post-race large changes in sCr and sALB (p ≤ 0.01) and 33% of participants met acute kidney injury
diagnosis criteria. (4) Conclusions: The data related to impacts could better explain the cumulative
mechanical kidney trauma during mountain running, opening a new range of possibilities using
technology to better understand how the number and magnitude of the g-forces involved in off-road
running could potentially affect kidney function.

Keywords: renal health; wearable devices; technology; acute kidney injury; inertial measurement
units (IMU)

1. Introduction

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a relatively uncommon condition in sports. This condition has been
reported in prolonged and repetitive strenuous exercises [1]. It is understood as a transitional decrease
in renal function, expressed by a reduction in glomerular filtration rate, increase in serum creatinine
(sCr) and albumin (sALB), and alterations of other novel AKI-related urine and blood biomarkers
during a relatively short period (1–3 days) [2].

The evidence of AKI cases in both contact and non-contact sports has been increased, but with clear
different etiological backgrounds [3–5]. In contact sports like football, boxing, and rugby, AKI cases
have been related to kidney contusion or trauma (grade I in American Association for Surgery of
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Trauma classification) during tackles, punches, or other high-intensity actions with direct impact
to the body [6,7]. On the other hand, in non-contact sports (e.g., endurance running and cycling),
AKI has been related to the high number of muscle eccentric-concentric contractions leading to muscle
damage [8,9].

In endurance running and mainly off-road running [8,10], some evidence has been published
regarding the impact of external workload (e.g., impacts) as an additional factor that may contribute
to AKI incidence, next to other known factors like dehydration, heat strain, and high metabolic
activity [11]. Within this multifactorial etiology, high physical internal and external load seems to be a
discernible contributing factor to the transitory decrease in renal function in endurance runners [12].
It could be due to muscle damage in response to high eccentric actions and its effect on inflammatory
and hemodynamic responses that may affect the kidney [13]. New evidence has also highlighted the
cumulative mechanical trauma that affects the kidney during off-road running as a potential cause of
AKI [9]. Although kidneys are very well protected structures, there is relative mobility that could lead
to injury even when no direct trauma occurred [14], for example, during downhill running or change
of directions during training or competition.

Monitoring physical load is critical in endurance sports, such as off-road running, due to the
high number of actions involved [15]. This is why non-invasive tools as wearable sensors could be an
accessible option to assess potential cumulative mechanical kidney trauma, indirectly analyzing the
mobility of anatomical structures near the kidneys, such as the lower back. These wearable sensors are
used to monitor physical load during exercise in different parts of the body, such as the wrist, waist,
and trunk [16–18]. It has also been determined that there is a relationship between the increase in
serum blood factors related to kidney damage and the quantified load in the lower back [9]. Therefore,
this study aimed to explore the potential use of wearable Magnetic, Angular Rate and Gravity (MARG)
sensors to assess cumulative mechanical kidney trauma during off-road running.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design

Participants were asked to perform three loops of a 12 km (+ascend = 600 m) circuit (total distance
= 36 km and total +ascend = 1800 m), under 25◦ Celsius of temperature, and 80% of humidity (Wet Bulb
globe Temperature, 3M, USA). Runners wore a MARG sensor attached to the lower back during the
race, and variables of time-related impacts were extracted. Two blood samples were collected pre- and
post-race to assess serum creatinine (sCr) and albumin (sALB). An analysis was made to explore a
model based on impact variables that explained sCr and sALB increases between pre- and post-race.

2.2. Participants

Eighteen experienced mountain runners participated in this study (age 38.78 ± 10.38 years, weight
73.24 ± 12.6 kg, height 172.17 ± 9.48 cm). They had 4.78 ± 2.42 years of experience competing in
ultra-endurance events. Participant′s mean finish time was 4.2 ± 0.21 h. No neuromuscular, metabolic,
or structural injuries were reported at least six months before the study. The participants were asked to
avoid intense endurance exercise at least a week before the event.

All participants were notified of the study′s aim, protocol details and the potential risks and
rights during their participation. The study´s protocol followed all biomedical guidelines based on the
Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and it was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
Universidad Nacional (Reg. Code 2019-P005) and Universidad de Extremadura (Reg. Code 139/2020).

2.3. Materials and Procedures

Sixteen different time-related impacts (n/min, g forces) variables were assessed using a Magnetic,
Angular Rate and Gravity (MARG) sensor (WIMU PROTM, RealTrack Systems, Almería, Spain).
The devices were attached to the lower back (~L1–L3) [9] of each participant with a special spandex
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dark belt adjusted with elastic straps to avoid device´s unwanted vibrations or movements (see Figure 1).
The MARG´s integrate four 3-axis microelectromechanical systems accelerometers (2x ± 16 g, 1x ± 32 g,
and 1x ± 400 g), gyroscope, and magnetometer. All MARG´s calibration and setting were developed
following published guidelines [19,20], its reliability for neuromuscular running physical load
assessment has been proven [21] and its reliability has been tested in different body parts [22].
The variables extracted were total impacts per min (ImpactsTotal/min) and fifteen progressively scaled
categories of g-force magnitude, each 1 g wide (Impacts1–15 g/min).
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Figure 1. Inertial measurement unit attachment at runner´s lower back (L1–L3).

Blood serum samples were collected using 5 mL blood spray-coated silica tubes (BD Vacutainer®,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). After centrifugation (10 min at 2000 g), samples were stored at −20 ◦C.
After 24 h, the samples were processed by the photometry method using an automatic biochemical
analyzer (BS-200E, Mindray, China). The variable analyzed was serum creatinine (sCr, mg/dL) and
serum albumin (sALB, IU/L). Acute kidney injury (sCr baseline in mg/dL *1.5) was considered
following established diagnosis criteria [23]. Two groups were made based on AKI diagnosis as follows:
those participants that met AKI diagnosis (AKI) and the ones that did not (No-AKI), in order to explore
differences in the number of impacts reported.

Urine specific gravity (USG) was assessed as a hydration status marker. USG was confirmed and
double-checked with a digital valid [24] handheld refractometer (Palm AbbeTM, Misco, Solon, OH,
USA). It was classified following the hydration status ranges: well-hydrated <1.01, minimal dehydration
1.01–1.02, significant dehydration 1.02–1.03, and severe dehydration >1.03 [25]. The refractometer was
cleaned with distilled water and calibrated previously. There were no reported urination problems or
difficulties neither before nor after the race.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

All sixteen impact variables were grouped using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) following
previous studies guidelines [9,26]. PCA was suitable, according to Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO = 0.63)
values and the Barleth Sphericity test (p < 0.01). Eigenvalues (EV) > 1 were considered for the extraction
of each Principal Component (PC). A VariMax-orthogonal rotation method was used to identify the
high correlation of components. A threshold of 0.6 was set to retain loadings. The highest loading
was used when a cross-loading was found between PCs. PCA procedure followed standard quality
criteria [27], meeting 21 out of 21 of the quality items.

A paired t-test was used to explore sCr and sALB changes between pre- and post-race data
and the Change delta´s percentage (∆%) was calculated as follows: ((sCr post-race–sCr pre-race)/sCr
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pre-race)*100. An unpaired t-test was performed to explore potential differences in the number of
impacts between those participants who met AKI diagnosis and those who did not. USG data were
analyzed using a repeated measure t-test. The magnitude of the differences was calculated using
Cohen´s d.

Finally, a stepwise regression model (R2) was applied to resulted factor scores obtained from
impact´s PCA using the ∆% of sCr and sALB as the dependent variable. This statistical technique was
applied to identify which impact´s PC could predict the ∆% of sCr, and ∆% of sALB.

All variables were presented in mean ± standard deviation. Alpha was set at p < 0.05 and all
analyses were made using the Statistical Package for Social Science (v.22, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

Participants experienced a total of 170.57 ± 34.42 impacts per minute. Figure 2 shows the mean
number of impacts per minute in relation to the associated magnitude of g-force (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Mean values of impacts per minute associated with 15 g-force categories during off-road
mountain running.

All sixteen impact-related variables were grouped in four different PC´s, explaining the 90.39% of
total impacts cumulative variance. The 1st PC explained the 50.5% (EV = 8.08) of total variance, 2nd PC
the 17.58% (EV = 2.81), 3rd PC the 13.05% (EV = 2.09), and 4th PC the 9.27% (EV = 1.48). Grouped
variables and loadings are presented in Figure 3.
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In follow up to the abovementioned PCA results, those participants that met AKI diagnosis criteria
(33.3% of participants) registered lower number of impacts in the 1–2 g category (t = −2.42, p = 0.03,
d = −1.45, large effect size) but higher number of impacts in the 14–15 g category (t = −3.1, p = 0.01,
d = −1.58, large effect size) (see Figure 4.). No differences we found in the 5–6 g or 6–7 g categories.
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Figure 4. Differences between runners showing signs of AKI (n = 6) and those showing no signs of
AKI (n = 12) regarding impacts per minute, grouped in four impact g-force categories. * The biggest
difference between the AKI and no-AKI group is that the no-AKI group managed to run “smoother,”
keeping impacts in the lower impact load ranges, while avoiding higher impacts loads.

There were large statistical differences (t = −6.24, p < 0.01, d = −1.47, large effect size) between sCr
pre-race (1.24 ± 0.28 mg/dL) and sCr post-race (1.74 ± 0.41 mg/dL), and large differences (t = −2.78,
p = 0.01, d = −1.47, large effect size) in sALB pre-race (4.33 ± 1.29 IU/L) vs. post-race (5.01 ± 0.86 IU/L).
The ∆% of sCr was predicted by the 4th PC in a 24% (R2 = 0.24, β = 44.03, p < 0.01) and the ∆% of sALB
by a 23% (R2 = 0.23, β = 100.55, p = 0.04). Finally, USG as a hydration marker reported no differences
between pre- and post-race measurements (1.01 ± 0.02 vs. 1.01 ± 0.01; t = 1.02, p = 0.07).

4. Discussion

Renal injury provoked by an indirect trauma has been reported in previous cases with no symptoms
other than lumbar pain but with radiological findings such as subcapsular renal hematoma [14].
Some evidence suggests that urinary trauma could be present in non-contact sports such as off-road
running [4,5,28]. It has been hypothesized that kidney mechanical trauma could mediate in the
development of acute kidney injury after running [9]. This could be due to the kidneys′ relative
mobility during some actions as a downhill run at high speeds, change of directions, falls, and other
high g-forces that could affect kidney movements and shaking. This relationship needs to be explored
in future studies. The results of this study suggest that the 4th PC and 3rd PC of impact-related
variables explained the ∆% of sCr and sALB between 23 to 24%. These findings indicate that the
magnitude and number of impacts (g-forces) could have a potential role in the cumulative mechanical
kidney trauma.

Despite kidneys being well protected by abdominal and back muscles, ribs, fat, renal pedicle,
and ureteropelvic junction and supporting Gerota fascia in the retroperitoneum, they are also susceptible
to internal movements [14,28]. Repeated sudden accelerations and decelerations may lead to renal
contusions caused by the collision of kidneys in its surrounding tissues and structures like spine
and ribs. These actions could lead to renal vasculatures affections, nephron damage, consequent
hematuria, and other blood markers findings [29–31]. These accelerations and deceleration could be
assessed using the variable impacts as proposed in this study. The impacts between 5–7 g explained
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the pre-post increase of sALB and the impacts of 1–2 g and 14–15 g explained the rise in sCr. Based on
the literature [9], these results may suggest that both the volume and intensity of the impacts involved
during renal contusions play a special role in acute kidney injury. It has been found that the ∆% of
blood markers as serum creatine kinase and sCr could predict the external workload of wearable
devices placed in L1–L3 by 40% and 27%, respectively [9]. This evidence supports the idea of a new
hypothesis of mechanical kidney injury during endurance off-road running based on L1–L3 external
workload data [9].

The results of the present study showed that MARG sensors could be used to register the impacts
and g-forces that affect the lower back, which is the kidney´s nearest external structure of the body.
MARG sensors could register vertical, anterior-posterior, and mediolateral forces using the integration
of accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data. The g-forces provoked by sudden accelerations
and decelerations may affect the kidneys. The number and magnitude of these impacts could be
monitored using MARGs attached to the kidney´s nearest external structure of the body, the lower
back. Kidneys typically extend from T12 to L3 and weigh 135–150 g, so the MARG positioning should
be at this level despite a slight position change due to the kidney′s free mobility resulting from both
body positions and respiration [32].

The link between the sensors′ external load and kidney trauma must be confirmed and discussed
in future interventions. Previously, considering the cause of the increase in sCr may be indicative of
kidney injury as well as massive muscle damage [33]. Although elevations in sCr in 33% of participants
by itself should not be understood as kidney damage due to physical exercise, the rise in sALB could
suggest transitory functional loss due to tubular or glomerular damage. In fact, there is evidence
to suggest that proteins released into the bloodstream in high amounts (e.g., rhabdomyolysis) can
overload kidney function, resulting in functional or subclinical damage reflected in an increase of sCr
and sALB, respectively [34,35].

The cumulative small injuries during rough exercises as off-road mountain running might damage
the kidney, resulting in AKI. Although there is no clear evidence that cumulative or subsequent AKI
events contribute to future renal chronic conditions in athletes [1,36], there is enough evidence to
suggest that athletes, coaches, and sports scientists should be concerned with controlling the kidney
health of runners, monitoring those variables that can trigger AKI, and thus, preventing potential
cases of this transitory kidney condition. Some preventive strategies have been proposed to endurance
athletes such as optimal fluid and food intake, appropriate physical loading, rest, and acceptable
recovery between efforts [3]. Monitoring physical load is essential and those external and internal
variables that could affect not only kidney health but also general well-being should be assessed.
Dehydration seems to be a factor that did not influence the AKI occurrence in this specific sample,
as found in the results.

MARG units as wearable devices containing accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers
allow trainers, athletes, and medical staff to monitor and control the physical external and internal
loads involved during the off-road running. The information obtained would allow us to provide
feedback on the kinematic behavior of the runner in an objective manner [37] and would facilitate the
programming and prescription of training loads, preventing and mitigating the impact of AKI on the
runner′s health and performance.

These findings must be seen in light of some limitations. Considering that the cause of acute
kidney injury is multifactorial, future studies may confirm the contribution of mechanical kidney
damage in the increase of blood markers related to AKI. A global analysis of heat strain, metabolic
responses, and dehydration should be made to explore the role of kidney mechanical trauma on AKI.
The link of impacts assessed in the periphery of the body and mechanical trauma of hard connective
tissues must be confirmed in future studies.

Also, it must be explored how much does prolonged massive g-forces impact runners during
rough running (e.g., downhill, off-road, mountain) and produce kidney damage compared to similar
heavy muscular exercise, but without the massive g-forces. Consequently, it should be explored if
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downhill running, sudden change of direction, falls, or other similar high magnitude actions produce
greater damage than other running actions (e.g., uphill and flat running). Finally, there is a need to use
other blood markers (e.g., Cystatin-C, NGAL, KIM-1) that allow researchers to differentiate AKI´s and
extreme muscular exercise´s signs and symptoms. There is a need to review AKI′s diagnosis criteria
and its validity when applying it to sport sciences and medicine.

5. Conclusions

The results suggest that the magnitude and volume of running g-forces monitored with a MARG
sensor attached to the lower back of off-road runners could predict the 24% change of serum creatinine
and 23% change in serum albumin. These results must be confirmed in future research comparing
similar heavy exercise with lower shock loads to the back and kidneys. Although these results may
appear promising regarding the potential use of wearable devices to monitor cumulative mechanical
kidney trauma in the future, greater understanding is required in the interaction of internal load
(e.g., physiological responses) and external load (e.g., accelerations, impacts, decelerations) during
prolonged exposure to vigorous repetitive exercise.

The results suggest that a decrease in the amount and magnitude of impacts throughout a session
or between sessions can be a way to mitigate the possible collateral damage of acute kidney damage
during off-road running. The foregoing considers, therefore, that the monitoring and control of training
external and internal loads is essential for the prevention and recovery of AKI in off-road runners.
In this sense, it is essential to provide constant feedback on running loads behavior and wearable
MARG sensors could be used for these purposes.
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Abstract: Neuromotor training can improve motor performance in athletes and patients. However,
few data are available about their effect on reaction time (RT). We investigated the influence of video
observation/motor imagery (VO/MI) on simple RT to visual and auditory stimuli. The experimental
group comprised 21 cadets who performed VO/MI training over 4 weeks. Nineteen cadets completed
a sham intervention as control. The main outcome measure was RT to auditory and visual stimuli for
the upper and lower limbs. The RT to auditory stimuli improved significantly post-intervention in
both groups (control vs. experimental mean change for upper limbs: −40 ms vs. −40 ms, p = 0.0008;
for lower limbs: −50 ms vs. −30 ms, p = 0.0174). A trend towards reduced RT to visual stimuli was
observed (for upper limbs: −30 ms vs. −20 ms, p = 0.0876; for lower limbs: −30 ms vs. −20 ms,
p = 0.0675). The interaction term was not significant. Only the specific VO/MI training produced a
linear correlation between the improvement in the RT to auditory and visual stimuli for the upper
(r = 0.703) and lower limbs (r = 0.473). In conclusion, VO/MI training does not improve RT when
compared to control, but it may be useful in individuals who need to simultaneously develop a fast
response to different types of stimuli.

Keywords: reaction time; pilots; motor imagery; video observation

1. Introduction

The time to respond to an external stimulus (reaction time) is the time lapse between the
presentation of a stimulus and the onset of a voluntary response in a subject. The reaction time
can be defined as the interval required to perceive the stimulus, process the information, fulfill an
appropriate decision-making process, and initiate a motor task as a response [1]. Such a sequence of
events adding to the reaction time is typical of real-life tasks and plays a critical role in many human
activities related to sport or the professional performance of drivers, military personnel, security
guards, or pilots. In neurophysiology, reaction time represents a valid indicator of an individual’s
sensorimotor coordination and performance [2]. Three different types of reaction time can be described,
based on the relationship between stimulus and response: simple, recognition, and choice reaction
time [3]. In simple reaction time studies, there is one stimulus (auditory, visual or tactile) and one
response. In recognition reaction time studies, stimuli to be responded to are interspersed with
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distracters that should not be followed with a response. In choice reaction time studies, several stimuli
require different responses.

Reduction of reaction time is a desirable aim of intervention, both in the general population and
its subsets, including athletes (e.g., swimmers or sprinters starting off the block in response to auditory
stimulus or volleyball players pushing off in response to visual stimulus), patients affected by diabetes
or osteoporosis (e.g., for fall prevention) [4], youths with intellectual disabilities, and patients with
acoustic or visual impairment [5,6].

The reaction times of aviation pilots to auditory or visual stimuli and the skills in the execution
of complex movements in response to these stimuli are of paramount importance during flight [7].
Aviation requires a combination of decision-making and kinesthetic skills. Many tasks during aircraft
flying require continuous visual and auditory monitoring of the cues outside and inside the aircraft.
Hence, the basic requirements of the pilot profession include fast and efficient information processing
and fast and accurate reaction time [8]. Kennedy et al. [9] found that greater intra-individual variability
in reaction time had an adverse impact on the ability of the pilot to maintain control of the aircraft in
a flight simulator. These observations highlight the importance of the reduction of reaction time to
different types of stimuli for the multitude of different tasks.

The motor imagery (MI) technique, trying to develop precise mental representations of the motor
ability, led to improved performance of skilled movements [10]. Similarly, the video observation
(VO) aids short-term motor skills learning [11]. These results can have the mirror neurons system
as neurofunctional and neuroanatomical basis, a system able to facilitate subsequent movement
executions by directly matching the observed action to the internal simulation of that action [12].

While it is known that MI and VO can exert positive effects on motor skill performance [13],
few data are available regarding the effectiveness of these neuromotor training techniques in the
reduction of the reaction times. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the influence
of MI and VO on the simple reaction time to auditory and visual stimuli.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

The study protocol was approved in advance by the Ethical Committee of the University of Naples
Federico II (22 March 2017, protocol number 58/17). Each subject provided written informed consent
before participating. Participants were recruited on a voluntary basis among adult (age >18 years)
male pilot cadets enrolled at the Italian Air Force Academy in Pozzuoli (Italy). Subjects with painful
conditions during the three previous months and subjects affected by known orthopedic, rheumatologic,
visual, acoustic, or neurological diseases that could interfere with the correct execution of the study
protocol were excluded.

2.2. Procedure

Before randomization, all eligible subjects performed a pre-test evaluation of the imagery ability,
using the revised movement imagery questionnaire (MIQ-R) [14]. The MIQ-R scores were collected at
baseline and compared between groups to test for the homogeneity in imagery ability but were not
considered in randomization or as an outcome measure.

The auditory and visual reaction times were measured using the Optojump device (Microgate,
Bolzano, Italy), a previously validated and used tool for the measurement of reaction times [5,15–17].
This device is based on an infrared led technology and composed of transmitting and receiving parallel
bars. To measure the reaction time for the lower limbs, the bars were positioned on the floor and
the subject stood between the bars. The subject received the instruction to jump, lifting both feet
off the floor, in response to an auditory (sound produced by the device) or a visual (appearance of
a green ball on the device screen) stimulus. For the measurement of the upper-limb reaction time,
the bars were positioned on a table with adjustable height. The subject stood in front of the table and
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the device height was set to allow positioning of both palms flat on the table between bars with full
bilateral elbow extension and wrist extension. The subject received the instruction to lift both hands in
response to auditory or visual stimulus. Each subject was allowed a single practice attempt to gain
confidence with the equipment. All tests were supervised by a trained physician who was blinded to
the group allocation.

The main outcome measure was the reaction time expressed in milliseconds (ms). Auditory and
visual reaction times for lower and upper limbs were assessed during the same session, in the following
order: three trials of auditory reaction time for lower limbs, three trials of visual reaction time for lower
limbs, three trials of auditory reaction time for upper limbs, and three trials of visual reaction time for
upper limbs. The mean value of each triplicate measurement was calculated for statistical analysis.

Subjects were randomly assigned to the control or experimental group, using dedicated online
software (https://www.sealedenvelope.com/simple-randomiser/v1/lists). Following randomization,
each subject received an identical-looking USB pen drive containing a video demonstrating the motor
tasks necessary to complete either sham (control group) or specific (experimental group) VO/MI
intervention protocol. All cadets participated in a training session dedicated to the principles and aim
of the VO and MI techniques. Subjects were informed not to discuss the protocols, observe others
during VO/MI protocol execution, or share any information about the study throughout its duration.

The VO/MI intervention comprised individual, supervised and non-directed sessions, carried out
regularly for 4 weeks. For both sham VO/MI (control) and specific VO/MI (experimental) groups,
each task represented in the video was repeated three times in a loop. No instructions were provided in
the video about the observed tasks and their subsequent imaging and execution. The video, watched on
a laptop 9.7” screen, had no audio, except for the sound in the task related to the auditory stimulation
reaction time assessment observed by the specific VO/MI group.

Each VO session was followed by an MI session and then the actual movement execution.
All subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed during MI. The whole routine, involving
imagining the tasks observed in the video and actual movements, was performed by the cadets,
always using the same equipment and at the same time of the day. Recorded tasks were performed by
a male age-matched model wearing the leisure uniforms worn by all cadets at the Academy. Subjects
allocated to the experimental group watched a video depicting the auditory and visual reaction time
assessment, which was identical to that carried out during the baseline and end-point assessments.
Hence, the experimental group performed an MI activity and then the actual movements based on VO
aimed at improvement of auditory and visual reaction times. Subjects in the control group watched a
video depicting activity included in an everyday physical training program (running, static bench,
full push-up, standing toe touch), performed in the gym, followed by VO and MI procedures involving
those activities. Thus, the VO/MI practiced by the control group was not related in any way to the end
task for which the reaction time was measured.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The main outcome of the study was to assess the change in the reaction time to auditory and
visual stimulation following a neuromotor intervention comprising specific VO/MI compared with a
sham neuromotor intervention. Therefore, the null hypothesis of the study was that the specific VO/MI
would have no impact on the reaction times.

The distribution of continuous variables was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test and reported as
mean ± SD. The MIQ-R scores were considered ordinal and reported as median and interquartile range
(IQR) for visual and kinesthetic subscales. Data were analyzed by a Mixed Model ANOVA. Time was
considered as within-subjects factor (baseline and post-intervention evaluation). Sham and specific
interventions (group variable) were considered as the between-subjects factor. Interaction between
time and group was investigated. The correlation between the ∆ Reaction Time to auditory and the
∆ Reaction Time to visual stimulus was assessed by Pearson correlation coefficients. All tests were
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considered significant if the p value was less than 0.05. Data analysis was performed using STATA
software (StataCorp. v.12, College Station, TX, USA).

3. Results

In total, 41 males were assessed for eligibility. One cadet was excluded due to a recent orthopedic
injury. Included subjects were randomly assigned to the control (n = 19) or intervention (n = 21) group.
The mean age was 21.05 years (SD 0.97, range 20–23) in the control group and 20.7 years (SD 0.96,
range 20–23) in the experimental group (p = 0.573). The MIQ-R scores were similar between groups
(control group: median 20, IQR 19–21; experimental group: median 19, IQR 18–20, p = 0.105 for the
kinesthetic subscale and control: median 19, IQR 18–19; experimental: median 17, IQR 17–19, p = 0.101
for the visual subscale).

The mean scores for the reaction time to auditory and visual stimuli for the upper and lower
limbs pre- and post-intervention are reported in Figure 1 and the results of the analysis are reported in
Table 1. The reaction time to auditory stimuli for the upper and lower limbs post-intervention improved
significantly in both groups (control: mean change −40 ms, SD 40, experimental: mean change −40 ms,
SD 80 for upper limbs; control: mean change−50 ms, SD 140, experimental: mean change−30 ms, SD 70
for lower limbs). A trend towards reduced reaction time to visual stimuli for upper and lower limbs
was also observed in both groups (control: mean change −30 ms, SD 90, experimental: mean change
−20 ms, SD 100 for upper limbs; control: mean change −30 ms, SD 90, experimental: mean change
−20 ms, SD 80 for lower limbs). The effect of time was significant in all groups. The group effect for
auditory and visual RT was not significant in upper limbs, while it was significant in lower limbs.
In all comparisons, interaction term was not significant.

While results showed similar improvement in the reaction times in both groups, the correlation
between the reduction of the reaction times to visual and auditory stimuli differed between the groups
(Figure 2). In the experimental group, reductions in the reaction times to visual and auditory stimuli
were significantly correlated, with a high coefficient, for both upper (r = 0.703) and lower limbs
(r = 0.473). Conversely, this correlation was not significant in the control group (r = 0.262 for the upper
and r = 0.09 for the lower limbs).
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indicates control group (sham intervention).
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Table 1. Reaction times (RT) to auditory and visual stimuli for the upper and lower limbs pre- and
post- VO/MI training in the control and experimental groups.

Limbs RT in ms Control Group Experimental Group

Pre, Mean
(SD)

Post, Mean
(SD)

Change,
Mean (SD)

Pre, Mean
(SD)

Post, Mean
(SD)

Change,
Mean (SD)

Auditory, upper 340 (60) 310 (30) −40 (40) 340 (70) 300 (40) −40 (80)

Visual, upper 430 (70) 400 (80) −30 (90) 420 (90) 400 (60) −20 (100)

Auditory, lower 530 (80) 480 (110) −50 (140) 470 (70) 440 (60) −30 (70)

Visual, lower 570 (90) 540 (90) −30 (90) 510 (80) 490 (80) −20 (80)
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4. Discussion

Our study demonstrated that a neuromotor intervention comprising a specific VO/MI did not
significantly improve reaction times to visual and auditory stimuli for upper or lower limbs when
compared with controls. However, the correlation between the reduction in reaction time to visual and
auditory stimuli was demonstrated only in the experimental group. Importantly, we observed that the
reaction times for upper and lower limbs to auditory stimuli in both groups were lower than those
registered for visual stimuli at baseline. Following the specific or sham VO/MI training, reductions in
reaction times in the experimental and control groups were always more significant for the auditory
than visual stimuli.

Specific MI/VO sessions were programmed to respect the elements of successful interventions
identified by Schuster et al. [18]; these were individual, supervised and non-directed sessions,
added after physical practice. Furthermore, the whole specific routine (VO followed by MI
followed by movement execution) was based on the approach suggested by Holmes and Collins [19],
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which incorporates physical, environment, timing, task, learning, emotion, and perspective (PETTLEP)
elements into imagery. Monitoring and adjusting for as many PETTLEP elements as feasible were
recently proposed to optimize the intervention outcome and to maximize the functional equivalence of
imaged and actual task execution, since the PETTLEP technique was associated with a greater ease
and/or vividness of the MI [20]. Its effectiveness was observed in several fields where the best possible
performance of movement is crucial, such as sport, surgery or music [21]. Despite those previously
reported positive effects in the performance of the movements, in our study, the VO/MI technique
incorporating PETTLEP elements showed no advantage in improving reaction times to auditory and
visual stimuli over the control group, in which those principles were not respected. This is in contrast
with findings published by Simons et al. [22], who found that brain-training interventions improve
performance in the trained tasks but not in the unrelated tasks. Nevertheless, their literature review
did not include studies of MI or VO but focused on studies aimed at improving cognitive skills rather
than simple reaction times.

Knowing that the reaction times positively correlate with physical fitness level [23], it can be
argued that mandatory participation in the physical training program, that is included in the schedule
of all Air Force Academy students, could have contributed to the improved reaction times observed in
both control and intervention groups. Indeed, it was observed that students who exercised regularly
had shorter reaction times than those who lead a sedentary life [24]. Shorter simple reaction times
were also observed in elderly diabetic patients with or without neuropathy after moderate or intense
supervised exercise program compared with pre-training [25]. Similarly, reaction time improved in
children and adolescents with mild intellectual disability who participated in physical fitness training
programs, compared to a control group [26]. Recent studies suggest that the negative effects of stressful
conditions on workplace performance and, presumably, reaction time could be overcome by physical
training [27,28].

The reaction time represents a complex neuromotor skill and it can be influenced by several
external and internal factors, including type of stimulus (auditory, visual, or tactile), sex, age, physical
fitness, level of fatigue, distraction, alcohol, personality type, dominant limb, biological rhythm,
and health [13,23,29,30]. Accordingly, the study population selected for our study was homogeneous
by gender, age, instruction level, biological rhythm, professional demands, instruction, and physical
fitness, owing to a common resident training program applied to the entire sample by the Air Force
Academy. Although it was not possible to control for all variables able to influence reaction times,
many of the considered factors were homogeneously distributed in the study population.

Admittedly, the present study has still some limitations related to the subject of the investigation.
Because studies of VO/MI effects on reaction time are lacking, we calculated the sample size for our
study based on similar data on motor performance published elsewhere [13] and assumed a reduction
of 150 ms in the auditory and visual reaction time as clinically significant. The absence of significant
differences between groups could be caused by a high type II error with a low power of the results,
due to the limited sample. As stated above, our study sample is represented by a highly homogenous
population of the same gender, age, social status, lifestyle, education and physical activity. While this
consideration allowed us to achieve an internal validity of the study design and results, at the same
time, it may limit the generalization of the results. Regarding the choice of intervention, recent data
suggested that a combination of model observation and self-observation had better short-term effects
on motor performance than each VO method applied separately [11]. Nevertheless, only ideal model
observation was used in the present study to explore, for the first time, its effect on the simple reaction
time in association with MI. Further studies may be required to evaluate if the combination of both VO
variants is more beneficial. Additional uncontrolled factors influencing the results of our study are
placebo and expectation effects. Our choice of sham intervention in the control group, in which the
VO/MI procedure was followed, but it was not related to the end task for which the reaction time was
measured, allowed us to create an active control group. Recent studies indicate, however, that it may
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not be sufficient for eliminating a placebo effect, since the experimental and active control group can
develop different expectations of improvement, even if interventions are incomparable [31].

In activities that take place in relatively unpredictable and constantly changing environment,
movements have to be continuously adapted. Thus, developing physical and motor capabilities is as
important as improving sensory and cognitive skills. This is particularly relevant for, but not limited
to, open-skill sport activities [32]. In closed-skill sports (swimming, running), reaction time to auditory
stimulus is often determinant for success. Additionally, in some professional activities, such as aviation,
reaction must follow prompts of different types, including visual and auditory stimuli. The current
study found that specific VO/MI training related to the end task, whereby the reaction time is measured,
allows a parallel reduction in the reaction time for both types of stimuli. Further research in the
cognitive and neurophysiological field, possibly incorporating the concept of spatiotemporal window
for multisensory integration [33], is needed to explore how this correlation influences the information
process; this could lead not only to better simple reaction time, but also to better recognition or choice
reaction times.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we observed that the reaction times for upper and lower limbs to auditory stimuli
were always lower, at baseline, than those registered for visual stimuli. The neuromotor training
comprising specific VO and MI procedures in the experimental group did not determine a significantly
higher reduction in the simple reaction time to auditory and visual stimuli than the sham procedure
in the control group. Indeed, a significant reduction of reaction time to auditory stimulus and a
trend towards reduction of reaction time to visual stimulus was observed post-intervention for the
upper and lower limbs in both groups. Only the specific VO/MI training, however, produced a linear
correlation between the improvement in the reaction time to auditory and visual stimuli. Interestingly,
the reductions in reaction times in the experimental and control groups were always more significant
for the auditory than visual stimuli. These findings could be crucial in training programs for aviation
cadets and other professionals who need to improve their reaction times to a multitude of stimuli.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate balance and motor control in dancers and
non-dancers with different foot positions. Physically active female dancers (n = 11) and non-dancers
(n = 9) randomly completed two balance tests in a single visit: 1) Y-balance test (YBT), and 2) motor
control test (MCT). Each test was completed with two different foot positions: 1) first ballet position
in which heels were touching and feet were externally rotated to 140 degrees, and 2) sixth ballet
position in which heels were spaced 10 cm apart and forward parallel. For the YBT, participants
completed three attempts at anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral reaches, which were averaged
and standardized to limb length for a composite score. For the MCT, participants completed a
multi-directional target test on a Biosway balance system, and accuracy and time to completion
were analyzed. Findings revealed no differences in YBT score (p = 0.255), MCT score (p = 0.383),
or MCT time (p = 0.306) between groups in the sixth position. However, dancers displayed better
YBT scores (p = 0.036), MCT scores (p = 0.020), and faster MCT times (p = 0.009) in the first position.
Results suggest that superior balance and motor control in dancers may be limited to less innate
dance-specific foot positions.

Keywords: motor control test; stability; Y balance test; first position

1. Introduction

Balance, specifically human balance, is the state of the body in equilibrium with forces acting on it,
which allows for the ability not to fall [1]. Different domains of balance may be under static conditions
in which center of gravity (CoG) is preserved or during dynamic conditions where equilibrium must be
maintained while in motion under a base support [2]. Balance ability may determine performance in
highly coordinated sports (i.e., gymnastics/dance, alpine skiing, figure skating) but also predict injury
risk, especially in lower extremities [3]. The sport of dance is widely accepted as necessitating balance
skill, and balance exercises are highly integrated into training regimens of almost all types of dance.
While static balance and stability have generally been shown to be superior in dancers compared to
non-dancers, less is known about how balance control differs between them, especially in differing
foot positions.

Fitness in dance is unique and primarily requires high levels of coordination and stability control.
Interestingly, professional dancers have been reported to have comparable cardiorespiratory fitness to
healthy sedentary counterparts despite extensive training and years of dance experience [4]. However,
dancers have repeatedly been shown to have better abilities in maintaining different aspects of balance
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compared to non-dancers. Krtyakiarana et al. showed that classical dancers maintain postural stability to
a greater degree than non-dancers, and this difference is accentuated under multitasking conditions [5].
Kilroy et al. reported dancers were able to balance for a longer period of time in a single-legged static
stance on both dominant and non-dominant lower extremities [6]. Improvements in stability may be due
to higher strength in plantar and hallux flexors when challenged in the anterior–posterior direction [7].
Additionally, hip strength and flexibility have been postulated as potential mechanisms of superior
balance in dancers [8].

Assessments of various aspects of balance in dancers have been measured in postural (i.e., CoG),
static (i.e., balance error scoring system, single leg stance on force platform), and dynamic (i.e., star
excursion balance test, YBT, multiaxial stability index) aspects. Since different forms of dance have
distinctive demands, using such tests to evaluate training to improve specific aspects of balance
are used by dance athletes and practitioners. Dowse et al. showed improved dynamic balance
assessed via multiaxial stability index and lower body strength in dancers undergoing a nine-week
resistance training program [9]. Importantly, these improvements accompanied better subjective dance
technique, spatial skills, and overall dance performance. Furthermore, proprioceptive–neuromuscular
training regimens have been shown to improve single legged static and dynamic balance measures [10].
However, balance tests may also be used a tool to assess or predict injury risk in dancers. Filpa et al.
reported that star excursion balance scores predicted function turn out angle and have been used as a
marker for lower injury risk [11]. Furthermore, injured dancers have been shown to perform poorer on
postural stability tests compared to uninjured dancers [12]. Thus, assessment of balance in dancers has
value from a performance and health perspective.

Dance as a sport and artform has distinct physical demands highly reliant on the ability to
maintain balance in a variety of different conditions. From a practical standpoint, balance ability may
be able to be used to detect risk of injury, thus potentially allowing for information on personalized
rehabilitation [13]. To date, most investigations have focused on static and postural stability in dancers
and non-dancers in neutral foot positions. Casabona et al. reported that dancers have improved
static balance in more difficult dance-specific stances, while dancers and non-dancers had similar
performance in more natural foot positions [14]. However, dancing requires various foot positions
with motor control and dynamic balance. Thus, understanding the multi-faceted aspects of balance
adaptations in dance may provide new insight into mechanisms of training and injury risk assessment.
The purpose of this study was to investigate dynamic balance ability and motor control in dancers and
non-dancers in the first and sixth ballet positions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

In a static groups comparison design, dancers and non-dancers randomly completed two balance
tests in a single visit: 1) Y-balance test (YBT), and 2) motor control test (MCT). Each balance test was
completed in a modified 1st ballet position (turned out) and 6th ballet position (parallel), which are
fundamental ballet foot positions, as previously described by Casabona et al. [14]. For the 1st ballet
position, heels were touching, and feet were externally rotated 140 degrees from hallux to hallux
(if unipedal, the single foot was rotated 70 degrees). Visual representation of the foot positions can be
seen in Figure 1. The YBT was used as a unipedal measure of dynamic balance while the MCT was a
bipedal measure of multidirectional motor control. All balance tests were conducted barefoot and by the
same two researchers for all measurements.
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Figure 1. Visual depiction of both 6th and 1st positions used during balance tests. Note: if unipedal,
the participant’s single foot serving as the base was still at the same position as shown above as the sole
base of support.

2.2. Participants

Physically active female dancers (n = 11) and non-dancers (n = 9) were recruited for this study. Descriptive
characteristics of participants are presented in Table 1. Physically active was defined as participating in ≥150
min·wk−1 of moderate intensity exercise. To be categorized as a dancer, individuals had to have at least 8
years of dance experience in performance or classes (avg dance experience = 15.3 yr ± 2.06) and be actively
dancing at the time of the investigation. To determine suitability for exercise, a physical activity readiness
questionnaire (PARQ) was used. All participants reported no lower extremity, lumbopelvic, or musculoskeletal
injury and no vestibular or balance impairments. All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Samford University Institutional Review Board
(EXPD-HP-20-S-3).

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of participants. * indicated significantly different from non-dancer
(p < 0.05). Data are presented as mean ± SD.

Characteristic Non-Dancer (n = 9) Dancer (n = 11)

Age (yr) 19.5 ± 0.8 21.2 ± 0.7 *
Height (cm) 163.2 ± 3.9 165.3 ± 3.9

Body mass (kg) 64.3 ± 8.1 58.1 ± 6.3 *
Lower limb length (cm) 88.2 ± 4.54 85.9 ± 4.8

2.3. Y-balance Test (YBT)

The YBT is a unipedal functional test of dynamic balance. To account for possible differences in
limb length, each participant’s limb length (LL) of both left and right lower extremities was measured.
To achieve this, participants laid supine and total length in centimeters from the anterior superior iliac
spine to the distal edge of the medial malleolus was documented. A Y-balance system (Functional
Movement Systems, Lynchburg, VA, USA) consisting of a central platform and three branching tubes
marked in 1

2 cm increments in the anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral was utilized. On each
tube, a sliding indicator block was attached to indicate reach distance during the test. Participants
stood in a unipedal stance in corresponding foot positions and performed a maximal reach in each
direction while moving the sliding indicator with their toes. The distance reached was recorded to the
nearest 1

2 cm at the proximal edge of the sliding indicator. Participants completed three successful
reaches in each direction for both the left and right legs. All reaches were averaged to give a single score
in each direction. A successful reach was indicated by an attempt without 1) losing balance during the
extension motion and return to the platform, 2) lifting their heel off the contact foot from the platform,
3) losing contact between the reach foot and indicator, and 4) using the indicator as support/putting
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weight on the indicator [15]. Scores for each leg for both positions were calculated by the following
calculation: ((avg anterior + avg posteromedial + avg posterolateral)/(3 × LL) × 100) [15]. Left and
right leg scores were then averaged to give a total composite score for 1st and 6th ballet positions.

2.4. Biosway Motor Control Test (MCT)

To test motor and balance control, participants completed an MCT protocol on a Biosway portable
balance system (Biodex Medical Systems Inc., Shirley, NY, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. In a bipedal stance, participants stood on a balance platform while looking at a screen
display with a center point (representing CoG) and eight surrounding targets arranged in a circle.
Once the test began, participants shifted and controlled their balance with their feet stationary to hit a
randomly blinking target. Once the target was hit, participants had to return their balance back to the
center point before another target would be highlighted. This was completed for a single test until
each of the 8 targets during the attempt were hit. Participants did this once with the 1st and again with
the 6th ballet position. Accuracy, or amount of deviation from the direct path to the target, and time to
completion of the test were derived and recorded from the Biosway system.

2.5. Data analysis

All data was analyzed using Jamovi software (Version 0.9, Jamovie, Sydney, Australia). Normality
of distribution was confirmed using a Shapiro–Wilk test. The comparison of interest was the between
groups effect (i.e., dancers versus non-dancers) for each separate foot position. Thus, an independent
t-test was used to compare measures between groups for each position. Cohen’s d effect sizes (d) were
calculated as d = (M1–M2)/(SDpooled) between groups and interpreted as 0.2—small; 0.5—moderate; and
0.8—large [16,17]. Significance was set at p ≤ 0.05 a priori. All data were presented as mean ± standard
deviation (SD).

3. Results

Descriptive characteristics are shown in Table 1. Age (years; p < 0.001; d = 2.27) was significantly
higher and body mass (kg; p = 0.012; d = 1.24) lower in the dance group compared to non-dancers.
No differences existed for height (cm; p = 0.271; d =0.53) or lower limb length (cm; p = 0.178; d = 0.63).
YBT composite scores are shown in Figure 2a. Participants in the dancer group scored significantly higher
on the YBT compared to non-dancers when standing in the 1st ballet position (non-dancers = 83.7% ± 5.8,
dancers = 90.8% ± 7.7; p = 0.036; d = 1.2). However, no differences in YBT scores were observed between
groups when standing in the sixth ballet position (non-dancers = 88.8% ± 6.1, dancers = 92.4% ± 7.3;
p = 0.535; d = 0.2).

MCTscoresandcompletiontimesareshowninFigures2band2c, respectively. Dancersscoredsignificantly
better than non-dancers on the MCT while standing in the 1st ballet position (non-dancers = 0.38 a.u. ± 0.06,
dancers = 0.47 a.u. ± 0.06; p = 0.020; d = 1.5). MCT scores were not significantly different between dancers and
non-dancers when standing in the sixth ballet position (non-dancers = 0.51 a.u.± 0.06, dancers = 0.54 a.u.± 0.04;
p = 0.383; d = 0.5). MCT time to completion was significantly faster in the dancer group while standing
in the 1st position (non-dancers = 34.3 s ± 4.9, dancers = 43.6 s ± 6.9; p = 0.016; d = 1.5). However, no
significant difference for MCT times existed between dancers and non-dancers in the sixth ballet position
(non-dancers = 36.7 s ± 7.1, dancers = 33.7 s ± 2.8; p = 0.306; d = 0.5).
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Figure 2. (a) Composite Y-balance test (YBT) scores (%) in 1st ballet position and 6th ballet position
between non-dancers (white) and dancers (grey); (b) Biosway motor control test (MCT) scores (arbitrary
units, A.U.) in 1st ballet position and 6th ballet position between non-dancers (white) and dancers
(grey); (c) MCT completion time (s) in 1st ballet position and 6th ballet position between non-dancers
(white) and dancers (grey); data are presented as mean ± SD. * Indicates significantly different from 1st
position non-dancer (p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

While previous studies have described superior dynamic balance in dancers [18], information
on how varying foot positions influence balance ability is lacking. Findings from this investigation
showed no differences in dynamic balance or motor control when standing in the parallel sixth ballet
position. However, dancers showed superior dynamic balance performance and motor control while
standing in the turned-out first ballet position. While exact mechanisms for adaptations were not
currently elucidated, these data add interesting evidence to the body of literature suggesting that
dancers’ superior balance and motor control performance may be limited to more dance-specific
foot positions.

In the current investigation, dancers and non-dancers performed similarly on the YBT and MCT
while standing in the sixth ballet position. This is in stark contrast to previous findings, which have
largely shown dancers to have better balance in similar neutral foot positions. Kilroy et al. reported that
dancers were able to balance longer and maintain CoG to a greater degree in a unipedal stance compared
to non-dancers [6]. However, Kilroy et al. utilized static balance measurements through a force platform,
which differed from the unipedal dynamic approach in the current study. Static and dynamic balance
require different levels of joint stabilization and abilities to produce muscular force [19]. While joint
stiffness and co-contracture of muscles may be important for static balance, weak relationships for
stiffness and adaptations often leading to improvements in dynamic balance (i.e., strength, muscle force,
etc.) have been reported previously [20]. Since adaptations with dance training may manifest themselves
in increased joint stability and stiffness [21], dance training may have a greater impact on unipedal static
versus unipedal dynamic balance in neutral foot positions. Supporting this, Ambegaonkar et al. reported
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that unipedal static stability was higher in dancers versus non-dancers, but balance did not differ in
alternating leg dynamic tests and only differed in a portion of directions for dynamic reach tests [22].
In contrast, there have been previous investigations showing superior dynamic balance in young dancers
versus non-dancers, necessitating more study for what mechanisms are underlying balance adaptations
to static and dynamic conditions differently [18]. Another possible explanation for lack of difference in
the sixth position may be due to the familiarity of the position in that most able-bodied individuals will
likely stand with feet pointed parallel on a daily basis. Indeed, Casabona et al. reported that more natural
neutral foot positions did not alter static balance outcomes in dancers versus non-dancers, while more
challenging dance-specific stances caused dancers to perform better [14]. Our findings of no changes
in dynamic measures or motor control using natural stances supports this, although there have been
other investigations showing better dynamic balance in dancers versus non-dancers with neutral foot
positions [18,23]. However, participants in the non-dancer group in the current investigation were still
considered physically active. Higher levels of physical activity, both free-living and structured, have been
shown to improve balance outcomes [24,25]. Thus, training habits of the non-dancers may have resulted
in similar adaptations to dancers, which allowed for similar balance and control in the sixth position.
However, differences in regular training habits of dancer and non-dancer groups was not investigated in
the current study, leaving the contribution of specific aspects of exercise training unclear. Based on this,
future investigations should attempt to delineate specific fitness measures and how they correspond to
balance and motor control differently in dancers and non-dancers.

Despite lack of differences in the sixth position, dancers displayed better dynamic balance in the YBT
and better motor control in the MCT while standing in the first position. These findings are supported by
Casabona et al. who showed that dancers exhibited better static balance while standing in an identical
turned out position as the present study but not in neutral positions [14]. Likely, differences between
dancers and non-dancers are due to training specificity. Balancing while externally rotated requires high
levels of hip and ankle strength and flexibility. Indeed, Gupta et al. showed that dancers have greater hip
strength and range of motion compared to non-dancers [8]. Additionally, while individual motor skills
may have certain degrees of transferability to others, extensive practice and training may result in more
specialized capabilities, which lead to adaptation in the trained skill that may not be generalizable [14,26].
In relation to the current findings, extensive practice in dancers may have led to particularly improved
skill in the first position, which is largely a dance-specific skill that did not transfer to superior balance
in the sixth position. Important to the current investigation, dancers were more accurate and faster
during the MCT compared to non-dancers. This suggests that dancers not only displayed more effective
multi-directional balance control but could do so more efficiently. These findings may have practical
implications for predicting injury risk. Previous evidence in basketball players reported multi-directional
balance performance was predictive of lower extremity injury risk [27]. Furthermore, athletes with higher
balance ability before starting the competition season have been shown to be less likely to be injured
during the season [28]. While largely speculative based off the current study design, using accuracy and
time of motor control tests in various positions in dance could possibly lead to prediction of which foot
positions during dance performance may lead to higher rates of injuries in individuals. Supporting this,
reduced functional turnout angles in the first ballet position have been shown to be associated with higher
numbers and severity of injury in professional dancers [29]. However, injury risk was not measured in
the current investigation but could be a practical application for subsequent studies to investigate.

5. Conclusions

The current brief report provides novel evidence on balance and motor control between dancers
and non-dancers. However, there were several limitations. Although the sample size of the current
investigation is in agreement with similar studies [6,14], large samples are warranted in order to
maximize generalizability and comparison to other dance populations. Anthropometric features
(i.e., body mass, body composition, etc.) were not controlled between groups, and dancers in the
present study tended to be lighter than non-dancers. However, sports like dance and gymnastics have
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been consistently documented to have a tendency of smaller athletes [30]. Total body and lean mass has
been shown to influence balance ability; thus, we cannot rule out the possibility of body composition
affecting the results [31]. Furthermore, very recent evidence has shown that YBT performance may be
related to trunk and lower limb strength [32]. Unfortunately, this specific information was not obtained
with the current study design, so present YBT results should be viewed with optimism but also caution.
More study is needed to investigate body characteristic differences between dancers and non-dancers
and how they may specially alter balance and motor control ability. Additionally, no adaptive
mechanisms possibly contributing to changes in balance performance were measured. Given that
numerous factors including proprioception, flexibility, and muscular strength may predict balance
ability [7,33], more specific study on which factors may contribute to changes in performance with
different foot positions is needed. In conclusion, dance participation and experience may not influence
balance and motor control in the sixth ballet position but result in better balance outcomes while
standing in the first ballet position. These findings provide new information pertaining to functional
performance in dancers and may have implications for identifying specific training adaptations and
injury risk in varying foot positions.
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